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Reverse mortgages are intended to assist elderly homeowners
who are "house.-rich q,nd cash-poor" to tat> the equi ty in their
homes without moving and selling. With a reverse mortgage, an
elderly homeowner is able to receive payments from a Lender that
do not have to be repaid until the homeowner chooses to move or
dies. The lender is repaid from proceeds from the sale of the
prop~rty, with any proceeds in excess of the amount needed to pay
off the mortgage going to the borrower or the borrower's estate.
The potential demand for reverse mortgages is substantial.
American Housing Survey data for 19($7 show that over 2u percent
of elderly owners (3.2 million) might be regarded as house·rich
and cash-poor·-those with incomes below ~15,OOO and houses valued
at more than $50,000. Some of these households might be able to
live in their homes longer or more comfortably using the proceeds
of ~~reverse mortgage.
Despite the potential demand, prior to l~H~, only about
2,500 reverse mortgages were issued by various pUblic and priva:e
lenders. To some supporters ot reverse mortgages, i: see~ed t~dt
~?rtgage ins~rance might provide the needed i8petus to t~rt~~:
~xpansion.and they secured Congressional support for a reverse
mortgage insurance demonstration.
The Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) Insurance
Demonstration, also known as the federal Housing Administration
(FdA) reverse mortgage program, was created oy Section 417 of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 19($7 which added Section
255 to the National Housing Act (the Act). It authorized the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to insure 2,500
reverse mortgages through Septe~ber 30, 19~1. on the homes of
elderly homeowners, enabling them to turn their equity into
cash.
This interim report, pursuant to Section 255(k) of the Act,
describes the design and implementation of the demonstration.
Chapter 1 describes progress to date, summarizing the design
process and reporting on current status. Design of the FHA
reverse mortgage program involved several offices within HUD,
other Federal Agencies, and a number of interest groups in the
private sector. A draft proposed rule was published in the
Federal Register on Octooer 25. 198ij, within the nine-month
period mandated by the statute. The final rule was pubtished in
the Fedral Register on June 9, 1989, and became effective on
July 24, 1989. A handbook containing detailed procedures and
mortgage documents for the program was completed on
August 24, 1989.
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Most of the subsequent chapters address design issues:
determining borrower, lender, and property eligibility.
Chapter 4; calculating payments to borrowers. Chapter 5;
calculating loan costs. Chapter 0; insuring lenders, Chapter 7;
and providing counseling. Chapter~. Administrative procedures
related to reverse mortgage origination, mortgage insurance
premium accounting and collection. servicing. and claims are
dealt with in Chapter 9. Legal issues raised by the program are
discussed in Chapter 1U. The appendix provides a tul1 technical
explanation ot the payments model used to calculate principal
limit factors.

HOME rl{UIT'i CUNV£KSION MJRTGAGE INSURANCE DOONSTAATlON
i<EPORT TO OONGRESS

INI'HJJDlJCl'ION

Without a reverse mortgage, elderly homeowners who are

'~ouse-rich

and

cash-poor" have few ways of tapping the €'-lui ty in their hOlue apart from
moving and selling.

YOlD1ger homeowners may be able to take rut a home

eyuity line ot credit, if they can afford to repay it.

elderly homeowners

who need money tor home repair, health. or living expenses may not have
sufficient income to quality for a hane equity line of credit.

With a reverse mortgage. elderly homeowners are able to receive
payments

fro~

a lender that do not have to be repaid until the homeowners

choose to move and sell. or they die.
from the sale of the

pro~erty,

The lender is repaid from proceeds

with any proceeds in excess of the amount

needed to payoff the mortgage going to the borrowers or the borrowers'
estate.

The potential demand for reverse mortgages is substantial.
Housing Survey data for

19~7

show that

1~.7

million dwelling units were

occupied by elderly householders--those 6) years of age or older.
five percent of these households

(14.~

American

Seven ty

million) owned their own home;

almost 40 percent of the elderly owners were 75 years of age or older.
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Eighty-three percent of the elderly owners (12.3 million) owned their homes
free and clear.

Among elderly owners with mortgages, the median

outstanding principal amount was only $15,000.

Net equity for all elderly

owners totalled $1. f trillion.

Over 20 percent of elderly owners (3.2 million) might be regarded as
house-rich and cash-poor--those with incomes below
valued at more than $50,00U.

~15,OOO

and houses

Some of these households might be able to

live in their homes longer or more comfortably using the proceeds of a
reverse mortgage.

According to data on over 10UO reverse mortgages gathered by
Dr. i-1a:>.lrice Weinrobe of Clark University as of Decanber lYl:S6, the typical
reverse mortgage borrower was a 7b-year-old woman living alone in a
$160,000 house.

Single women constituted over 60 percent of all borrowers;

married couples, over 25 percent; and single men, the remainder.

Average

income was about $14,000 for couples and about $Y,OO!) for men and women
living alone.

Despite the potential demand, prior to

19~~,

only about 2,500 reverse

mortgages were issued by various public and private lenders.

(The

development of reverse mortgages is described in more detail in Chapter
3.)

To some supporters of reverse morcgages, it seemed that mortgage

insurance might provide the needed impetus to further expansion, and they

I-J

secured Congressional support for a reverse mortgage insurance
de:nonstration.

HECM Oemonstration
The home !:4uity Conversion Mortgage (HECN) Insurance Denonstration,
also known as the Federal Housing Administration (t1iA) reverse mortgage
program, was created by Section 417 of the Housing and Cormuunity
Development Act of

1~87

(Pub.L. 10U-242) which added Section 255 to the

National Housing Act (the Act).

It authorizes the Secretary of rtousiQ5 and

Urban Development (HUD) to insure 2,5UO reverse mortgages through September

.....

3U,

1~91;

on the homes of elderly homeowners, enabling then to turn their

home equity into cash. 1

Under the demonstration, the Secretary is authorized to provide
mortgage insurance for reverse mortgages that permit elderly homeowners to
convert a portion ot their accumulated equity into cash and,thereby, to
assist them in meeting health, housing and subsistence costs at a time of
reduced income.

The demonstration is intended to encourage and increase

the involvement of lenders and other participants in mortgage markets in
the making and servicing of reverse mortgages for elderly homeowners.
Finally, the demonstration is intended to produce data on the extent of the
need and demand among elderly homeowners tor insured and uninsured reverse
mortgages and the types of reverse mortgages which best serve the interests
of elderly homeowners, lenders, and the Federal Government.
lThroughout this report. the terms "FHA" and "tiUU" are used
interchangeably.

With_this
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data. decisions can be made about the appropriate role of HUD insurance in
facilitating the use of reverse mortgages by the elderly.

Report to Congress
Section 255(k) of the Act requires the Secretary to submit an interim
report to Congress describing the design and implanentation of the
demonstration; the number of types of reverse mortgages written to date;
the profile of participant homeowner borrowers, including incomes, home
equity, ana regional distribUtion; and problems encountered in
implementation, including impediments associated with State or Federal laws
'or

r~lations gov~rning

banking, and any

ot~er

taxes, insurance, securities, public benetits,

problems in implementation that the Secretary

encounters.

This report

res~onds

tu this

re~uirement.

Since the program is just

getting underway, few data are yet available on the types of mortgages
written or the characteristics of the borrowers.

Therefore, the

re~ort

will focus upon the program design issues identified, the options
considered. and the choices made.

Whenever possible, design

va~iations

ot

interest to potential sponsors of subsidized or conventional reverse
mortgage or mortgage insurance programs will be noted.

Finally, the report

will highlight problems encountered in implementation, separating those
that were solved from those requiring further attention.
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Organization of Revort
Chapter 1 describes progress to date, summarizing the design process
and reporting on current status.
also briefly described.

~bapter

Plans for ongoing program evaluation are
2 provides an overview of the Home Equity

Conversion Mortgage Insurance Demonstration.

These two chapters together

are intended as a self-contained summary of the demonstration.
chapters provide more detail.

Later

Chapter 3 discusses the risks to borrowers

and lenders of reverse mortgages, analyzes the risk reduction strategies
adopted by lenders before the availability of mortgage insurance, and
describeS risk reduction in the FHA reverse mortgage insurance

•

I10st of the subsequent chapters address design
borrower, lender, and

pro~erty

determinin~

eligibility, Chapter 4; calculating payments

to borrowers, Chapter 5; calculating loan costs,
lender~,

i~sues:

progra~ •

Chapter 7; and providing counseling,

Cha~ter

Chapter~.

6; insuring
Administrative

procedures related to reverse mortgage origination, mortgage insurance
premium accounting and collection, servicing, and claUns'are deale with in
Chapter 9.

Legal issues raised by the program are discussed in Chapter 1U.

Ctil\Pl'ER ONE

Pt<OGRAM DESIGN AND CUi:UID'fl' STAWS

PROGRA...t-.1 DES IGN
Process
Design of the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage Insurance Demonstration
involved several offices within HUD, other Federal Agencies, and a number
of interest groups in the private sector.

Lead responsibility was

assig~ed

to the Office of Economic Affairs in the Office of Policy Develo?nent and
Research (PDR).

An

interoffice working group was created made up of staff

from PDR.the Office of Housing, and the Office of the General Counsel.
An initial list of design issues was prepared for review in March, 1988,

and work began on a proposed rule in April.

Outstanding issues were

analyzed and discussed in meetings of the working group.

At the same time, HUD began to consult formally and informally with
outside experts, in accordance with Section 416(b) of the Housing and
--~,--

.~~-

-

- - - _ .

-

-<

. _ - - -

Community Development Act, requiring the Department to. consult widely with
lenders, insurers, and organizations and individuals with expertise in home
equity conversion.

Numerous individuals and organizations v.ho are

knowledgeable about reverse mortgages were consulted, and meetings were
held with key groups.

HUD staff met:

--

- , - 
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o

on February 24, 1988. with an ad hoc group of individuals and
groups representing the American Association of Retired Persons.
the National Center for Home Equity Conversion. the American Bar
Association's Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly, and
others who were responsible for the authorization of the
demonstration to hear their initial recommendations;

o

on March 23, 1988. with representatives of State housing finance
agencies to discuss State experience with reverse mortgage
lending;

o

on April 6,

19~8.

with representatives of the Administration on

Aging in the Department to Health and Human Services to discuss
joint efforts between HU1) and AM to fund

traini~

for revers,e

mortgage counselors;

o

on May 3, 1988, with lenders and insurers interested in
originating reverse mortgages to discuss mortgage terms and
insurance options;

o

on

~1ay

10, 1988, with housing counselors, public interest groups

representing the elderly, and agencies on aging to discuss
counseling about reverse mortgages and their alternatives;
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Meanwhile. in February 19~9. 5U lenders were selected by
lottery and given reservations ot insurance authority for )0
reverse mortgages a~iece. The first FdA reverse mortgage was
closed on October 19. 1989. by the James H. Nutter Company ot
Kansas City, Missouri. As ot July 25. 199U. lenders had taken a
total of 57l applications: 11U mortgages were endorsed tor
insurance; 2U5 were closed, but not yet endorsed; and an
additional l57 were being ~rocessed.
Media coverage ot the demonstration has been extensive.
HUD User, an information dissemination service employed by Huu,
received over l~,OOU inquiries from borrowers, lenders, and
others in the interval prior to the start-up of the program.
Inquiries from borrowers continue to flow into HUD and to
participating lenders.
Chapter 2 provides an overview ot the FhA reverse illortgage
program. Unlike a traditional resiaential mortgage, a reverse
mortgage provides for payments to an elderly homeowner over an
extended period rather than in one lump sum, and the homeowner
repays the loan in one payment rather than through periOdic
payments. To be eligible for a reverse mortgager. a borrower
must be 62 years ot age or older, own a home free and clear or be
able to payoff existing liens at closing trom reverse mortga~e
proceeds, and occupy the property as a principal residence. A
potential borrower must also receive counseling from a third
party independent of the lender on reverse mortgages and their
alternatives. To offer reverse mortgages, a lender must be a
HUu-ap~roved lender and must have a reservation or insurance
authority from a HUD Kegional Office.
Under the FHA reverse mortgage program, a borrower may
choose among three basic payment Options: tenure, term, and line
of credit. The tenure option provides a borrower with level
monthly payments tor as long as the borrower occupies the home as
a principal residence. The term option provides level monthly
payments tor a fixed period selected by the borrower. - the line
of credit option permits the borrower to make draws uv to a
maximum amount at times and in the amounts of the borrower's
choosing. The program permits maximum flexibility. A borrower
may receive a lump sum draw at closing to payoff an existing
mortgage, to payoff a contractor's lien for repairs, or for
other purposes. In addition, a borrower may combine a tenure or
term mortgage with a line of credit or restructure payments to
accommodate changes in che borrower's circumstances.
Payments to borrowers are based upon the age of tbe youngest
borrower, the mortgage interest rate, and the maximum claim
amount. The maximum claim amount is the lesser of the value ot
the property or the maximum mortgage on a one-unit residence chat
FHA can insure in a geographical area under che Section 203(b)
program. At the present time, this amount ranges becween $67,500
and $124,b75.
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Payments are calculated using principal limit factors
generated by a payments model which contains assumptions abuut
the longevity of the borrower and the appreciation of the
property. ~uch principal limits are used to evaluate
applications under the tenure, t~rm, and line of credit options.
Regardless of the payment plan selected, elderly homeowners
cannot be forced to sell their homes to pay oft their mortgage,
even if the mortgage balance grows to exceed the value of the
property. When the borrower does move or die and the property is
sold, the borrower's liability will be limited to the value ot
the home. In addition, a borrower is protected if the lender
fails to make the required payments under the mortgage. fHA will
make the payments to the borrower, and the defaulting lender will
lose all interest on payments made to or on behalf ot th~
borrower.
The borrower will pay an FHA mortgage insurance premium to
insure lenders against loss in the event that sales proceeds are
not sufficient t6 pay ott the mQrtgage. It will consist ot two
parts, both of which may be financed: 1) an up-front premium ot
two points on the value of the property capped at the maximum
claim amount and 2) . a periodic premium of 50 basis points on the
growing principal balance.
The mortgage insurance premium (MIP) is estimated to cover
all losses, whether these losses are borne by FHA or private'
lenders. At the time that the mortgage is closed, a lender will
choose one of two insurance options: the assignment option, or
the shared premium option. Under the assignment option, FHA
collects allot the HIP. The lender has the option of assigning
a mortgage to FHA at the time tha the mortgage balance, including
.accrued in teres t and HIP, equals the max imum c lai-m amount.
Following assignment of the mortgage, the lender files an
insurance claim for an amount equal to the mortgage balance and
has no further obI igat ions under th8 mortgag@. IiUlJ ,.:i Ll cont4-flu.e. - - - 
to make any payments-that'are owed-the borrower and will accept
full responsibility in the event ot loss~
Under the shared premium option, the lender foregoes
assignment of a mortgage to FHA and retains a portioh ot the
periodic MIP to compensate for the share of ris.k borne. FHA will
pay the lender the ditterence between the mortgage balance and
the sales proceeds at the time that the mortgage is payable up to
the maximum claim amount. The lender is liable for losses that
exceed the maximum claim amount, and the lender's share of the
periodic HIP has been calculated to e~ual the expected value ot
. these losses.
Chapter 3 discusses the risks to borrowers and lenders of
reverse mortgages, analyzes the risk reduction strategies adopt~d
by lenders before the availability of mortgage insurance, and
describes risk reduction in the FHA reverse mortgage program.
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o

on June 21

I

1988, with representatives of secondary market

agencies and private mortgage insurers to discuss payment model
assumptions and mortgage insurance premium issues.

A proposed rule was published in the Federal Register on
October 25, 1988, within the nine-month period mandated in the statute. At
a press briefing on October 27, 1988, POR and Housing officials announced
publication of the rule; the Administration on Aging announced that it was
transferring $250,000 to HUD to help fund training for reverse mortgage
counselorsj and the Federal National Mortgage Association and Federal Home
LDan Hortgage Corporation announced their willingness to purchase FHA

insured reverse mortgages for their own portfolios.

Following publication of the proposed rule,
handbook.

~rk

began on a program

Between October 1988 and March 19;:sY, weekly meetings were held

of staff from the Offices of POR, Housing, Administration, and the General
Counsel to develot> implanenting procedures for all aspects of the program
from loan origination to mortgage insurance termination.

The tinal rule

for the demonstration was published in the Federal Register on June 9,
1989, and became effective on July 24, 1989. The handbook containing
detailed procedures and mortgage documents for the program was completed on
August 24, 19!:SY.

Meanwhile. in February 1989, 50 lenders were selected by lottery and
given reservations of insurance authority for 50 reverse mortgages apiece
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in a manner described in Chapter 4.

The first FtlA reverse mortgage was

closed on October 19. 1989, by the James B. Nutter Company of Kansas City,
Missouri.

CURRFNI'

STATUS

The FHA reverse mortgage program is well underway. As of July
25. 1990. lenders had taken a total of 572 FHA reverse mortgage
applications:

110 mortgages were endorsed for insurance; 205 were closed.

but not yet endorsed; and an additional 257 were being processed.

......

have had. numerous tasks to

c~nplete

Lenders

before they could begin accepting

applications and ,have faced various problems arising from the unusual
nature of this innovative mortgage instrument.

This report describes these

issues and ~~e steps taken to address them in subsequent chapters.

Legal

issues are important; lenders must add relevant State law provisions to the
legal documents provided by HilD.

In numerous instances, lenders have

encountered legal impediments to the issuance of reverse mortgages.

tiome.

but not all. of these could be overcome. All lenders faced the challenge
of applying the recently amended truth-in-lending disclosure requirements
for home equity lines of credit to reverse mortgages.

Efforts to overcome

legal barriers and to develop disclosure documents are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 10.

Some lenders had difficulty locating a title insurance company
kn~ledgeable

about and willing to insure reverse mortgages. This problem
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is being overcome as title insurers learn more about the program. Other
lenders were located in areas without HUD-approved housing counseling
agencies or in areas with counselors who needed additional training to feel
comfortable discussing reverse mortgages and their alternatives with
borrowers.

Efforts are being made to identify counseling agencies and to

provide additional training as discussed in Chapter 8.

In the face of these challenges, some lenders withdrew, disappointing
some potential borrowers on the waiting list when replacement lenders who
did not serve the same lending area were selected.
because they

conc~uded

Other lenders withdrew

the limit of 50 mortgages was too small to justify

the start-up costs •.

Despite these difficulties, the FHA reverse IIIOrtgage program is
growing-steadily.

Applications are being processed in all 10 HUD Regions.

Each lender tnat withdrew from the program has been replaced by another
lender from the waiting list, and additional lenders are seeking admittance
to the program. Media coverage of the demonstration has been extensive,
starting with publication of the proposed rule in October 1988. _HUD User,
an information dissernination service ernployed by HUD, received over 28,000
inquiries from borrowers, lenders, and others in the interval prior to the
start-up of the program.

Inquiries from borrCMers continue to flCM into

HUD and to participating lenders.

Lenders who remain in the program have

been willing to incur start-up costs because they expect the demand for
reverse mortgages to grow.
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PROGAA.."1 M)NlTOl<.LNG AND EVA111A.TION

The Department intends to monitor the HECM demonstration program
carefully and report on progress to Congress whenever appropriate with
particular reference to any impediments to effective implementation.

PreliminaEY Evaluation
Under Section 255(K) (2) of the Act, the Secretary is directed to
submit a preliminary evaluation of the FHA reverse mortgage program to
Congress by Narch 30, 1992. The report is to:

•

(A) describe the types of mortgages appropriate for inclusion in
such program;

(B) describe any changes in the insurance programs under this
title, or in other Federal regulatory provsions, determined to be
appropriate;

(C) describe -any risk createdllnder s,:xch mortgages to mortgagors
and mortgagees or the insurance programs under this title, and whether
the risk is adequately covered by the premiums under the insurance
programs;
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(D) evaluate whether such program has
situation or

othe~ise

llrr~roved

the financial

met the special needs of participating elderly

homeawners;

(E) evaluate whether such program has included appropriate
safeguards for mortgagors to offset the special risks of such
mortgages; and

(F)

evalute whether home equity conversion mortgages have a

potential for acceptance in the mortgage markets.

Evaluation reports 9re to be submitted every two years thereafter and are
to include analysis of mortgage repayrnencs.

Program Data
In anticipation of this task, the Department designed creation of a
database into the FHA reverse mortgage program.

Working with staff in the

Offices of Housing and Administration, PDR staff examined mortgage forms
---<-~

..- - 

and program data systems to determine how data needed for evaluation could
be collected in the course of normal administrative processing.

Data

definitions were clarified and data elements were added to the Computerized
Homes Underwriting System (CHUMS).

Once a reverse mortgage is endorsed for insurance, data entered into
CliU1S are downloaded into an SPSS-PC database.

The records in this

l-rl

database will subsequently be linked with the records in the automated
mortgage insurance premium accounting systen. so that, in the future, HUD

will be able to study both the characteristics of borrowers and the loans
that they initially prefer, and the actual rate at which they consume
mortgage proceeds.

The Department will be able to assess the risk of reverse mortgages
and the adequacy of the mortgage insurance premium collected by cross
checking data on mortgage repayments with the predicted rate of mortgage
terminations from the HECM payments model (discussed in the appendix).
Within a few years, it should be possible to ascertain the ade4uacy of the
program's assumptions and whether they need to be adjusted.

From progr~~ data, it will, of course, be possible to track "the
characteristics of lenders in the program and the volume of mortgage
originations.

The mortgage insurance premium accounting system will record

mortgage sales and servicing arrangements.

With this information, it

should be possible to analyze the potential acceptability of reverse
mortgages by the mortgage markets.

CH.API'ER

'IW)

OVERVIEJ..1 OF FHA-INSURED REVERSE MJRTGAG.Ii:S

Unlike a traditional residential mortgage, a home equity conversion or
"reverse" mortgage provides for payments to an elderly homeowner over an
extended period rather than in one lump sum, and the

hane~er

loan in one payment rather than through periodic payments.

repays the

The reverse

mortgages insured under this demonstration also differ fran traditional
mortgages and ,some types of home equity conversion mortgages in that they
have

neiG~er

a fixed maturity date nor a fixed mortgage

~ount.

Eligibility
To be eligible for a reverse mortgage, a borrwer must be 62 years of
age or older, own a home free and clear or be able to payoff existing
liens at closing from reverse mortgage proceeds, and occupy the property as
a principal residence.

The property occupied by the borrawer must be a

one-family dwelling which meets HUD's minUuum property standards.
t

W'len repairs necessary to meet HlJD s property standards do not exceed the
borrower's principal limit, they may be made using mortgage proceeds before
or after closing in accordance with program rules.

To offer reverse mortgages, a lender must be a HUD-approved lender and
must have a reservation of insurance authority from a HUD Regional Office.
The initial reservations of insurance authority for the program were
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allocated among applicants by lottery at the end of February 1989 following
publication of a notice in the Federal Register.

Evolution of Program Desjgn
The statute authorizing the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage Insurance
Demonstration does not spell out the types of reverse mortgages that the
Departmen~

should insure, although it does rule out certain options--for

example, fixed-term reverse mortgages--by allowing homeowners to remain in
their homes as long as they choose and by making reverse mortgages
nonreco~se

debt •

.....
After internal consideration and consultation with outside groups, the
Department decided to insure several types of reverse mortgages.

The

proposed rule, published October 25, 1988, authorized insurance for tenure
mortgages under which borraNers would receive payments as long as they
lived in the property, term mortgages under which borrowers would receive
payments for a period of time selected by the borrower and would be able to
remain in the property beyond the term, and line of credit mortgages under
which borrowers could make withdrawals in the amounts and at the time of
their choosing. These mortgages could have fixed or adjustable interest
rates. The Department also planned to offer fixed-rate tenure mortgages
with shared appreciation.

The provisions of this rule offered theoorrower

only limited flexibility:

the borrower could stop and restart monthly

payments and could convert a tenure or term mortgage to a line of credit.
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Once 'WOrk began on a program handbook, the value of flexibility
canbined with slrnl?licity became evident.

Anticipating program

implementation, staff struggled with ''what if" questions such as:

''What if

the roof goes five years into the mortgage?" or ''What if the borrCMer
falls. breaks her hip, and needs fW1ds for temporary home ass istance?" I c
seemed evident that it was in the borrCMer's, lender's. and HUD's interest
for the borrCMer to be able to tap hane equity to make the repair, and so,
preserve the securicy for the mortgage.

Likewise, it was consistent wiCh

statutory intent to facilitate the borrCMer's desire to remain in her home
as long as she chose.

Other questions related to mortgage servicing (e.g.,

. ''\.Jhat if the elder.ly homeowners fails to pay propercy taxes?" or "What if
the amoW1t withheld by the lender for taxes and insurance is too much or
too little?") also suggesced the value of such flexibility.

At the same time, 'WOrk continued on the development of the payments
model used to calculate payments to borrCMers, and particularly, on a
simple method for using the model's results in mortgage lending--ideally,
in factor tables similar to the amortization factor tables with which
lenders were already familiar.

Initially. it seemed that, ac a

different tables would be needed for tenure and

te~n

~inimum,

mortgages.

A major technical breakthrough occurred when it became evident that,
for a borrCMer of a given age with a known interest rate and house value,
all of the types of reverse mortgages had the same present value
and differed only in the tirni ng of the borrCMer' s draws.

~t

closing

The decis ion was
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then made to use the present value of potential payments, known in the
reverse Trortgage program as the "principal limit," to calculate all
payments to the lx>rrower.

The implications of this technical
final rule.

insig~t

were spelled out in the

Instead of insuring several types of reverse mortgages, the

Deparonent would insure one reverse mortgage tmder which the lx>rraver had
several payment options--all generated from one number, the principal
lL~it--and

could change a payment plan without violating the actuarial

other assumptions upon which the Trortgage was tmderwritten.

a~d

Through a

•

series of design decisions to solve specific problems, a line of credit
reverse mortgage was created which preserves the present value of the
borroWer's credit line and pennits the lx>rrower to control the timing of
payments from the lender.

Such a mortgage provides borrowers, lenders,' and

HUD with the flexibility to adapt the payment stream to the lx>rrower's
changing financial circumstances while simplifying the program's design.
(These features were also made available to borrowers choosing reverse
mortgages with shared appreciation.)

Payment Options
Under the FHA reverse mortgage program, a borrower may choose among
three basic payment options:

tenure, term, line of credit. The teITJre

option provides a lx>rraver with level monthly payments for as long as the
borrower occupies the home as a principal residence.

The term option

provides level monthly payments for a fixed period selected by the
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borrower. The line of credit option permits the borrower to make draws up
to a maximum amOW1t at times and in amounts of the borrower's choosing.
The program permits maximum flexibility.

A borrower may receive a lump sum

draw at closing to payoff an existing mortgage, to payoff a contractor's
lien for repairs, or for other purposes.

In addition, a borrower may combine a tenure or term mortgage with a
line of credit or restructure Vayments to accommodate changes in the
borrower's circumstances.

Calculation of Payments to Borrowers
Pa~ents t~

borrowers are based upon the age of the youngest borrower,

the mortgage interest rate, and the maximum claim amount.

The maximum

claim amount is the lesser of the value of the property or the maximum
mortgage on a one-unit residence that FHA can insure in a geographical area
under the Section 203(b) program.
'between $67,500 and $124.875.

At the present time, this amount ranges

The maximum claim amount limits the benefits

that can be received by a oorrower whose property value exceeds this
-~----"---

""

-,'

,'---,--,'-----,

,----,

amount.

Payments are calculated using principal limit factors.

There is a

unique principal limit factor for each combination of the borrower's age
and an interest rate.

For example. the principal limit factor

corresponding to a 75-year-old borrower with a 10 percent

interes~

rate is

.416. The principal limit factor may be regarded as a loan-to-value ratio.
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It measures the percentage of the maximum claim amOlUlt (Le., 41.6 percent)
that is available to the borrower on the first day that a mortgage is in
effect.

Principal limit factors are generated by a payments model which
contains assumptions about the longevity of the borrower and the
appreciation of the property. To calculate a principal limit factor, a
payments model is used which fixes the mortgage insurance premium (MIP)
structure, assumes the maximum amount will be borrowed at closing, then
solves for a principal limit factor subject to a constraint that equates
the present discounted value of the mortgage insurance premium (MIP)
expected to be collected with the present discounted value of the losses
expected to be paid when future loan balances exceed the value of the
collateral. The principal limit factor assures HUD that, for a given
borrower and interest rate, payments can be calculated such that the losses
that the Department can expect to incur will be equal to the premium that
it can expect to collect.

(See the appendix for a full explanation of the

payments model.)

A principal limit factor is multiplied times the maximum clai.m amount .
to determine the principal limit.

To continue the example used above, if

the 75-year-old borrower lives in a $100,000 house in an area where the
Section 203(b) limit equals or exceeds $100,000, then the borrower's
principal limit is $41,600.

In the FHA reverse mortgage program, all

payments to borrowers are calculated using a principal limit.
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The principal limit is the present value of the mortgage benefits that
can be received by a given borrower.

In fact, it is the maximum dollar

amount that a borrower could withdraw on the first day of a mortgage, after
which the borrower would be unable to make another draw, but YIOuld be able
to remain in the home indefinitely. The nominal value of the principal
limit increases each month by the compounding rate (Le., the mortgage
interest rate plus the periodic MIP). As Table 2-1 illustrates, for a 7)
year-old-borrower in a $100,000 with a 10 percent interest rate, the
principal limit would grow to $70,163 at the end of 60 months, $91,120 at
the end of 90 months, and $118,337 at the end of 120 months.
lL~it

The principal

operates like a credit limit--once the mortgage balance:reaches the

lhnit. a borr<:rwer cannot make additional draws.

To calculate a term payment, one projects the principal limit (minus
any financed closing costs and MIP) forward to the end of the term and
calculates the monthly payment using the compounding rate in a sinking fund
formula.
house

As Table 2-2 illustrates, a 7S-year-old-borrower in a $100,000

wit.~

a 10 percent mortgage who finances

~2, 000

in up-front l'UP and

$1,500 in closing costs may receive 60 monthly payments of $812,90 monthly
payments of

~608,

120 monthly payments of $510, or other amounts

corresponding to other terms.

Younger borrowers WQuld receive less, and

older borrowers WQuld receive more.

TABLE
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Est..iJMted Prircipal Limits at Origination and at

Selected Tine Periods after OriginationInterest Rate: 10' (00 shared awreciation)
~aised Value • $ 100,000

- - Months after Origination - 

At
Origination

60

90

$ 24,700

41,659

54,102

10,262

g,5...

28,000

47,225

61,331

19,650

70

34,200

57,682

74,911

97,286

75

41,600'

10,163

91,120

118,337

80

50,000

84,330

109,519

142,231

85

58,900

99,341

129,013

167,549

~

62

120

• AsS1.J!'Tes:

Appraised value is within FHA max. rrortgage arrount for area.

TABLE 2-2

Est..imated Maxim.:rn M:lnthly Payments for Selected 'n:rm M:xtgages
Cotpa:red With 'lWlure tbrtgages 

Interest Rate: 10' (00 shared ~iation) •
A{;praised Value == $ 100,000

- - - Tem in M::>nths - - 
Tenure
M::>rtgage

60

90

120

62

$ 452

338

284

187

65

522

391

328

218

70

654

490

411

278

75

812

608

510

357

80

991

742

622

460

85

1180

884

741

'607

~

• Assurres:
Initial payrrent covers closing costs ard fees only.
Appraised value is within FHA max. nortgage anount for area.
'rem nortgage payrrents stop at teen expiration, bJt debt
repaynent is deferred i f nortgagor IeTiains in occupancy.

_
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A tenure payment is calculated in a similar fashion, using 100 minus
the borrower' s age times 12 for the number of months in the term.

Table

As

2-3 illustrates, a 75-year-old borrower in a $100,000 with a 10 percent
interest rate may receive payments of $357 a month for as long as the
borrower lives in the property.

Borrowers in less expensive houses receive

proportionally less, and borrowers in more expensive houses receive more,
as long as the house value does not exceed the maximum claim amount.

As

Table 2-4 illustrates, borrowers may share appreciation with a lender in
exchange for a lower interest rate.

For example. if a 75-year-old borrower

.

in a $100,000 house were offered an 8.5 percent interest rate in exchange
.

for sharing appreciation, the borrower could receive a monthly tenure
payment of $390.

Figure 2-1 illustrates tenn and

ten~re

payments in relation to the

princip?l limit and also a tenure payment combined with a line of credit
showing a one-time draw that exhausts the line of credit, but does not
,affect the scheduled monthly payments.
by the heavy black line.

The prinCipal limit is represented

It traces the path that the mortgage balance

----------------------

would follow if the borrower'withdrew tile
first day that the loortgage is in effect.

enti~e

principal limit on the

Since HUD is willing to insure

this mortgage, it follows logically that it should be willing to ensure any
canbination of payments such that the mortgage balance is less than or
equal to the principal limit.

,~borrower

may continue to receive payments

as long as the mortgage balance does not E!lJ.U81 the principal limit.

Table 2-3
Est.i.mated Max.im.Jn MJnthl.y Payrrents for 'l'Wlure M:lrtgages •
Interest Rate: 10'

(00 sha%:ed ~iation)

- - - - Initial Appraised Value $50,000

~



75,000

100,000

62

$ 92

139

187

65

107

162

218

70

137

208

278

75

176

266

357

80 .

228

344

460

85

301

454

607

• AsSUTreS:

Initial payrrent covers closing costs and fees only.
Appraised value is within FHA max. trOrtgage anount for area.

-------

--.

__

.

--------- - - -

Table 2-4
Est.ilMted Max.inum Iblthly Paynents for Tenure !t:>rtgages •

Interest Rate: 8.S'

--- -

(plus shared awreciation)

Initial Appraised Value - - - 

§50,000

75,000

100,000

62

$114

172

231

65

128

194

260

70

157

237

317

75

193

291

390

80

242

365

488

85

312

471

629

~

.. AsS1.J1TEs:

Initial payment covers closing costs and fees only.
Appraised value is within F1iA nax. nortgage asTOWIt for aI1:a.
lender's share of appreciation is 25% with 20% effective
interest rate cap.

FIGURE 2-1
Relationship Between Principal Lim! t, -House Expected Value, and
Mortaaae Balance for Three FHA Reverse Mortaaael

House £Jcpected
\.

.

r""t:I'
I t Va;lOt

-- -

, -4
~"".

~

'" "

Value
'"

""

,.

""

Line of Cred.i t
Initi&.l
Prin IJ.ait

Dra;d::Jwn

.
•
.
.
••

Initial
8a.lance

100

'lWlure It)rt.gDge
It)rt.c)IIge with Line

•.....

~

- .- .- .

1eJ:m It)rtQage

of Credit
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The dot-and-dash line illustrates a term payment plan.

If a 75-year

old borrower received monthly payments of $812 for 60 months, at the end of
the sixtieth roonth, the roortgage balance

~uld

equal the principal limit of

-

$70,163, and the borrower would be ineligible to receive any more payments,
but could remain in the house as long as the borrower chose.
borrower's balance

~uld

The

continue to grCM on the principal limit line.

The lighter solid line illustrates the mortgage balance for a tenure
payment plan.

The roortgage balance does not equal the principal limit

..

until,. the year in which the oorr(1.Ner turns WO years of age.

At any prior

time, the borrower may elect to withdraw a sum no greater than the
difference between the mortgage balance and the principal limit.

If the

maximum amotmt is withdrawn, then monthly payments would be stopped, but
the borrower could continue to live in the property.
maximum is withdrawn, then the borr(1.Ner's roonthly

If less than the

pa~Dents

would be

reduced.

The dotted line illustrates a tenure payment plan in which a portion
of the principal limit (e.g., $2,000) was set-aside for a line of credit at
the time that the mortgage was originated, reducing monthly payments to
$338 for a 75-year-old borrower in a
interest rate.
principal limit.

~100,UOO

house with a 10 percent

This set-aside grows at the same rate as the rest of the
Even if the entire amount of the set-aside were

withdrawn at the end of the sixth year when it had grown to

~3,744,

the
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borrower's payments are unaffected because they were calculated with the
amount of principal limit remaining after the set-aside.

Figure 2-1 also shows the relationship between the principal limit,
the roortgage balance, and the expected value of the mortgaged property.

In

the payments model, an assumption is made that houses will appreciate in
value at an annual expected rate of four percent (with a standard deviation
of 10 percent).

The intersection of the house expected value and the

principal limit illustrates HUD's actuarially based expectation regardin6
the termination of the mortgage.

Above the intersection of the house

- expected value anq the mortgage balance, the distance between the
represents the. potential loss to HUD from terminating mortgages.

~

lines

HUD will

break even if the mortgage insurance premiums collected on all of the
reverse roortgages insured are sufficient to pay these losses.

Protection for Borrowers
Regardless of the type of payment, elderly homeowners cannot be forced
to sell their homes to payoff their mortgage, even if the mortgage
principal balance grows to exceed the value of the property. When the
borrower does move or die and the property is sold, the borrower s
I

liability will be limited to the value of the home.

In addition, a

borrower is protected if the lender fails to make the required payments
under the mortgage.

FHA will make the payments to the borrower. and the

defaulting lender will lose all interest on payments made to or on behalf
of the borrower (for MIP).
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Interest Rates
A mortgage may bear interest at either a fixed or an adjustable rate.
Adjustable rate mortgages require the use of a fixed interest proxy called
the "expected average oortgage interest rate" to determine both the initial
principal limit and the crnnpounding rate used to project future values of
the princi,tJal limit.
loan origination.

The expected average rate is fixed at the time of

It is generally higher than the initial adjustable rate,

just as long-term rates are usually higher than short-term races.

The use

of this rate result.s in a lower initial principal limit, and consequently,

•
lONer payments) than if the initial adjustable
rate were used.

This

adjusanent maintains the actuarial soundness of an adjustable rate
mortgage.

Shared Appreciation
FriA will also insure reverse mortgages that provide for shared
. appreciation between the borrower and the lender. A lender I s share of
appreciation will be limited to 25 percent of the increase in house values
over its value at origination, subject to an effective interest rate cap of
20 percent for che year in Which the house is sold.

To induce a borrONer

to share appreciation, a lender will offer a lower interest rate on the
note. whiCh makes higher payments available to the borrONer and preserves
equity.
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Mortgage Insurance Pranium
The borrower will pay an FHA tOOrtgage insurance pranium to insure
lenders against loss in the event that sales proceeds are not sufficient to
pay off the mortgage.
financed:

It will consist of

1) an up-front premium of

two

two

parts, both of which may be

points on the value of the

property capiJed at the maximum claim amount and 2) a periodiC prenium of 5U
basis points on the growing principal balance.

Lenders' Insurance options
Since the mortgage insurance premium is estimated to cover all losses,
whether these losses are borne by FHA or private lenders, at the time that
a mortgage is closed, a lender will choose one of two insurance options:
the assignment option, or the shared premium option.

Under the assigruneit

option, FHA collects all of the MIP. The lender has the option of
ass igning a mortgage to FHA at the time that the IIIOrtgage balance,
including accrued interest and MIP, equals the maximum claim amount •
. Following assignment of the mortgage, the lender files an insurance claim
for an amount equal to the mortgage balance and has no further obligations
under the mortgage.

HUD will continue to make any payments that are owed

the borrower and will accept full responsibility in the event of loss.

Under the shared premium option, the lender foregoes assignment ot a
mortgage to r1iA and retains a portion of the periodic MIP to compensate for
the share of risk borne.

FHA will pay the lender the difference between

the mortgage balance and the sales proceeds at the time that the mortgage
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is payable up to the maximum claim amount.

The lender is liable for losses

that exceed the maximum claim amount, and the lender's share of the
periodic MlP has been calculated to equal the expected value of these
losses.

CHAPTJ::R TtiREE

RJ:.VERSE M.)RTGAGES:

RISK REDOCflON STRATEX;IES'

Risks of Reverse Hortgages
At the time that the Horne Equity Conversion Hortgage Insurance
Demonstration was authorized, only about 2,500 reverse mortgages had been
written--approximately 1 ,000 by a single private issuer and the remainder
by State agencies or by nonprofit agencies funded by commercial lenders.
Legal barriers to reverse IDOrtgages did not explain the low number.
Federal savings and loans had been able to write reverse mortgages under
Federal Home wan Bank Board regulations since 1Y79, and most State
barriers to alternative mortgages transactions were removed by Title VIII
of the Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1982.

It is liKely

that few reverse mortgages were written because neither lenders nor
borrowers were happy with existing strategies to·reduce the risks
associated with reverse mortgages.

Reverse mortgage risks to lenders are subs tantial. - They inclUde term,
collateral, and interest rate risk.

Term risk is the risk that the lender

will have to extend the term of the mortgage if borrower wishes to remain
beyond the original term.

Faced with a choice between extension and

foreclosure, a lender will prObably choose extension to avoid

th~

risk of

1Adapted from Judith v. May and Edward J. Szymanoski, Jr., "Reverse
Nortgages: Risk Reduction Strategies. II Secondary !1ortgage Markets, Volume
6, Number 1, Spring 19~9, pp. 16-21.
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negative publicity associated with foreclosure.

Term extension exposes

C~e

lender to additional collateral and interest rate risks.

Collateral ,risk exists because the mortgage balance is continually
increasing as interest accrues even if payments to the borrower have
stopped.
limited

A lender's recovery of the amount due and payable is normally
~o

the value or the collateral--i.e., the mortgaged property.

Although property values generally appreciate over time, the mortgage
bala,ce generally increases at a faster rate.

The longer a reverse

mortgage is outstanding, the greater the risk of loss because the mortgage
bara~ce

has grown to exceed the value of the collateral.

In addition, if a

lender's portfolio is poorly diversified geographically, it may decline in
value due to regional economic reversals.

Interest rate risk under regular, or "forward," and reverse mortgages
is similar in some respects and markedly different in others.
and reverse mortgages can be prepaid:

Both forward

forward mortgages, prior to the

original term; and reverse mortgages, prior to an actuarially determined
expected maturity; so that interest rate risk for both will be based in
part upon the volatility of interest rates and the estimated average life
of each instrument.

With a forward mortgage, the ability to prepay, in

effect, gives the borrower an option to call, or refinance, the mortgage
When interest rates go down. forCing the lender to reinvest the proceeds in
a lower interest rate environnent.
borrower has two options.

With a reverse mortgage. however, the

The first is a call option similar to that of
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forward mortgages. A reverse mortgage borrower may call, or refinance,
when rates come down in order to preserve equity or to raise payments.

The

second is an option to put, or drawdown, funds in the future in accordance
with the terms of the loan agreement.

The borrower's put option obligates

the lender to loan funds at a contractual rate regardless of the lender's
cost of borrowing funds.

Under both forward and reverse mortgages, interest rate risk can be
managed by the lender if the note bears an adjustable rate or if a risk
premium is added to a fixed rate.

fiowever, annual and life-of-loan caps on

adjustable rate mortgages prevent the lender from removing all of the
interest rate risk, while fixed-rate risk premiums only compensate the
lender for the level of risk anticipated at the time of loan origination.
Furthermore, discount points, which lenders often charge-on forward
mortgages to adjust yields and to discourage early prepayments, serve
little purpose on reverse mortgages because their initial balances are
generally small.

Finally. the absence of a secondary market for reverse

mortgages reduces their liquidity, with the result that the lender may add
a premium to an interest rate.

For each reverse mortgage risk for lenders, there is a corresponding
risk for borrowers.
risk.

These risks are tenure. equity. and interest rate

In its clearest form, tenure risk is the risk that a borrower will

be forced to move and sell a home because a mortgage has become due and
payable.

hut it takes other forms as well.

Even if the lender has
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extended the mortgage term, the borrower who has exhausted mortgage
benefits may be forced to move because of an inability to maintain the hane
without continued cash payments.

Or a borrower receiving fixed monthly

payments may be forced to move by the need for a large lump sum to pay a
major expense.

(Alternatively, some lenders have incurred high servicing

costs for making ad hoc concessions to the borrower's changing needs.)

Equity risk is the borrower's counterpart of collateral risk.
Borrowers generally wish to preserve equity in their hanes.

A reverse

mortgage is a fom of dissavings--the consumption of equity.

Just as the

lender does not wish to see the mortgage balance exceed the value of the
collateral, the borrower wishes to keep the amount owed below the property
value to preserve net equity.

Finally, interest rate risk for the borrower corresponds to the
uncertainty of an adjustable rate, or, alternatively, the cost of the risk
premium built into a fixed rate.

To date. lender's combined risKs have

caused the nominal coupon rates on conventional reverse mortgages--those
not financed with tax-exempt bond surpluses--to be very

hjgh.--Tl:re--rrtgh-----~-

cost combined with borrower's risks have held demand low.

Together. lender

and borrower risks have resulted in a limited market for reverse mortgages.

Strategies for Reducing Reverse tlortgage Risks
In the absence of mortgage insurance, what strategies have been used
to reduce the risks to lenders and borrowers?

~~

ot the earliest
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reverse mortgages were offered by the San Francisco Development Fund, a
nonprofit agency that originated mortgages for a small group of commercial
banks. The program offered fixed-term mortgages with an average term of 7
years.

Term risk was reduced by closely screening potential borrowers to

eliminate those likely to remain in their homes past the end of the term.
Collateral risk was reduced by overcollateralization--i.e., calculating
payments to borrowers so that, over the mortgage term, mortgage principal
plus accrued interest grew to no lDOre than 80 percent of the home's value
at

originatio~--and

by originating mortgages in areas with high

appreciation rates.

Sta,te housin,s finance agencies in Connecticut and Rhode Island
accepted' greater tern risk by developing the "split-tern" mortgage.

Under

a split-tenu mortgage, a borrower receives monthly payments for a fixed
number of years (usually 10 years), but may continue to live in the home
after payments stop.

While tenure risk for borrCM'ers has not been

eliminated, it is reduced.

In addition, at the State agency's discretion,

mortgage payments may be extended when they expire.

Like the San Francisco

program,--bot:h-"State agencies -have -att-empt-ed---t-o- reduce thek-GGllateral-tisk--____ _

by using 80 percent loan-to-value ratios and by hoping for a continuation
of historically high appreciation rates.

Finally, they fund the mortgages

from agency reserves which permit them to offer subsidized interest rates
to income-eligible borrowers.

Recently, the Virginia Housing Finance

Agency and the t1aryland COl1IIIUl1ity Develo;X1lent Agency have offered line of
credit reverse mortgages based on similar principles.
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A~erican

Homestead Mortgage Corporation, headquartered in Mount

Laurel, New Jersey, pioneered the reduction of term and tenure risks by
offering monthly payments to borrowers for as long as they lived in their
homes--in exchange for a share of property appreciation. A fixed interest
rate of 11.5 percent is charged, and payments to borrowers vary with the
age of the borrower. the value of the property (assuming a 6 percent
appreciation rate), and the lender's share of appreciation, which ranges
from 20 to 100 percent.

The firm

n~

offers reverse mortgages in 8 States.

It claims to control for collateral risk by lending in historically high
appreciation areas, and to control for interest rate risk by combining a
high fixed interest rate with potentially high contingent interest in the
form of shared appreciation.

As

a consequence, borrc::YWers in rapidly

appreciating properties who sell or die in the early years, of a mortgage
may pay effective interest rates as high as 60 or 70 percent.

Recently,

the Providential Home Income Pla.i has begun offering a similar product in
California.

In October 19&8, Capital Holding Corporation, a large life insurance
holding company headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky. began offering a ne;.i
reverse mortgage product in Louisville, the District of Columbia, and
Baltimore.
their haDe.

It too makes payments to borr()i.l1ers for as long as they live in
These payments are based on the age of the borrowers; the

value of the property. which is assumed to appreciate at the cost of living
index plus 1.3 percent (the historical differential between the CPI and
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house price inflation); and an adjustable interest rate tied to the lO-year
Treasury bond rate.

Capital Holding does not share appreciation, but it

does charge 3 percent of the home's value at origination for closing costs

and a guarantee fee of 7 percent.

The guarantee fee functions like a

reserve for a deferred-payment annuity to fund payments to borrowers in the
event that the lnortgage bala,ce grows to exceed the value of the property.

As

this brief review of the strategies that lenders have used for

dealing with reverse lDortgage risKs reveals, in the absence or mortgage
insurance, reverse mortgages have been viable only within strict
parameters. Term risK has been dealt with by careful selection of
borrowers and by the introduction of split-term and tenure mortgages.
Collateral risk has been dealt with by lending only in areas witn
historically high rates of

ha~e

appreciation, by overcollateralization, or

by charging risk premiums, either explicitly or as shared appreciation.
Interest rate risk

ha~

been absorbed by the lender, as in the case ot the

State agencies, or partially removed through the use of adjustable rates or
contingent interest.

From the borrower's perspective, alternatives to fixed term mortgages,
such as split-term mortgages or fixed monthly payments for as long as the
borrower occupies the property, reduce, but do not eliminate tenure riSK.
Overcollateralization by lenders preserves borrower equity under some
programs, but, in return, borrowers must accept reduced payments.
progra~,

In other

the charging of risk premiums in the form of up-front fees,
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higher interest rates, or exit fees (e.g., shared appreciation) combine to
deplete borrower

~uity.

Interest rates have generally been above rates

charged for forward mortgages except where the interest rate has been
subsidized.

Combine
all these borrower risks with the additional risk of
,

lender default, and it is easy to understand why the deQBnd for reverse
mortgages has not been

overwhe~ning

to date.

FHA-Insured Keverse !1Drtgages
FtiA-insured reverse mortg86es have features in camnon

wi~~

their

predecessors, but differ fron then by offering the borrower more security
an~flexibility.

reauci~

tenure risk, and by offering dhe lender insurance

against term and collateral risks.

The lender's tenn risk is reduced by

the tenure payment option, the flexibility availaole to the borrower, and,
most

importa~tly,

the assignment option which creates a foreseeable end,to

the lender's Obligations under the lDcrt6a6e.

Collateral risk to the

le~dec

is eliminated under the assignment option and is substantially reduced
under the shared premium option.

Hecause collateral risk is borne by HUU,

the lender need not charge a risk premium above the {{[P.
lender

C&l

Generally, a

manage interest rate riSk by charging adjustable interest

rates.

The bOrrower's tenure risk is reduced by the assurance that the
borrower cannot be forced to move and sell and by the borrower's
flexibility in altering payment patterns to fit

changi~

circumstances.

Equity risk is lower relative to other private sector reverse mortgages
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because the cost of mortgage insurance is low relative to alternative risk
premiums.

Consequently, the borrower's overall cost-to-benefit ratio is

By pJOling and transfering to :r1iA most of all of the lender I s term

l(7.t.1er.

and collateral risKs, and so reducing borrowers' costs, FHA mortgage
insurance should increase borrower danand, creating a much larger market
for reverse iDOrtgages.

There is another difierence between the FHA prol:',ram ana its private
sector alternatives to date.

The loan costs in the fODD ot entrance or

exit fees are relatively smaller in the rnA progran.

Private programs with

higher loan costs will appeal only to those borrowers who expect to live a
long tUne.

With 'its lower costs, the FHA progran may also attract

borrOwers whose

o~tloOK

is less optimistic.

at course, borrowers who

eK?ect to live a long time may select an FHA reverse mortgage, too, but at
lea~t

the program may appeal to a broader base of borrowers.

Risks of Reverse

~·1ortgages

to Insurers

Use of lDOrtgage insurance introduces a new actor into the marKet for
reverse mortgages--the insurer--so a brief consideration of cne !isks for
the insurer is in order.
Novenber

19~1

article in

As

Chester Foster and Thomas Herzog suggest in a

Mort~e

Banking, an insurer faces two basic twes

of risk--diversifiable risks which are independent and, consequently, can

be reduced through pooling; and fundanental risks whiCh are interdepenaent.
such as national economic recession, and cannot be reduced through pooling.
By pooling a large number of reverse mortgages fran many different re5ions
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of the country, an insurer can reduce the risk of loss because an
individual house does not maintain its value, or because an individual
borrower lives to be 102, or even because a region experiences an economic
downturn.

While fundamental risk cannot be diversified away, an insurer can
design a program to withstand the stress of a prolonged recession by using
appropriate actuarial assumptions.

'the FHA reverse

mort~age

assunes an expected, or mean, nominal appreciation rate for
4 percent annually.

program
h~se

values of

It further assumes that actual appreciation rates will

be widely distributed around the mean as measured by a variance factor
calculated using Annual Hous i116 Survey data.

The canbination of a 4

percent mean appreciation rate with a large variance--resulting in a
standard deviation of 10 percent--allows the

FrlA pro~ram

to withstand a

relatively prolonged period of low national house value appreciation.

It

also allows the program to wittlstand considerable regional variation trOll
the national average.

Other actuarial assumptions include a low rate for

early loan terminations due to move-outs and retinancif"l(::;s and the use of a
risk-adjusted discount ...rate for

pllrpose~ of

calculating the presen-t value-------

of expected future losses.

Overall, the FHA reverse mortoage program has been designed to
break even.

It is not intended to be a Subsidy program.

the demonstration will be used to refine

pro~ram

Data generated by

policies and the
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assumptions used in the payments model, so that the program continues to
pay for itself in the long run.

Cti.APTEt{ FOut{

ELlt;IBILITY

This chapter discusses issues related to borrower, property,
and lender eligibility for participation in the FHA reverse
mortgage program.
HO~KUWEK

~LIGltiLLITY

Borrower eligibility requirements tor an fHA reverse illortgage
are few.

A borrower must be at least 62 year of age, meet minimal

credit standards, own the mortgaged property tree and clear (or be
able to payoff an existing mortgage from

rev~rse

mortgage

proceeds), and occupy it as a principal residence . .

Minimum age
Sec~ion

255(b)(1) of the National Housing Act provides that:

"The terms 'elderly homeowner' and 'homeowner' mean any homeowner
who is, or whose spouse is, at least 62 years of age or such
higher age as the Secretary may prescribe."
raised by this provision:

1)

Two design issues ar-e

Must all eligible borrowers be at

least 62 years of age, or is a couple eligible it only one spouse
is 62 or more?

2)

Should the secretary exercise the discretion

afforded by the statute to raise the minimum age?
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Few audiences grappling with the notion of reverse mortgages
for the first time fail to raise the spector of a 75-year-old man
married to a 40-year-old woman.

Is this couple eligible?

The

actuarial risK is obvious, and HUD has responded by reyuiring both
spouses to be at least 62 years of age.
t~Kes

A 75-year-old man who

out a reverse mortgage and subsequently marries a 40-year

old woman would continue to be eligible tor reverse mortgage
payments, but payments would stop and the mortgage would be due
and payable upon his death.

It the man married a

woman. the same policy would apply.

b~-year-old

She would not be eligible tor

payments even though she met the minimum age requirement, unless
the mortgage were refinanced so that she became one ot the
signatories.

In this particular case, payments would be lowered

because they would be based on her age as the youngest borrower,
but the mortgage would not become due and payable until both
spouses moved out of the property or the surviving spouse died.
If a couple were to divorce, the spouse remaining in the property
would retain the rights under the mortgage on the property.

HUD declined to exercise the discretion made available in the
statute to raise the minimum age.

Given the actuarial basis ot

reverse mortgage payments, younger borrowers quality for much
lower payments than older borrowers.
limitation.

This serves as a natural

KUD decided to let each borrower decide whetRer

tapping home equity makes financial sense given his or her
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circumstances.

Lenders participating in the FHA program do not

have discretion to set higher minimum age 4ualifications.

The FrlAreverse mortgage program places no limit on the
number of borrowers that may be signatories to a reverse mortgage.
Three sisters or four friends would be as eligible as a single
individual-or a couple, assuming that they are all 02 year at age
or older and are all owners of the residence, but, in each case,
the principal limit--the present value ot potential payments-
would be based on the age of the youngest borrower.

General credit standing
Credit requirements for a reverse mortgage borrower are
minimal.

It is understood that many applicants will be applying

for a reverse mortgage to payoff other delinquent accounts.
Section 206.37 of the regulations requires that a borrower have "a
general credit standing satisfactory to the
spelled out in HUD handbook 423).1

J

~ecretary."

As

borrowers must show that they

are not currently in default with regard to any debt that they owe
the Federal Government (or else that a delinquent FederaL debt can
be paid oft at closing).

In addition, certain financial

information is collected from borrowers using a standard mortgage
credit analysis form to facilitate evaluation ot the program.
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Property liens
An FHA-insured reverse mortgage must be a tirst mortgage.
Therefore. any existing mortgage and certain liens (e.g •• a tax
lien) on a property must be paid ott or subordinated to the
reverse mortgage.

An existing mortgage or lien may be paid otf at

closing using reverse mortgage proceeds.

The Uepartment initially

considered an arbitrary limit on the size of an existing mortgage
that could be paid off. but decided that borrowers are in the best
position to determine what portion of reverse mortgage proceeds
should be used for this purpose.

Consequently. the amount ot any

existing mortgage. is limited only by the borrower's principal
limit (less any financed costs).

Using reverse mortgage proceeds

to payoff an existing mortgage can help some elderly homeowners
ward off foreclosure and can help others as well it. relieved ot
their forward mortgage payments, they can afford to remain in
their homes.

A lien need not be paid otf at clOSing it a creditor is
willing to subordinate the lien to the reverse mortgage.- For
example. an elderly homeowner could participate in a State's
deferred property tax payment program if the State would accept
payment from the proceeds remaining after repayment of the reverse
mortgage.

In other words, a lien which impairs the security ot

the reverse mortgage must be paid at closing--e.g., a delinquent
tax lien, but others may not have to be--e.g., a subordinated lien
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securing a special assessment on which the homeowner makes
periodic payments.

Principal residence
To be eligible for a reverse mortgage. the borrower must
occupy the mortgaged property as a principal residence.
"Principal residence"

is detined as the dwelling where trie

borrower resides the majority of the year.
than one

pro~erty

Applicants with more

must show that the property to be mortgaged

meets this criterion.

Homeowners with a reverse mortgage are able

to spend winters in Florida or summers in Minnesota as long as
they retain the mortgaged property as their principal residence.
They are also able to rent the property for short periods ot time
subject to this condition.

A homeowner continues to be eligible for a reverse mortgage,
even if one spouse permanently or temporarily resides in an
institution, as long as the mortgaged property is the prinCipal
residence of the

spou~e

who is not lnstltuclonallzed.

Keverse mortgages are not assumable since transfer of a
mortgage would disrupt the actuarial expectationB upon which the
mortgage was written.

A

mort~age

becomes due and payable when a

residence is no longer the principal residence of at least one

-

borrower or when a borrower has been out of the property for
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reasons of health for a minimum of 12 months, and HUD field statf
have detenDined that the borrower is unlikely to return shortly.

Section 206.211 requires lenders to determine on an annual
basis whether or not the
least one borrower.
t~e

pro~erty

is the principal residence ot at

A borrower will be asked to so certify, and

lender may rely on the certification unless it has information

indicating that the certification may be false.

Once the mortgage

balance exceeds the value of the property, borrowers or their
heirs may be tempted fraudently to claim occupancy in order to
continue mortgage payments.

At some time in the future, once

outstanding balances and the size of the program have grown, it
may be advisable for the

De~artment

to check occupancy

cla~ms

against other sources of information such as social security or
tax records.

PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY
Type.s..9L dw~llings
Section 255(d) of the statute states that to be eligible for
insurance. a mortgage shall "be secured by a dwelling that is
designed principally for a 1-tamily residence."

Whether a

dwelling is a one-family residence is ultimately determined by an
appraiser.

In defining the number of units on a property. the

appraiser focuses on the viability of each unit as an independent,
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self-supporting unit.

Characteristics such as separate kitchen

and bathroom facilties, private entrances and separate legal
addresses are all considered in this determination.

If a separate

legal description can be written for one half ot a duplex, then a
reverse mortgage can be written on the halt occupied by an
eligible homeowner.

Some ambiguity arises when a portion ot a

residence has been converted to a rental unit--a strategy used by
some elderly homeowners to increase tneir incomes.

A selt

contained rental unit would disqualify a property, while a rented
room would not.

Condominiums and Cooperatives
Conceptually, both condominiums and cooperatives 4ualify as
one-family residences potentially eligible for mort'gage insurance.
In fact, the proposed rule included both condominium and
cooperative housing units as types of property eligible for
reverse mortgage insurance.

In the tinal rule, condominiums were

eligible. but cooperative housing units were not.

The proposed rule had anticipated the use of special
procedures and requirements tor determining property eligioility
applicable to mortgage insurance for cooperative housing units
under section 203(n) of the Act.

However, the section 203(n)

program has rarely been used since it was inaugurated over 1U
years ago, and HUD Field Uffices have little or no experience in
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dealing with mortgages for cooperative housing units.

The

Department concluded that this lack ot experience coupled with the
many unusual features of reverse mortgages would probably result
in significant delays in processing a reverse mortgage tor a
cooperative housing unit, and that the limited amount of insurance
quthority available during the demonstration stage would be better
applied to other types of single-family housing more tamiliar to
HUD Field Uffices and Headquarters.

If the reverse mortgage

program were expanded, however, then procedures could be developed
for

processin~

Fo~

reverse mortgages on cooperative units.

a condominium to be an eligible property, it must be

locatea in a HUD-approved condominium project.

To approve a

project, HUD field staff review:

o

Legal documents creating the condominium association;

o

The

~ercentage

ot owner-occupancy (at least

)1

percent

ot the units in a project must be owner-occupied)j

o

The condominium budget and a current financial
statement; and

o The management agreement.
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If a ?roject has been converted from rental housing, staff also
review the conversion process.

(HUD approval is also re4uirea for

new subdivisions and planned unit developments.)

When potential reverse mortgage borrowers own units valued
significantly more than the Section 2U3(b) mortgage limit tor
their area. their units are not likely to have been previously
ap~roved.

Securing approval of the project adds to the processing

time for their applications and also the cost.

Some condominium

projects do not meet HUD's standards for approval--e.g., because
~~

the project lacks an adequate reserve tor repairs, disappointing
potential borrowers.

Lenders normally bear the cost of securing

approval ot a project for forward mortgages on condominiums,
because they can anticipate originating several mortgages.

They

are reluctant to do so when only one application is involved; this
has created problems tor potential borrowers in Florida and
California.

Condominiums are also reviewed to determine whether they have
protective covenants imposing age-based restrictions that are in
compliance with r'air Housing laws ana HUD regulations.

Consistent

with the Fair Housing Amendments of 1988, HUD

allows

age-restrictive covenants only when:

~resently
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o

The housing is intended for. and solely occupied by,
persons 6l years ot age or older; or

o

The housing is intended and operated for occupancy by at
least one person 55 years of age or older per unit and
provides significant facilities and services
specifically designed to meet the physical or social
needs of older persons; or if it is not practicable to
provide such facilities and services, the housing is
necessary to provide housing opportunities for older
persons~

Failure to meet these requirements have prevented residents in
so~e

"retirement" communities from participating in the

~rogram.

Leaseholds
The

Departm~nt

will insure a mortgage on a leasehold property

if the lease is for a 99 year term and is renewable.

~ther

leasehold properties are eligible, but the lease term must be at
least 50 years from the 100th birthday of the youngest borrower.
Fifty years is used to eliminate any doubt that the leasehold
interest will always have substantial value relative to the
least 50 years frOID the 100th birthday of the youngest borrower.
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Fifty years is used to eliminate any doubt that the leasehold
interest will always have substantial value relative to the
mortgage balance.

Appraisals
Since an elderly homeowner's property constitutes the entire
security for a reverse mortgage, concern is sometimes expressed
that properties be properly appraised.

~ut

accurate appraisals

are the key to all sound mortgage underwriting.

No special

appraisal procedures are mandatep by the Department for the
reverse mortgage program.

~epair

work

To qualify for

mort~age

minimum .property standards.

insurance, properties mUSClueet
Appraisers will determine what

repairs, if any, are needed to bring a property up to these
standardS.

While the Department could have disqualified

homeowners whose prOperties did not meet minimum

pro~erty

standards, this approach would not have Been consistent with the
statutory aim of meeting "the special needs of elderly homeowners
by reducing ••• the economic hardship caused by. the increasin5
costs ot

housing .•• needs at a time ot reduced income."

Instead, the Department decided to adapt the provisions of Section
203(k) of the National Housing Act which permit repairs
financed from mortgage proceeds.

~o

be
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Under the reverse mortgage program, repairs to meet

minimu~

property standards may be made after closing if they are expected
to cost less than 15 percent ot the maximum claim amount.

The

lender may charge a fee of the greater of $50 or one and one-halt
percent ot the amount spent on these repairs as compensation tor
inspecting these repairs.

~epairs

expected to cost more than 15

percent ot the maximum claim amount may be performed under a
contractor's lien which is paid off at closing.

This method

effectively limits the amount of repairs that can be financed
under a reverse mortgage to the borrower's principal limit (minu8
any financed costs).

Whether repairs are made before or after

closing, the reverse mortgage program can function as a deterred
payment rehabilitation loan pr05ram.

It will De

attractiv~

to

elderly homeowners who have sutficient cash to live on, but cannot
attord major expenditures tor needed repairs.

------'-L.'""E~Dl_VjDE.R
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Selection Process
Under the statute, the Department is authorized to insure
only 2,500 reverse mortgages.

Even if all of these mortgages were

made by one lender, they would not constitute a substantial loan
portfolio.

At the same time, one of the statutory aims of the

demonstration was "to encourage and increase the involvement of

--
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mortgagees ••• in the making ••• of home equity conversion
mort~ages

for elderly homeowners."

In designing the demonstration, the

Departm~nt

could have

selected demonstration areas, defined by community or State, or
could have selected lenders using competitive criteria.

It did

neither on the ground that the Department should not prejudge
which communities or lenders were

suitabl~

program participants.

Instead, a system was devised for allocating opportunities to
participate in the program evenly over

th~

country and among

lenders.

In the proposed rule, published October 25,

1~~~,

~UD

announced its intention to issue reservations ot insurance
authority to lenders who responded to a notice publiShed in the
Federal Register prior to the final rule.

A reservation ot

insurance authority conveyed the Secretary's commitment, good tor
six months, to insure a mortgage consistent with HUD's rules.

At

the end of six months, reservations for which a conditional
commitment had not been issued would be recaptured and reallocated
to the next lender on the list.

The

Departm~nt

allocated its 2,500 reservations of

authority in lots of 50 among the 10

HUU

insuranc~

Kegions in proportion to

each H.egioll, s share of the Nat ion's elderly hOlneowners.

The
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allocation was as follows:

Region I, 150; Region II, 2UU;

kegio~

III. 250; Region IV, 50U; Kegion V, SUU; Kegion VI, 30U; kegion
VII, 150; Region

~III,

lUO; Region IX. 250; and

In Mortgagee Letter

8~-38.

~egion

dated December 2l.

X. lUU.

1~d8.

all rlUD

.approved lenders were informed that they were eligible to apply
for 50 reservations of insurance authority in accordance with a
notice soon to be published in the Federal Register.
published on January 24.

1~89.

The notice,

stated that. to apply. a lender had

to send a letter to the Regional Director of Housing requesting
the reservations. giving the lender's name, address. lU-digit
mortgag'ee ident i f icat ion number (ind icat ing that the lender was
HUD-aproved), and the name of a contact person.

Thirty days ,afeer

publication of the notice, random drawings were held in each
Region to select participating lenders from among those who haa
applied.

Those not receiving reservations were placea on waiting

lists in the order drawn.

Using this method for allocating reservations of insurance
authority had a number of advantages:

o

It resulted in the selection of reverse mortgage lenders
in proportion to each
elderly homeowners.

~egion's

share of the Nation's
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o

It gave all

HUD-a~proved

lenders the opportunity to

participate in the random drawing, assuring that lender
interest rather than selection criteria would determine
who applied.

o

It imposed minimal application costs upon lenders and
protected program administrators from

~otential

claims

that the selection process was biased.

p,o

It permitted the Department to identify lenders early in
the development of the

~rogram

(between the publication

of the proposed and tinal rules), so that it could begin
identitying and training counselors in the vicinity ot
the participating lenders.

o

It permitted the
borrowers about

De~artment

to inform potential

partici~ating

lenders.

Within 3U days of the notice, HUD's Kegional Oftices received
applications from 276 lenders.

A total of 50 lenders were

randomly selected, and the remainder were placed on a waiting list
in each Kegion.

Subsequent applicants have been added to the

waiting list in the order in which they applied.
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While the advantages of selecting lenders in this manner were
substantial. there were also some disadvantages:

o

Lenders did not have all of the information that they
needed to make a firm decision about whether or not to
participate in the program, since neither the final rule
nor the handbook had been published; and some

wit~drew

once they had full information about the level ot ettort
re~uired.

o

The withdrawal of some
pot~ntial

borrowers.

le~ders

disappointed some

A lender who withdrew was replaced

with the next
lender on a Region's list.

The new lender might not

serve the same lendin6 area.

o

Lenders needed more than six months to obtain 5U
conditional commitments.

Kecognizing this problem, rtUD

used its waiver authority to extend lenders'
reservations 1n all cases where lenders were making an
effort to initiate the program.
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Characteristics of Participating Lenders

Certain information on lenders who applied tor reservations
could be culled from MUD's Institution Master File.

Uf the 276

HUD-approved lenders who applied for FHA reverse mortgage
reservations, 41 percent were HUD-supervised mortgage bankers; 21
percent were mortgage banking subsidies of

su~ervised

lenders;

1~

percent were banks or insurance companies; 16 percent were savings
and loan institutionsj and 4 percent were State housing finance
agencies.

As a result ot the rsndolo selection process, similar

percentages were subsequently offered reservations:
t~

per.cent,

1~

46 percent,

percent, 14 percent, and 4 percent, resiJectively.

Lenders were classified as "small," "med"ium," or "large" on
the

ba~is

ot the number of hUD-approved offices.

Lenders

wit~

one

office were classified as small; those with between 2 and 10
offices as medium; and those with more than lU as large.

l::Iy this

classification, 46 percent of the lenders who applied for
reservations were slDall;

3~

percent were

medium; and 17 percent were large.

Eight lenders applied tor

reservations in three Kegions; and 11 applied in two kegions.

Ten or more applications were received trom lenders ih t,e
States of California (37), New Jersey (2l), New York
(ll),

Utah (11), and Minnesota (10).

A~plications

(1~),

Arizona

were received
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from at least one lender in 45 States and Puerto Rico.
(Applications were not received froln the States of Alaska, Kansas,
New Hampshire, North Uakota, and West Virginia and the District ot
Columbia.)

More lenders applied than could receive reservations

in each of the 10 HUD Regions.

As of May 22,

l~~U.

a total ot 11U lenders had been ottered

reservations--50 lenders currently in the program,

5~

additional

lenders who were offered reservations and had turned them down,
and two lenders whose reservations were withdrawn by HUD tor
nonperformance.

ut the 5H lenders who turned down reservations,

27 were selected in the original lottery and 31 were drawn trom
the waiting list.

(Withdrawals by lenders on the original

i~st

were more disruptive to the program, because their names were
widely circulated, and they accumulated long lists ot

~otential

borrowers who could not necessarily be served by the next lender
on the list.)

Lenders in the program were compared with lenders

_ _ _ - WhQ_VLi.thdr.e:w:._aad .wer.e

_~ound

Lo.be sllbs cantial.l.y--similar --wit.h ------- -

regard to type of institucion, size, and region, suggesting that
the decision to participate in the program depended on factors
other than the observable characteristics of the lenders.

Size of Demonstration
Apart from the method used to select lenders for

t~e

demonstration, the small size of the demonstration has undoubtedly
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shaped the population of lenders interested in participating.
Lenders in the program are pioneers:
potential market for this

ne~

they are excited by the

mortgage product.

Due to start-up

costs, they do not expect to make money froID 5U mortgages, but
they are motivated to "get in on the ground floor," even at some
initial expense to themselves.

(At the same time, some lenders

have withdrawn, complaining that they could not make money on 5J
mortgages.)

While the demonstration can show widespread

incer~st

among lenders in reverse mortgage given the availability ot FhA
mortgage insurance, it cannot

de~onstrate

would participate in a mature progra:n
limits.

what types ot

~itho'JC

lend~rs

loan production

CHAPtER FIVE
CAlCULATING PAYMENTS

ro

BOI:U«JWt:.:KS

In this chapter. sane of the key concepts that are unique to the FrtA
reverse mortgage program are defined and discussed. and the method for
calculating different payment options is described.

The payments moael

used to generate the program's principal limit factors is explained in tull
technical detail in an appendix to this report, so that others may use it
or adapt it to their own needs.

Kl:.Y .Kt.VEKSE

M)l:nGAGl::~

CONCtPfS

In the FrtA reverse mortgage program, payments to borrowers are based
on the age of the youngest borrower, the expected average

mort~age

interest

rate, and the maxirrr..ml claim amount which are used to determine the
principal limit and all payment options available to the borrower.

Each of

these concepts will be discussed in this section.

Age of the Younges t BorrCMer
Insured reverse lnortgage lending requires underwriting rules that
vary the size of payments to borrowers with their age.

If a borrower may

continue to reside in the loortgaged property as long as the borrower
chooses. it is evident that younger borrowers must receive smaller payments
if risk to the lender and mortgage insurer is to be controlled.
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Use of the age of the youngest borrower is a simplifying assumption.
Joint mortality tables, which estimate the combined mortality of all
borrowers, could have been used, but their use lNOuld have negated the use
of a single principal limit factor table (a table which is already 9 pages
long). Apart from this important practical consideration, joint mortality
tables are unlikely to be needed for the bulk of program participants.
Based on experience with the 2,500 mortgages made by public and private
issuers at the tUne that the FHA program was authorized, 75 percent of
reverse mortgage borrO'Ners have been individuals living alone.

In cases at

joint borrowers, the wider their difference in age, the more nearly their
joint mortality is approximated by the age of the youngest.
borrowers

wi~~

Joint

sLmilar ages do have higher joint mortalities, but

correcting for this effect at this stage is unlikely substantially to
affect the actuarial soundness of the program and lNOuld introduce a kind at
spurious precision given the lack of program exverience to guide the choice
of actuarial assumptions.

The same mortality assumptions are used for both men and lNOffien.
-Gender-specific tables cannot be used because the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
as amended in 1976, forbids discrUnination on the. basis of sex in the terms
and conditions of a mortgage.

Blended mortality tables could have been

used, but the decision was made to use of female mortality tables since a
large majority of borrcrwers are expected to be female, and because the use
of female rather than blended mortality tables balances other decisions
made in the design of the demonstration.
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technical matters will be briefly noted.

1) The age of the

youngest borrower at closing is rounded to the nearest whole year.
Consequently, a borrOiNer who is 73 years and four months old is 73, wnile
another who is 73 year and seven months old is 74 for purposes ot
calculating payments to the borrower.

2)

Borrowers over 95 years of age

are treated as if they were 95 for the puryose of calculating payments,
because t..'le roortality table in the payments model is truncated at age 1OU,
and so underestimates the life expectancy of borrowers over Y5 years ot
age.

Expected average mortgage interest rate
Interest rates affect the present value ot payments available to a
borrower. While higher interest rates increase the payments owed by a '
forward iDOrtgage borrOiNer, they decrease the payments that can be received
by a reverse mortgage borrower.

Higher interest rates cause a reverse

mortgage balance to grow at a faster ratej lower payments offset the
increased risk to the lender and insurer.

In addition to the age of the youngest borrower, an interest rate is
needed to determine the applicable principal limit factor.
rate mortgage, this interest rate is

s~nply

For a fixed

the interest rate on the

mortgage (rounded to the nearest one-eighth of a

~ercentage

point).

But

what rate should be usea for adjustable rate llortgages? The payments model
can handle only one interest rate at a time, so that a

n~

concept was
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needed--called the "expected average mortgage interest rate.

tI

also kna..m as

the "expected rate"--for use in calculatiflc!, payments to borrowers.

Simply

stated. the expected rate is intended to be the market's best estimate of
the average mortgage interest rate during the term of the lnortgage.

For both forward and reverse mortgages, adjustable interest rates
consist of an index plus a margin.

The index consists of a series of rates

beyond the control of the lender.

The margin is set by the lender to cover

certain risks, expenses. and profit.

It is determined at closing and does

not change throughout the life of the mortgage.

•

adjusted by
change date.

add~ng

An

interest rate is

the current value of the index to the margin

00

the

All
FHA-insured adjustable rate mortgages.
.
. including

adjustable rate reverse mortgages, use the one-year Treasury rate as the
index.

The "ext>ected rate" is defined as the lender's margin plus the 1U-year
Treasury bond rate.

The margin is required to be the same margin used to

adjust interest rates annually.

The 1U-year Treasury rate is used on the

ground that it incorporates market
rates.

expectation~

of future one-year interest

The expected rate is detennined at closing and does not change.

It

is used along with a borrower's age to look up the principal limit factor
that is used to calculate payments to the borrower, whether these payments
are calculated at closing or

a~

,any subsequent date.
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The impact of interest rate adjustments on reverse mortgages is

v~ry

different from the impact of interest rate adjustments on forward
mortgages.

While payments owed by borrowers with forward mortgages may

change on each interest rate adjustment date, payments received by
borrowers with reverse mortgages do not.

Adjustments to a reverse mortgage

interest rate affect only the rate at which the mortgage balance grows,
reducing a major potential uncertainty for a reverse mortgage borrower.
The lender and insurer take the risk that the expected rate underestimates
actual interest rates.

A borraNer who selects a reverse mortgage promising

lZ0 equal monthly payments will receive those payments even it the lnortgage

balance grows to exceed the principal limit because actual interest rates
exceeded "the eXfected race.
expected, the

borro~er

If actual interest rates are lower than

is entitled to make additional draws equal to the

difference between thelnortgage balance and the principal lirnic.

Principal lUDit factor
The age of the youngest borrower and the expected race determine the
apt>licable principal limit factor.
calculated

usi~

The principal limit factor is

a payments roc>deIcontaining-assumptions-about the

longevity of the borrower and the appreciation of the property.

-----------

The model

solves for a principal limit factor which satisfies the condition that the
present value of the mortgage insurance premium expected to be collected
will equal the present value of the insurance claims eKpected to be paid.
A matrix of principal limit factors is provided by the Secretary-
corresponding to oorrowers'ages between 62 and 95 and interest rates
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between 7 and 16 percent by eighths.

For exarrrple. in Table 5-1. the

principal limit factor for a 75-year-old borrower with a 10 percent
interest rate is .416.

Principal limit and maximum claim amotmt
A unique principal limit used to calculate all payment o~tions is

calculated for each mortgage by multiplying the principal limit factor
provided by the Secretary times thE:! maximum claim amount.

The maximum

claun amount is a concept necessitated by the limit in section 255(g) of
the Act on the amount oIan insurance claim that HUU can pay--thence. its
name.

Technically. the lnaximum claim amount is detined as the lesser of the
appraised value of the property or the maximum dollar amount that' tHA can
insure in an area for a one-family residence under section 2U3(b)(l) of the
tiational Housing Act (as adjusted where applicable tmder section 214 of the
National Housing Act).

The appraised value of the property is used it it

is less than the Section 2U3(b) limit to preserve the proportionality ot
payments to house value up to the statutory limit.

Both the appraised

value and the maxLnuTI insurable amount are to be determined as of the date .
that the conditional commitment is issued.

This limit on the size ot a claim implies a limit' on the amount ot
home equity that HUU should use in calculating payments to borrowers.

AS

initially drafted, section 255(d)(3) ot the statute required that a reverse
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mortgage be secured by a dwelling "that has a value not to exceed the
maximum dollar amount established by the Secretary under section 203(b) (L)
for a l-family residence." Section 203(b) limits are normally applied to
the IOOrtgage principal, not. the value of the dwelling.

This limitation on

house value was recognized as a drafting error and was eliminated by
. Section 1066 of the Stev;rart B. McKinney H.omeless Assistance Amendments Act
of

19~~.

but the limitation on the size of an insurance claim remains.

~~

a consequence, FdA will insure a reverse mortgage on a house of any value,
but, for purposes of determining ?ayments to borrowers, will disregard home
equity above the maximum claim amount.

HUU believes that limiting benefits

available to borrowers INith home equity above the maximum claim amount. will
have the salutary effect of encouraging the development of conventional
reverse mortgages to complement those insurable under the FHA program. ,

As a consequence of this limitation, some of the mortgages in the
reverse mortgage iX>Ol will be secured by houses with values above t.he
maxim~

claim amount,

loweri~

the risk to both lenders and the insurer.

This extra equity is not taken into account in determining payments to
borrowers who own it or to borrowers as a whole.

Under the HiA program.

payments to a borrower are uniquely based upon the age of the youngest
borrower, the expected rate, and the maximum claim amount.

The program

does not make assumptions about the provortion of houses of ditterent
values in the pool of insured mortgages.

From a practical point ot view,

it is impossible to know What the composition of house values in
will be.

~e

pool

In the beginning, the proportion of high-valued properties rna.y be

relatively high. but their proportion should decline as private lenders and
insurers develop products that permit owners of these properties to take
fuller adva,tage of their equity.

Some advocates of reverse mortgages, including the American
Association of Retired Persons, have recommended that borrowers, including
owners of higher valued houses, be permitted to withhold equity frOID the
reverse mortgage transaction.

For example, if the maximum claim anounc in

an area is $10U,000 and a house is valued at $120,UUU, the hooeowner should
be able to withhold $20,000 in equity, so that regardless of the size to

•

which the mortgage bala,ce grew, the borrower or the estate of the
borrowers would retaln $20,000 in equity.

Such a proposal in effect gives

the borrower a lien prior to the first mortgage lien and create issues
about the rules governing the unmortgaged portion of the property and
treatment of appreciation or depreciation.

Overall, moreover, the proposal

would probably increase the attractiveness of FHA reverse mortgages to
homeowners whose

h~ges

exceed the lnaximum claim amount and so decrease the

incentive to private lenders and insurers to provide conventional reverse
mortgages.

.For these

-r~asons,

H.UD has .not supported this recol'lJnendation.

CAl.LULATION OF PAYMENTS

The initial principal limit may be regarded as the present value of
the payments available to a borrower.

Under the FHA reverse mortgage

program, the borrower is able to control the timing of the payments by
selecting among three basic payment options:

tenure, term, and line ot

tA.BL~
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Factors for Oete 01\.f..n.i.nt;J &::>I"I'OooIIers Prirr ipa 1 lJ.IIU. t
Factor - Sha.red PrarUI.III PoLn~

r

Iqe

10.000

10.125

'2 .247-S0+ .241-S0+
63 .258-50+ .252-S0+
64 .268-50+ .262-S0+
65 .280-S0 .273-50+
66 .291-48 .285-S0
67 .303-46 .297-48
68 .316-44 .309-45
69 .329-42 .322-43

n t • r e • t

R&te

10.2!>o

10.375

10.!>OO

10.625

10.7!>O

10.'75

.235-50+
.246-50+
.2S6-50+
.267-50+
.279-50+
.291-49
.303-47
.316-45

.230-S0+
.240-S0+
.250-50+
.261-50+
.273-50+
.28S-50
.297-48
.310-46

.224-S0+
.234-S0+
.24S-50+
.256-50+
.267-50+
.279-50+
.291-49
.304-47

.219-S0+
.229-50+
.239-S0+
.2!>O-50+
.261-50+
.273-S0+
.285-50
.298-48

.214-50+
.224-50+
.234-S0+
.245-50+
.256-50+
.267-50+
.279-50+
.292-50

.209-50+
.21'-50+
.229-50+
.239-50+
.250-50+
.262-50+
.274-50+
.286-50+

---------------------------*.---------------------------------------------

70
71

72

73
74
75
76
77

78
,79

.342-40 .336-42 .329-43
.356-38 .349-39 .343-41
.370-36 .364-37 .3S7-38
.385-34 .378-3S .372-36
.400-32 .394-33 .387-34
.416-30 .409-31 .403-33
.432-29 .42S-29 .419-31
.448-27 .442-28 .436-29
.465-25 .459-26 .453-27
.482-23 .476-24 .470-2S

.323-44
.337-42
.351-40
.366-38
.381-36
.397-34
.413-32
.429-30
.446-28
.464-26

.317-45
.331-4)
.345-41
.360-39
.375-37
.390-35
.407-33
.423-31
.440-29
.458-27

.311-46
.32S-44
.339-42
.353-40
.369-38
.384-36
.400-34
.417-32
.434 -)0
.4S2-28

.305-47
.319-45
.333-43
.348-41
.363-39
.378-37
.394-35
.• 411-33
.428-31
.446-29

.299-49
.313-47
.327-44
.342-42
.3S7-40
.372-38
.389-36
.405-34
.422-31
.• 440-)0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------80
81
82
83
84
.85
86
87
88
89

.500-21
.517-19
.535-17
.553-15
.57 ~-13
... sa9-11
.607-09
.624-07
.642-05.660-0S-

.494-22
.511-20
.529-18
.s.47-16
.565-14
.583-12
.601-09
.619-07
.637-0S
.6S5-05-

.487-23
.505-21
.523-19
.s.41-17
.559-15
.577-12
.596-10
.614-08
.632-05
.6S0-oS-

.481-24
.499-22
.517-20
.53S-17
.553-15
.572-13
.590-10
.'08-08
.627-05
.645-0S-

.475-25
.493-23
.511-20
.529-18
.5ot8-16
.566-13
.585-11
.603-08
.622-06
.640-05-

.469-25 .463-26 .4S8-27
.4"7-23 .481-24 .476-25
.505-21 .500-22 .494-23
.524-19 .S18-20 .512-20
.542-17 .537-17 .531-18
.561-14 -0555-15 __ 550-16
.579-12 .574-12- .569-13
.598-09 .593-09 .588-10
.617-06 .612-07 .607-07
.636-0S- .'31-05- .626-05

--------------------------------------------------------------------------90 .6'8-05- .674-05- .'69-05- .664-05- .659-0591 .697-05- .692-05- .688-05- .683-05- .679-0592 .716-05- .711-05- .707-05- .703-05- .6"-0593 .735-05- .731-05- .'27-GS- .123-05- .719-0594 .75S-05- .752-05- .148-05- .,ee-05- .741-0595 .778-05- .774-05- .771-05- .'68-0S- .764-0596 .778-05- .774-05- .771-05- .768-05- .764-0597 .778-0S- .774-05- .771-05- .768-05- .'64-0598 .778-05- .774-05- .771-05- .768-0S- .764-0599 .778-05- .114-05- .771-05- .768-05- .764-05-

.6SS-05.674-05.6'4-05.'15-05.737-05.761-oS.761-05.761-05.761-05.761-05-

.6SO-05- .646-05
.670-05- ."5-05
.690-0S- .686-05
.'11-05- .'07-05
.'33-05- .'30-05
.758-05--.'55-05
.'58-05- .755-05
.758-05- .75S-05
.758-05- .7S5-05
.7S8-D5- .7S5-05
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credit. The borrower may combine a line of credit with a term or tenure
option and may alter the payment plan initially selected.

For a 75-year-old borrower with a 10 percent interest rate and a
$100,000 maximJm claim amount, the principal limit factor is .416, and the
principal limit is .416 x $100,000, or $41,600.

The principal limit is

literally the maximum dollar amount that a borrower can withdraw on the
first day that a mortgage is in effect.
canpound rate of
insurance premium

one-~Nelfth

(~lIP).

It increases each month at a

of the expected rate plus the monthly mortgage

When the mortgage balance equals the iJrincipal

limit, the borrower cannot receive any more payments
~~t

(~ith

two exceptions),

is able to remain in the house until the borrOwer moves, sells, or

dies. A borrower

~10

has selected the tenure option and who becomes lOU

years old will continue to receive payments even though the mortgage
bala,ce equals the principal

li~it.

Likewise, borrowers who have selected

the tenure or term options with adjustable interest rates will continue to
receive payments for the duration ot the selected term, even though the
mortgage balance exceeds the principal limit because the actual average
mortgage interest rate exceeds the expected rate.

Principal Limit Method
At origination, the principal limit is reduCed by any initial payment
and any

amo~'ts

set-aside for a line of credit, for repairs after clOSing,

for a mortgage servicing fee (see Chapter 6-13), and for the first year's
payments of taxes, insurance, and other lJroperty charges.

Then, monthly
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pa~Dents

are calculated by determining the future value of the net

principal limit at the end of the applicable number of months using a
monthly compounding rate of one-twelfth of the sum of the expected rate and
the MIP.

This future value and the monthly compounding rate are

used in a sinking fund formula for payments made at the beginning of a
ronth to determine the maximum monthly tenD or tenure payment.

Term and

tenure monthly payments are both calculated in the same way, except that
the number of roonths for tenD payments is the number of months selected by
the borrower, while for tenure
borrower subtracted

As

fro~

pa~3ents

it is the age of the youngest

lOU and Imlltiplied by 12.

long as--the -mortgage balance is less than the principal limit, a

borrower may request a payment of any amount up to the principal
may change from one j?ayment option to another.

l~it

or

It the borrO'wer changes

payment options or makes a lump sum draw, a lender will recalculate
pa~oents

to the borrower using a method similar to the one described above.

Specifically, the lender will subtract the mortgage balance (and any unusea
amount set-aside for a line of credit or for other purposes) from the
principal limit for the current month, project the net principal limit to
the end of the term, and use a sinking fund formula to recalculate monthly
payments. if any.

A lender may charge a fee, not to exceed

t~enty

dollars,

to change a borrower's payment plan.

Using a table of principal limit factors provided by the Secretary and
a

fina~cial

calculator. it is possible to calculate or recalculate any of
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the payments plans available under the program.

Factors and detailed

instructions for making these calculations are contained in HUD Handbook

4235.1.

For simplicity of operation, however, the Department hired a

contractor to create two sottware programs:

one, to calculate initial

payment plans, and another, to calculate changes to an existing payment
plan.

Each generates print-outs of expected cash flows that can be used by

borrowers. lenders. HUD staff, and counselors in assessing payment options.

These software

~ackages

generate computation screens tor use on an

IHH-compatible personal computer and are available free ot charge from a
computer bulletin bOard maintained by the Housing Information and
Statistics Division in che Office of Housing.

The screens (including the

principal limit factors) and the payments model itself can be downloaded
~

.

using the caller's personal computer and communications software ?y
tele?honing

(2U2)7U~-31U2,

selecting the

the instructions on the screen.

HECM~enu

option, and following

Technical assistance is available by

calling the Housing Information and Statistics Division

(2U2)7U~-3026.

[These are not toll-free numbers.]

Using HECH Software to Calculate l'aytllE!nts
Figure 5-1 at the end of the chapter reproduces the coroputacion screen
used to calculate payments at loan origination.

To use this screen

properly. the current date lIDlSt appear in the upper right hand corner,
because it is used in various calculations.

Also in this comer is a code

for the version of the software being used (in this case, V4.0C).

It also
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appears on all print-outs from the model to minimize confusion in the event
that the sofcware is changed.

The sofDNare is designed to create a payment plan for a particular
borrower.

In response to screen prompts) certain information is entered in

. the ''Variables'' column:

the roonth and year of birth of the youngest

borrower, the expected rate, the appraised value of the property. the
maximum claim amount, closing costs including the roortgage insurance
premium, and the monthly servicing fee, if any.
the payment option selected by the borrower.

... .,

All other entries indicate

For example) entries show

whether the borrower chooses to receive an initial draw at closing; to

s~t

up a line of credit; to receive roonthly payments of a given amount; to
receive papnents as long as he or she lives in the propertYi or to
payments for a

s~ecified

rece~ve

number of lnonths.

When these entries are complete, pressing Function Key "Fl" generates
the tlCalculated" column.

The program calculates the age of the borrower to

the nearest whole year, looks up the principal limit factor, calculates the
principal limit, deducts any financed costs, initial payment, and line of
credit set-aside from the principal limit to calculate the net principal
limit, and uses this figure to calculate either a monthly payment for a
given term or a term given a nx:mthly payment.

Pressing ".1:;'2" lWves these

numbers co the lI(;olDparison" coiumn so that anot.her payment plan can be
created by making changes to the variables and pressing "Fl." Help screens
can be made co appear by pressing !lF3." Complete or partial principal
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limit factor tables can be printed out by pressing "F4." An amortizatio:l
schedule can be generated by pressing "F5" and selectiI16 the reporting
interval, annual or monthly.

Figure 5-1 illustrates two payment options--a ten-year tenn reverse
IOOrtgage with and without a $5,(JOU initial draw.

Figure 5-2 shows expected

-

annual cash flows given an initial mortgage balance of $3,500 in rinanced
closing costs and mortgage insurance premium and monthly payments of
$5UY.64 for 10 years.

Notice that the mortgage balance equals the

principal limit ($11S.336) at the end of the tenth year (and every year
thereaft~r),

signalling that this borrower cannot receive additional

payments. Of course', the borrower may remain in the house as long as he

0:

she chooses.

Figure 5-3 shows exyected annual cash flows given a $5.000 initial
draw and $442.76 monthly payments for 10 years.
balance is

$~,500--the

$),OUO initial draw ylus

costs and mortgage insurance premium.
equals the principal llinit

($11~,3jb)

The initial mortgage
~3,50U

in financed closing

Once again, the mortgage balance
at the end ot the tenth year.

The

initial draw lowers the monthly payments; it does not affect the principal
llinit itself.

The principal limit is $41,600 at closing (based on the oorrCMer's 7)
years of age, 10 percent interest rate, and $100.000 maximum claim amount)
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and

gro.Ns at the compounding rate (the 10 percent expected rate plus one

half percent MIP) to $46, 1~4 by the end of the first year and to $11/j ,336

at the end of the tenth.

If the house appreciates at four percent per

year (a simplification of the property appreciation assu'llptions used in the
payments model), then the mortgage balance would not equal the house value
until somettrne between the thirteenth and fourteenth years, when the
borrower is

~7

years of age or older.

If the

borr~wer

lives

lon~er,

the

lender is protected from loss by mort5age insurance in the manner described
in Olapter 7.

Figure 5-4

i~lustrates

• payment options for the same
additional

borrO'.ver--a tenure mortgage with and without a line of credit•. Figure 5-5
illustrates a tenure

mort~age

with an initial

bala~ce

of $J,50U in closing

costs and mortgage insurance premium and monthly payments of $356.61.
The mortgage balance does not equal

t~e

principal l:i.rnit until the year in

\Jlich the borr()\IJer turns 100 years of age.

Figure 5-6 illustrates a tenure
The $2,000 set-aside

of-~he

IDOrt~age

wiL' a $2,uUU line of credico

principal limit for a line of

credi~

is

deducted from the initial principal l:i.rnit, reducin5 monthly payments to
$337.89. The $2,000 set-aside grows at the compounding rate to
the end of the first year, and to

$5,6~~

~2,22U

by

by the end of "the tenth year.

A

withdrawal of $3,OOll in the tenth year would be added to the mortgage
balance, leaving
draw.

$2,6~9

to grow at the compounding rate pending the nexc

The principal limit plus the set-aside equal the principal limit for
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a tenure

mortga~e

without a line of credit.

The payment option selected by

the borrower should be a matter of indifference to the lender and the
insurer because loss estimates are ultimately controlled by the principal
limit rather than the pattern of draws.

Initial Payment
The size of any initial payment is limited only by the princil)al
lilnit, and there are no limitations on the purposes for which it may be
As noted above, sane borrowers may be able to increase their cash

used.

flow by

payin~

off

existin~

mortgages.

Others may use a reverse mortgage

as a deterred payment rehabilitation loan:

c'iey may choose to make the

repairs before cloSing to take adv&,tage of any resulting increase in their
hone's appraised value.

Set-Asides
Use of the principal

lL~it

makes it easy to create set-asides of

reserve mortgage proceeds for special purposes.

They can be used to create

a line of credit to accompany monthly payments or to reserve funds for
repairs after closing.

When repairs must be made after closing to bring a

property up to minimum property standards, 150 percent of the estimated
repair expenditure is set aside in a line of credit to be drawn upon as
needed.

Any unused funds can ranain in the line of credit, or the payment

plan can be recalculated to raise the

borr~wer's

monthly

pa~nents.
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Graduated Payment Plans
One disadvantage ot fixed monthly payments is their loss of real value
over time. At the request of a borrower. a payment plan could provide for
gradually increasing

~ayments--for

example, three percent per year.

In

this case. the borrower would make a one-time request for a line of credit
payment plan under which the lender would make monthly payments according
to a schedule generated by the lender.

The payment schedule would be

calculated so that the lnortgage balance equaled the prinCipal limit at the
end of the desired term.

"Figure 5-1
25 May 1989
rederal Houling Adminiltration
12t46t13 rHo.e Equity Conversion Mortgage Insurance Demonstration (HECK) V4.0C
Variables
Borrowers Birth Mon/Tr.
11/13
Interest Rue,
10.000'
'roperty Appraised Value. $100,000
Kaxt.ua Claia ~untl
$100,000
'rin Lia - Shar~ Pre. rac.

Agel 75
10.000\
$100,000
$100,000
.41&-30

COllpar lion
Agel 75
10.000\
$100,000
$100,000
.416-30

Calcuht~

Principal Lilli t I
Closing Costs:
Ini till Draw:
Monthly Servicing Fee:
Net Principal Limitz

S3,500.00
$5,000.00
$0.00

SU,600
S3,500
$5,000
$0
$33,100

$41,600
$3,500
$0
$0
$38,100

Line of Credit:
Monthly Payment:
Length of Term:

CALCtTt..ATE
CALCtTt..ATE
10 Tears

SO
$442.7&

SO
$509.64
10 Years

10 Tears

Please Enter Borrowers Birth Month and Tear
Fl·Calculate

F2-Comparison

F3-Kelp

F4-Factor Table

FS-Print Amort

8ase case ter. aortgag8 both with and without an lnitial

~raw.

-"

Figure 5-2
Federal Housing Administration
Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) Progrua «V4.0C)
Amorti,.tlon Schedule

75
Age of Youngest Borr9w.r:
- '10.000'
Intere.t Rate J
SlOO,OOO
Maxill\.LII Claim Amount J
$41,100
Initial Principal Liait.
$3,500
..ginn1ng Mortgage Balance:

Ir Age

---------Annual Total.--------MIP Intere.t
SVC ree Payment

-

Annual Projeetlons

Initial Property Value:
Expected Appreciation,
Initial Line of Credit.
Monthly Papentl
Monthly Servicing Fee:

$100,000
4\

$0
S509.64
$0.00

------End of Year Pro jeetion.· - - -
Line of
Prin. Property
Loan
Credit
LiMit
Value
8al

---------------------.. ----------------------------------------------------
46,184 104,000
0
709
10,361
35
6,116
0
75
1
2
3
4
5
6

.,

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

76
77
78
79
80'" ..

81

82
83
84
85
86

""
19

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'0

0
0

19

0
0

20

92
93
94

21

95

25

""98

U

22
23
24

91

99

0
0

0
0
0
0

6,116
6,116
6,116
6,116
6,116
6,116
6,116
6,'116
6,116
0
0

0
0

°
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

III

156

1,430
2,229
3,116

205

4,102

71

260
321
388
463
546
621
689
155
85O
943
1,04'
1,163
1,291
1,433
1,591
1, 761
1," 1
2,117
2,417
2,684

5,196
6,410
7,758
9,255
10,911
12,420
13,189
15,308
16,995
18,868
20,948

23,256
25,819
28,664
31,823
35,330
39,224
43,541
48,346
53,U3

17,917

26,433
35,821
46,244
51,815
70,661
84,923
100,757
118,336
131,371
145,855
161,929
119,714
199,586
221,581
246,000
273,110
303,201
336,622
373,719
414,904
460,628
511,391
56',148

Term aortgage vithout initial drav.

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

51,274
56,924
63,198
10,162
17,894
86 ,419
",009
106,'590
118,'336
131,317
145,855
U I, 929
119,775
199,586
221,582
246,001
273,111
303,209
336,623
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CHAPTE.K SIX
!.DAN U>STS

Introduction
Reverse

mort~age

loan costs are discussed in this chapter.

LiKe

forward mortgage borrowers, reverse mortgage borrowers pay interest on
their outstandi06 mortgage bala,ces (with the difference that this interest
is deferred and compounded), mortgage insurance premiums, origination fees,
a.,d fees for appraisals, title insurance, and recordation taxes WhiCh varj
by jurisdiction.

However, they do not pay discount points for reasons

explained below. They may pay se,tJarate servicing Charges and may share
house appreciation with lenders.

Lower loan costs

transla~e dir~ctly

into

higher payments to borrowers.

Loan costs paid by borrowers cover expenses and provide income to
lenders and investors.

Since the demonstration is intended to encourage

and increase the involvement of lenoers and other participants in

mort~age

markets in the making and servicing of reverse mortgages by providing
mortgage insurance, but not subsidies, the Department took the concerns ot
lenders and investors into account in structuring interest rates and fees.
Both FNMA. and F1iL.'1C ext>ressed early interes t in purchas iI\?, fHA reverse

mortgages and provided useful advice on both interest rate structures and
serviCing fees.
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Fixed and Adjustable Interest Rates
An

FrlA reverse.mortgage may have a fixed or an adjustable interest

rate as agreed uPon by the borrower and lender.

In practice, it is

anticipated that most reverse mortgages will bear adjustable interest
. rates, unless the interest rate is subsidized, because of the nature of the
risk borne by

l~,ders

and investors.

Under reverse mortgages, lenders are

promising to make payments in the future when they cannot know what their
borrowing costs will be.

To protect thenselves from adverse interest rate

fluctuations, ·they are likely to set fixed interest rates higher than would
be acceptable to most borrowers.

Adjustable interest rates reduce interest

rate risk for lenders and, consequently, lower costs to borrowers.

Adjustable Rate "t-lortgages With and Without Caps
The Department is insuring reverse adjustable rate mortgages (At<l'1s)
with and without interest rate caps.

For capped reverse

~~~,

the

Department has retained the five percentage point lite-ot-loan limit on
interest rate increases and decreases applicable to
has

t~

forward A&'1s, but

increased the annual limit on rate increases and decreases from one

percentage point to

010.

The annual limit was changed from one to

percentage points to permit interest rates on reverse

~

t'w'O

to adjust more

rapidly to the market rate and so to reduce the compensation that lenders
will seek fraIl borrowers for capped reverse Al<.Ms.
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The Department is also insuring a reverse
rate adjustments and no caps (except a

maximum

AR~

with monthly interest

interest rate chosen by the

lender for comJliance with Section 1204 of the Competitive Equality Banking
Act of 1907) as long as the lender also offers a comparable reverse AJQ1
with annual interest rate adjustments and the above prescribed caps.
Section 1204 requires each adjustable

rat~

mortgage loan to include a

lirnitation on the maximum interest rate that may apply during the term of
the loan.

The Departnent decided to offer an uncapped reverse ARM with monthly
adjustments for several reasons.

In comments on the proposed rule, both

secondary mortgage market agencies expressed the view that line of credit
payments to borrOwers create additional interest rate risk for the
necessitating higher interest rates than for tixed payments.

lend~r,

Since the

final rule transformed all FHA reverse mortgages into line of credit
mortgages, the Dej?artment took steps to reduce the interest rate risk to
lenders and investors, and so, cost to borrowers.

Numerous studies have shown that that a borrCMer must cOinpensate a
lender by paying a higher margin (i.e., the spread between the
the index:) for a forward
AR~

without caps.

~~

~\1

rate and

with annual and life-of-loan caps than for rul

The margin increase depends on the shape of the yield

curve and the volatility of interest rates.

~enerally,

lenders charge more

for caps when the yield curve slopes upward and interest rate

vol~tility

is
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hig.1. than when the yield curve is flat or downward sloping and interest
rate volatility is low.

Lenders will
fo~ard

char~e

more tor caps

~~lied

to reverse ARMs than to

ARMs in all yield curve and volatility environments.

Unlike

forward Al<t'1 borrowers, reverse.Akr-l borrowers have the option to withdraw
funds (up to the principal limit) at any time.
level above the cap, the borrower in
at a below-market rate.

eft~ct

If interest rates rise to a

has the option to borrow tunds

While it is unliKely that all elderly borrowers in

this demonstration would exercise this option in such circumstances,
lenders will charge a higher margin for capped reverse .At<:1s than capped
forward

~1s

oecause there is a risk that sane borrowers would exercise the

option.

An.

uncapped reverse Al<M with monthly adjustments is similar to a

forward horne equity line of credit with monthly adjustments.

An uncapped

reverse

over the

~1

with monthly adjustments will have a lower

mar~in

index than one with annual adjustments because the borrower's option to
withdraw funds at any tilDe increases in value as the period bet:'vieen rate
adjustments lengthens.
rate for the year.

In effect, annual adjustment places a cap on tne

For example, if rates were to rise rapidly one month

after an annual rate adjustment was made, a borrower could receive a belcrw
market rate loan for eleven toOtlths by
borrower's net principal limit.

withdrawin~

an amount up to the

Again, it is unlikely that all elderly

borrowers would exercise the option; nevertheless, the lender would price
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the effective cap created by the annual adjustment period based on some
assumption about ho;,.y the option may be exercised and would include the
price of this cap in the margin.

Indications are that the increase in the

margin would be less for uncapped than for capped annual adjustments.
f10nthly adjustments to

th~

interesc rate would allo;,.y borrowers to be

charged the lo;,.yest possible margin as interest rate risk is virtually
eliminated.

In summary. HUD believes thac a lender will

t~ically char~e

a lo;,.yer

margin for an uncapped reverse AR'1 with llxmthly adjustments than for a
capped reverse .lUU'1 with annual adjusonents.
(and consequently. a

low~r

By offering a lower margin

expected rate) for an uncapped reverse

~'1,

the

lender provides the borro;,.yer with the opportunity to receive higher
payments.

Difference Between Forward and Reverse

~~

Under a reverse AA'1. payments to the borro;,.yer do not chCiI1l;!,e when the
interest rate changes.

Thus, unlike forward A&"'1 borro;,.yers whose payments

to the lender change with the interest rate. reverse ARM borro;,.yers are
protected from "payment shock.

II

Adjustments to the reverse At<i·l rate merely

increase or decrease the rate at which the loan balance grows.

It should

also be recognized that a borro;,.yer with an uncapped reverse A&'1 may
experience a lower average interest rate over the long run than a borrower
with a capped reverse ARM.

During interest rate periods when the caps are

not constraining, the capped reverse ARM would have a higher interest rate.
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During inflationary periods with sustained high interest rates, when caps
would be binding, the higher rate on an uncapped reverse AKM may be offset
by increased house value appreciation.

Thus, the Department feels that

sane borrOW'ers may prefer the uncapped reverse AKM.

l::Soth are oftered under

this demonstration.

Legal Basis for Adjustable Rate Options
Section 255(d) (5) of the Act permits a "fixed or variable interest
rate ••• as agreed upon by the mortgagor and the mortgagee" with no
reference at all to interest rate caps or

fr~uency

The House bill permitted only fixed interest.
permitteq variaple rates.

of rate adjustment.

The Senate bill also

The Senate report does not discuss caps, but the

liThe conferees make clear that .thev"
intend that variable interest should be capped at five points above the

Conference report does, as follOW's:

original rate ••• " without any mention of annual caps.
reports discusses

fr~uency

Neither of the

of rate adjustment.

Since the statute does not mention caps or frequency of rate
adjustment. the Gonfereoce report statanent has not been re5arded as
legally binding on HUD.

However, borrowers are protected as desired by the

Conferees. since each reverse AKM borrower has the opportunity to choose a
reverse

~1

with two percentage point annual and five percentage point

life-of-Ioan caps on interest rate increases or decreases.

Assessment of

acceptable risk to HUU, within statutory restrictions, is a policy question
c~tted

to HUD's administrative discretion.
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Alternatives to Reverse AHMs
In

info~Dal

discussions ana in comments on the final rule, FNMA ana

FHlMC proposed other types of interest rate struccures.

They proposed to

offer notlconvercible term and tenure mortgages; to fix the interest rate at
the time of each line of credit draw; and to estaolish a new interest rate
at the ttroe of a change in a payment plan.
each of these

o~tions

The Department believes that

is potentially more costly to the borrower than

capped or uncapped reverse ARMs for the following reasons.

If the Department agreed to insure

te~n

and tenure mortgages whose

payment plans could not be altered by borrowers, servicing costs--and
consequently, interest rates--could be expected to rise, because borrowers
would nevertheless experience

unanticip~ted

needs for casn (e.g'"money to

repair the roof) that it would be in the lender's interest to lneet.

A

lender taced witn a choice between toreclosing upOn a borrower for failure
to maintain the property or advancing funds for repairs in most instances
would prefer the latter.

Hue the decision to advance funds on a special

exception basis could often involve housing counselors, the

~

Field

Oftice. and bank officers, and woula likely lead co higher servicing costs
than changes made according to standard operating procedures.

Of course,

a lender could ignore the declining house value in hope that any loss woula
not exceed the maximum claim amount.

By pennitting the lender to advance

funds for repairs, HUn hopes to discourage this option.
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If the Department agreed to insure line of credit mortgages with
interest rates fixed for each draw, a lender would have a sort of uncapped
reverse ARl'1, but would be required to treat each draw as a separate loan-
again, resulting, in higher
 servicing costs than when the adjusted rate
applies to the entire balance.

In addition, special accounting rules would

be needed to deal with partial prepayrnents--i.e., first-in. first-out;
last-in. first-out; or weighted averaging.

None of these are typical of

current mortgage servicing practices.

Finally, if the Department agreed to allow the interest rate to change
on

e~enure

or term mortgage at the time of a change in payment plan, the

lender would have,only partial protection against interest rate risk
compared with the alternative of capped or uncapped reverse ARMs which
permit the interest rate to be adjusted at periodic intervals over the lite
of the loan.

As a consequence, the lender should be able to ofter a

cap~ed

or uncapped reverse ARMs at a lower cost to the borrower than the proposed
option.

HUU collects a mortgage insurance prenium from all borrowers, so that
it can pay claims to lenders under the assignment or shared premium options
discussed in Chapter 7. The same roortgage insurance pranium, whiCh maybe
financed, is charged, regardless of the payment option selected
borrower. The prenium consists of an initial payment ot

t\oWO

by

the

percent of the

maximum claim amount (the lesser of the house value or the FHA mortgage
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principal limit for an area) and a monthly premiun equal to one-half of one
percent on an annual basis on the outstanding mortgage balance.

As discUssed in Chapter 5, HUD has fixed the mortgage insurance

premiun so that, for every mortgage, the present value ot the MlP expected
to be collected equals the present value of the losses expected to be
incurred. taking into account the life expectancy of the borrower and the
appreciation of the property.

1:Sy fixing the MIf, HUD has fixed the amOllJ1t

of risk that it is willing to bear by itself or to share with private
lenders.

Within this constraint, the payments to be received by borrowers

are determined.

In choosing a preoium structure, the Departnent had to
and benefits to the borrower with certain equity concerns.
total MIP

u~front

bala~ce

costs

Paying the

would result in tne lowest cost to the borrower in

present value terms, h.lt it would impose the same cost utJOn a borrower
regardless of the duration of the mortgage.
for the FHA
Fund.

rev~rse

~1ortgage

insurance

pre~iums

mortgage program are paid into the General Insurance

None of the Vrenium is refundable, even it the borro.ver were to die

shortly after taking out the mortgage.

Q:>nsequently, charging all of the

MIP upfront raises the costs for short-lived borrowers and reduces tile
costs for long-lived borrowers.

In the light of this consideration, it was

decided to charge both an uptront premium to lower the present value of the
total premium cost to the borrower and a monthly premium so that longer
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lived borrowers who create the most risk to the insurance fund would pay
more pranium.

HUD also had to balance costs and benefits to the borrower in deciding
upon the size of the mortgage insurance premium.

Simply stated, increasing

prauiums raises payments to the borrower, but at a diminishing rate,
especially when the premiun is financed.

Table 6-1 illustrates this point

usin6 the base case--a 75-year-old borrower in a $lUU,UUU house with a 10
percent interest rate and financed closing costs plus a varying amount ot

alP.

•
In Part A of the table, the periodic pranium is set at 5U basis
points, while the upfront MlP increases in one percentage point intervals
fran zero percent to 4 percent.

As

the upfront MIP incre'ases from one

percentage point to two, the net principal limit increases by
the present value of the expected HlP increases by !$l,2lU.

~2.9UU,

while

In .other words,

the net principal limit increases by $2.40 for every $1.0U increase in Ml?
As the uptront IU? increases

frQ~

two percentage points to three, the net

principal limit increases by -only -$2, lUO-, vtlile the present valua of the
MlP increases by $l,15U, or only

~1 .~3

for every $l.UU increase in the

MIP.

In Part

J:)

of the table, the upfront pranium is set at two percentage

points and the periodic premium increases in 25 basis point intervals from
zero to lUU basis points.

Increasing the periodic pranium from 25 basis

I
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points to 50 increases the net principal limit by

~1

.l.S6 for every $l.LlU

increase in the present value of the expected 11lP, While increasing the
periodic premium from 50 basis points to 75 increases the net principal
limit by only $1 .42 for every $1 .00 increase ot HIP.

Ultimately. choice of an MlP structure is a matter of judgment.

After

extensive sensitivity analysis, the premium was set at two percent ot the
ma~imum

balance.

claim amount uptront and one-half percent per year on the mortgage
~lderly

homeowners will determine whether this MIP is worth the

amount of principal limit and monthly payments that it supports.

ALI1llAtSLE- FlliS AND CJ:1At<.GES

Origination Fee

An origination fee compensates a lender for the ex?enses of
originating and closing Toortgages.

In FHA's Section 2Ll3 program, the

origination fee is limited to one percent of the mortgage amount.
the FHA reverse mortgage

progra~,

Under

the origination fee is not regulated,

but the handboOk limits the amount of origination fee that can be financed
to one percent of the maximum claim amount.

The origination fee was deregulated to encourage lenders to char5e
fees that cover their actual costs and to reduce their incentive to raise
interest rates to make up for shortfalls--carnmon practice when origination
fees for forward mortgages do not cover actual expenses.

Such adjustments

would necessarily be less accurate for reverse mortgages, because lenders
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could not anticipate with confidence either the size of reverse mortgage
balances or the rate at which they will grow.

The Deyartment believes that

a borrower will be better off paying the true cost of loan origination in
the fonn of a fee than in the form of additional basis points on an
interest rate. since higher interest rates lower payments to borrowers.

A limit of one percent is placed on the amount of the origination tee
that can be financed to discourage a lender from tapping a borrower's home
equity without restraint.
cash at closing.

Borrowers must pay any amount not financed in

Some lenders have been reluctant to charge more than one

percent for this reason even if their origination costs are higher.

When

an amount over one percent is charged, some borrowers who are cash-poor
have etfectively circumvented the limitation by r€4uesting a draw after.
closing to reimburse themselves for the cash payment.
HUD's policy limiting the amount of the

ori~ination

It is unlikely that

fee that can be

financed will be reexamined until there is competition among reverse
mortgage lenders and until more is known about the actual costs of
originating reverse mortgages.

Discount Points
Due to the nature of a reverse mortgage, discount points may not be
charged.

Discount points constitute additional interest charged by the

lender to adjust the coupon rate on a lump sum advance taking into account
the lender's borrowing costs at the current market interest rate.
calculated as a percentage of the advance.

They are

Under a reverse mortgage, there
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is no

com~arable

lump sum payment, and so, no basis for charging an

adjusted interest race.

Lenders can accomplish the objective ot discount

points by settin6 the mortgage interest rate as close in time to the loan
closing as is

consisten~with

the requirements ot disclosure.

Servicing Fee
The decisions by FrE:ddie 1·1ac and Fannie f'1ae to purchase FHA reverse
mortgages raised the issue of how loru1 servicers should be compensated.
For forward mortgages, a servicer generally receives a fixed percentage ot
the outstanding loan balance, which is added into the interest rate.
for~ard

mort5ages have initially high and gradually declining

servicers are adequately compensated for all
loans,

whic~

are relatively few due to

exce~t

pre~ayments.

Since

bala~ces,

the most seasoned
With reverse

mortgages, however, balances are initially low and gradUally growing, so
that servicers would be inadequately canpensated for all but the relatively
few highly seasoned loans if traditional servicing fees were charged.

To deal with this

~roblem,

the FHA reverse mortgage pr05ram

~ermits

(but does not require) an originating lender to charge a tlat monthly
servicing tee directly to the borrower.

If the lender chooses to charge a

servicing fee, the amount of the fee must be fixed at loan origination,
disclosed to che borrower, and included in the loan agreement, and the
the principal limit used to calculate payments to borrowers IIIJSt be reduced
by an amount sufficient to fund the fee for the duration of the mortgage.
Technically, the principal limit IllJSt be reduced by the present value ot
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the expected future servicing charges, reducing maximum monthly payments to
the borrower.

The fee is charged to the borrower's mortgage balance only

as it is earned by the lender or servicer.

Charging such a fee should

result in a lower interest rate relative to what it would be without the
fee because the fee need not include a servicing risk premium.

A separate servicing fee should benefit all parties to the
transaction.
performed.
received.

Servicers will be compensated for the cost ot services
Borrowers will pay servicing fees only as services are

In most circumstances, borrowers paying servicing fees should

qualify for higher monthly payments than those who do not.
reverse

mortgage~

To compare

with and without servicing fees, a borrower need focus

only upon the size of the payments that the lender is offering.

lhe higher

the payments, the lower the cos t to the borrower.

SHAKED APPJ:<.J::ClATIOO

To increase payments available to borrowers, hUD is insuring shared
appreciation reverse mortgages under the shared premium option (see Chapter
7). Shared appreciation provides lenders with the opportunity tor larger
returns while protecting them against losses up to the maximum claim
amount.

Lenders who offer shared appreciation reverse mortgages must also

offer comparable mortgages without shared appreciation, with suitable
disclosures so that

bor~ers

are able to compare them.
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f10nthly payments to a borrower under a shared appreciation reverse
mortgage are to be deteunined in the same manner as under a comparable
mortgage without shared appreciation.

In other words, they are based on

the age of the youngest borro:.ver, the maximum claim amount, and the
expected rate.

8y offering a lower mortgage interest rate (or in the case

of an adjustable rate mortgage, a lo:.ver margin over the lO-year Treasury
rate), the lender can offer the borrower higher payments in return for a
share of the net appreciated value ot the property, subject to an ettective
interest rate cap.

The percentage of net

appreciat~d

value paid to the lender, known as

the appreciation margin, may not exceed 25

~ercent.

If the mortgage

balance at the time that the property is sold or transferred is less than
the appraised value of the property at origination, the lender's share of
net aypreciated value is calculated by subtracting the appraised value at
origination

fro~

the adjusted sales proceeds (i.e., sales proceeds less

sales costs and capital improvement costs incurred by the.borro:.ver, but
excluding liens other than the insured mortgage) and multiplying by the
appreciation margin.

If the mortgage

appraised value at orgination but less

bal~~ce 1S

greater than

th~

.
than the adjusted sales proceeds,

the lender's share of net appreciated value is calculated by subtracting
the mortgage balance from the adjusted sales proceeds and multiplying by

the appreciation margin.

If the mortgage balance is greater than the

adjusted sales proceeds, net appreciated value is zero.
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The eftective interest rate is calculated by dividing the sum of the
lender's share of net appreciated value plus interest accrued in the last
12 months by the sun of the mortgage balance at the beginning of the year
and the payments made during the year.

The ettective interest rate cannot

exceed 20 percent.

The limits on the appreciation margin and the eftective interest rate
combine so that a lender can receive a full 25 percent of appreciation for
properties that appreciate at the expected average rate of cwo percent and
can receive a higner. but capped dollar amount for properties that
appreciate at a faster rate.

The lender's riSK of loss (beyond the

claim amount) declines as the rate of appreciation increases.

maxL~

The cap on

the effective interest rate prevents windfall gains to lenders from rapid
appreciation.

---------._------
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INSUI:\ING lENDEH.S AND BOl{}{()WEJ:(S

Under the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage Insurance program. lenders
are insured against loss in the event that the mortgage balance grows to
eKceed the value of the

pro~erty.

and borrowers are insured against loss in

the event thac lenders default on promised payments.

This chapter

describes these insurance protections for lenders and borrowers.

INSURING

L&~DERS

Assignment and Share? Premium Insurance Options
In designing mortgage insurance for a reverse mortgage. HUD had to
reconcile the open-ended nature of the mortgage with the statutory limit'
that Congress had placed on the maKimum insurance claim that HUD could pay.
~cause

a borrower may live in a mortgaged property as long as the borrower

chooses. a reverse mortgage has neither a maxllnum mortgage amount nor a
maximum term.

While the statute does not spell out the form that mortgage

insurance for lenders should take. Section 255(i) does provide that. in
order to pay an insurance claim to a lender that does not eKceed the
maximum claim amount. the Secretary may take actions such as

"accepti~

an

assignment of the insured mortgage notwithstanding that the mortgagor is
not in default under its terms. and calculating the amount and making the
payment of the insurance claim on such insured mortgage. II
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Given this provision in the statute, logically. the Department could
limit the size of the claim that it pays without limiting the size of the
mortgage balance:

1) by permitting the lender to assign a mortgage to HUU

when the rrortgage bala'1ce equals the maximum claim that HUD can pay. or 2)
by paying the lender up to the maximum claim amount when the mortgage is
due and payable and the mortgage balance exceeds the value of the property.
Under the FHA reverse mortgage program, these

two

insurance options are

called the assigrunent option and tne shared premium option.

Since the

mortgage insurance premiun that HUU collects for a reverse mortgage is
estimated to cover all losses, whether these losses are borne by riUU or
private lenders. HUD permits a lender to choose either option at the time
that a mortgage is closed.

Under the assignment option, HUU collects all of the MlP. and the
lender has the option ot assigning. a mortgage to HUD at the time that the
mortgage balance €'"-luals the maximum claim amount:.

Under the shared premium

option, the lender foregoes assignment of a mortgage to HUD and retains a
portion of the periodic MIP to compensate for the share ot risk borne.

HUU

will pay the lender the difference between the mortgage balance and the
sales proceeds at the time that the mortgage is due and payable up to the
maximum claim amount.

A lender who elected the assignment option but

decided not to exercise it could similarly file a claim at the time tnat a
mortgage is due and payable.

Lenders who forego assignment and lenders 'Who

elect the shared premium option are liable for losses that exceed the
maximum claim amount.
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Illustrating the Insurance Options
The assignment and shared premium options are illustrated in
Table 7-1.

This ,table displays annual cash flows from a tenure payment

plan to a 75-year-old borrower in a $lUO,OUU house, assumiQg a 1U percent
interest rate and financing of $2,000 of upfront mortgage insurance premium
and $1,5UO of closing costs.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the house

value equals the maximum claim amount; and the property appreciates four
percent each year.

~Let

us first consider a mortgage pay-off that does not involve ~~

insurance claim.

If a mortgage becomes due and payable at the end of the

seventh year when the borrower is

~1

years of age, the mortgage

bal~,ce

is

$51,629, and the property value is $131,593, $51,629 would be received by
the lender, and nearly
estate of the borrower.

$~O,OOO

would be retained by the borrower or the

The "survival rate" coll..llm1 indicates that 66

percent of all reverse mortgages made to 75-year-old borrowers are expected
to be outstanding at the end of the seventh year.

If the lender elected the assignment option, then the mortgage could
be assigned to to HUD at the end of the eleventh year when the borrower is
85 years ot age and the mortgage balance nearly equals the maximum claim
amount of $100,000.

At this time, the lender would receive the mortgage

balance (but no more than the maximum claim amount) and would have no
further obligation under the mortgage.

Approximately 43 percent of these
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mortgages are expected to be outstanding at the end of the eleventh year.
HUDwould assume responsibility for continuing payments to the bOrrower
under the original mortgage, and it would incur losses

beginni~

in the

sixteenth year (when 19 percent of such mortgages are expected to be
outstanding) when the mortgage balance begins to exceed the property
value.

If the lender elected the shared premium option and the mortgage
became due and payable at the end of the sixteenth year when the borrower
was 90, the lender would receive the net proceeds frac sale of the property
(with an expected value of
th~

$1~7,29~)

•

and would file a claim with HUn for

difference between those proceeds and the mortgage balance of$lY6,514.

If the mortgage terminated in the twenty-first year, when the borrower was
95 (5 percent of such mortgages are expected to be oUFstanding at that
time),' then the lender would receive net sales proceeds from a property
Wlth an expected value of

$2L7,~76,

would file a claim with HUD for

$100,OOO--the maximum claim amount, and would suffer a minimum loss of
$31,792 (about $4,853 in present value terms, assumi06 a discount rate or
9.5 percent).

.

To compensate-the i.ender-tor the risk ot this loss, the

lender would have been able to retain 30 basis points, or bU percent of the
periodic MIP charged to the borrower over the life of the mortgage.

:'bared Prernium ['latrix
The payments model is used to determine the portion of the periodic
MlP to be retained by the lender.

Preparation of the matrix of shared
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premiums for borrowers between the ages of 62 and

~5

and for all interest

rates between 7.0 and 15.87) percent revealed that the lender share of MIP
in some cases--those for younger borrowers with high interest rates-
exceeds 5U basis points, the size of the periodic premium.

In HUD Handbook

4235.1, these premiums have been capped at 50 basis points and starred in
the table to warn lenders that these mortgages carry added risk.

Premiums

below 5 basis points--those for the oldest borrowers with any interest
rate, but also for older borrowers with low interest rates--have been
raised to 5 basis points (and starred) as an incentive for lenders to
choose this option.

Expected Usage ot Insurance Options
It is expected that traditional mortgage lenders will preter the
assignment option because it turns an open-ended mortgage into a closed
ended obligation and facilitates sale of the mortgage in the secondary
market.

In fact, both FNr1A and FHl.M.C are purchasing only FHA reverse

mortgages under which lender have elected the assignment option.

At saDe

future time, however, nontraditional mortgage lenders who are familiar with
- - - - - - ---------------- acouarially based investing, such as insurance and pension tunds, may
choose to originate FHA reverse mortgages with the shared premium option
for retention in their portfolios.

If they believed that the assumptions

in the payments model were somewhat conservative, they would do so in order
to increase their total return.
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Mortgage Insurance Options tor Uther Insurers
The FHA reverse mortgage program is designed to break even.

By virtue

of its location in the General Insurance Fund, should claims exceed
premiums, Congress is authorized to make up the difference with
appropriations.

Other insurers without this

saf~rd

advisable to design a reserve into their program.
several ways.

may find it

This can

be

done in

Building upon the notion of overcollateralization discussed

in Chapter 3, the insurer could limit the percentage of house value taken
into account in calculating payments to borrowers, or could solve for a
principal limit factor such that premiums exceed claims by a given ratio-
e.g., 1.2, but otherwise use the payments model, with or without lnodifying
its six assum?tions (regarding the mortgage insurance premium, the
actuarial figures. the move-out rate, the discount rate, the expected
property appreciation rate, and the variance of the appreciation rate).

The FHA program also builds on existing administrative infrastructure.
The DeparDnent already collects upfront premiums for some mortgages and
monthly premiums for others. so that this program merely combines
administrative methods.

~imilarly,

~~e two

the program ouilds on the Department's

experience in administering assigned mortgages.

For ease of

administration. another insurer may prefer to charge all of the mortgage
insurance upfront (and provide some refund protection for short-lived
borrowers) and to pay claims only when mortgages are due and payable-
paying the entire loss or the loss up to a maximum amount.
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To encourage the involvement of other insurers, HUD has made all of
its development work available tor scrutiny ana revision by others and HUU
staff have freely offered advice to those seeking assistance in designing
their

own

program.

In this manner, the public benefit of the Federal

Government's investment in program design may be multiplied.

INSURING J:l)rU«JWEl<S

Section 255(i) of the Act provides protection for borrowers in the
event of default by "the party responsible for payment." Mortgage
insurance normally provides lenders with insurance against borrower
default.

For the first time, HUD was authorized to insure borrowers

against lender default.

In a period when many thrifts have closed their

doors. this feature of the FHA reverse mortgage program provides an added
measure of protection for borrowers.

While lender default~ is ex~ected to

be rare, HUD had to prepare for the eventuality; and these preparations
spurred adninistrative innovations which are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 9--most notably, the creation of an on-line accounting system which
maintains inforrnat ion on each borrower's payment plan and current bala11ce,
so

that if necessary HUD can step in and

quickly as possible.

make

payments

.to

borrOlNers as

CHAPTER EI<1iT

PROVIDING

COUNS~LING

StatutoEY Requirements
Counseling for potential borrowers on reverse mortgages and their
alternatives is re<:tuired by Section 255 of the Act.

"Ade<:tuate counseling"

is to be Vrovided "by a third party (other than the lender)." A lender is
re<:tuired to give borrowers "a written list of the na"Des and addresses ot
third-party infonuation sources who are approved by the Secretary as
resjCOElsible and able to provide the infonnation re<:tuired."

Counselors are

to discuss the following information with borrowers:

(1)

options other than a home eq,uity conversion mortgage 'that

are available to the homeowner, including other housing, social
service, health, and financial options;

(2)

other home equity conversion options that are or may become

available to the homeowner, such as sale-leaseback financing, deterred
payment loans, and property tax deterral;

(3)

the financial implications of entering into a home e<:tuity

conversion mortgage;
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(4)

a disclosure that a home equity conversion mortgage may have

tax consequences, affect eligibility for assistance under Federal and
State

progra~s,

and have an impact on the estate and heirs of the

haneowner j and

(5)

any other information that the Secretary may require.

Early in the design process, the decision was made to use HUD's
existing network of approved housin6 counseling agencies to provide the
counseling services mandated for the FHA reverse mortgage program.

HUn-Approved Housing Counseling Agencies
HUD annually certifies housing counseling agencies to provide
comprehensive counseling services.
agencies

and

Eligible agencies inclOde loc'al public

nonprofit organizations.

and nonprofit agencies are

a~proved,

when Federal funding was curtailed.

Currently, approximately 4b5 public
down from over 600 agencies in
Since

19~O,

lY~U

rtUD has received $3

million annually for housing counseling activities.

It has allocated abOut:

$2 million to tund small grants (most between $5,OUU and $40,000) to abOut
40 percent of the agencies on a competitive basis.

The agenCies provide mortgage detault and rent delinquency counselin6"
While they are authorized to provide reverse mortgage counseling, they have
had little demand for this service, and so, the Department faced the
challenge of training housing counselors about reverse mortgages, other
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forms of horne equity conversion, and housing and social service
alternatives to home equity conversion.

Housing

c~selin~agencies

were not altogether eager to undertake a

new responsibility. since. in addition to mandating reverse mortgage
counseling, the Housil.16 and COIIIIlUI1ity Devel0txnent Act of 19l::!7 substantially
increased their workload by requiring lenders to notify delinquent
homeowners about the availability of
approved counseling agenCies.

h~~eownership counseli~

While additional funds were authorized for

this purpose. they were not appropriated.
st~tf

through HUO

Consequently, HUU began training

of HUD-approved housing counseling agencies about reverse mortgages

and their alternatives at a time when the staff felt overburdened and
resentful about undertaking additional responsibilities without additional
compensation.

Housing counseling agencies are barred from charging homeowners tor
their services,

a~d

lenders are prevented from paying for counseling

services by the statutory requirement that counseling be provided by a
third party independent of the lender.

If insurance authority tor the home

Equity Conversion Mortgage Insurance program is substantially increased,
the unavailability of counseling services could prevent some lenders from
participating in the program.

even within the parameters ofa 2,5UO

demonstration. HUD staff have been enlisted

~o

provide reverse mortgage

counseling where HUD-approved housing counseling agencies were unavailable
or unwilling to assume this new responsibility.
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ADA Assistance
Since HUD-approved housing counseling agencies are not available in
every community or even in some States, HUD worked with the Administration
on Aging under an interagency agreement to identity additional agencies for
approval for reverse mortgage counseling.
successful.

First, on December 2,

19~~,

This effort has not been notably
the Office of Housing sent a

memorandum to HOD Regional and Field Offices authorizing them to approve
additional counseling agencies that specialize in reverse mortgage
counseling as long as they met the other requirements for counseling
agencies in HUD HandDOOk 761U. 1 Rl::.V.

Then, the Administration

Of)

Aging

(AoA) asked its kegional Offices and its State Agencies on Aging to
identify agencies for approval by HUU Field Offices.
agencies

sou~t

Less than a dozen

approval to provide reverse mortgage counseling as a result

ot these efforts.

Another outgrONth of the interagency agreement was more successful.
The AoA and HUD each agreed to contribute $250,000 to fund the training ot
existing and naN housing couneling agencies about reverse mortgages and
their alternatives.

Using these funds, HUD entered into a cooperative

assistance agreement with the American Association of Ketired Persons
(AARP) Home Equity Information Center and its subcontractor, the

Natio~l

Center for Home Equity Conversion, to assist hUU in providing training to
counselors in the vicinity of the participating lenders selected in random
drawings in late February 1909.
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TWelve initial training sessions coinciding with the start-up ot the
da:nonstration were held in the 10 HUD Kegions between June 15 and August
22,

19~~.

The American Har Association's Commission on Legal Problems ot

the Elderly helped by inviting elder law attorneys to each session and
identifying State social service and other alternatives to reverse
mortgages.

Nine additional sessions were subsequently organized as the

need arose. As of Hay 25. 1990, AARP training sessions were attended by a
total of 365 housing counselors, 250 representatives of the aging network,
92

re~resentatives

of lenders, and 27U HUD staff•

•
Training

~1aterials

To facilitate the training ot hOUSing counselors, PDK's Kesearch
Utilization Division supervised the pUblication of
Homeowners:

t{everse

~'1ortgages

O~tions

for

~lderly

and Their Alterntives, a guide tor reverse

mortgage counselors; and the AAKP pre}Jared a training manual.· The sottware
package developed to calculate reverse mortgage payment options proved to
be an invaluable aid to

housi~

counselors in explaining reverse lDOrtgages

to elderly homeowners.--Useof the software package has been an-integral

.

part of each training session.

Housin6 counseling agencies that do not

already have a personal computer have been urged to acquire one through
purchase or donation.
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J:{equirenents for Housing Coun::;eling
Reverse mortgage counseling may take place before or after a potential
borrO\otler has contacted a lender.

A lender may take the borrCMer I s

application before counseling, but may not charge a fee for doing so it,
after counseling, the elderly homeowner decides not to proceed with the
tra~saction.

In most instances, a homeower who contacts a lender will De

given a blank set of mortgage documents and a list of one or more housing
counseling agencies that provide reverse mortgage counseling.

Homeowners are responsible for making an appointment with a counselor.
Counselors are urged to conduct the counseling session in the horne of the
potential borrawer if possible so that the homeowner may be warned if a
property is unlikely to meet minimum property standards without

re~airs.

As a general rule, at each stage of the mortgage application process, an
effort is made to deterrnine whether an elderly homeowner (or a proiJert:y) is
eligible before the homeowner incurs an expense which cannot be refunded if
the transaction is terminated.
---------

Borrowers are urged to invite heirs (or other trusted advisors) to
counseling sessions, but heirs may not veto the elderly homeowner's
decision to apply for a reverse mortgage.

Counselors are advised

tha~

they

are not responsible for determining the suitability ot a reverse mortgage
for the borrower:

the decision to apply tor a reverse mortgage is the

borrower's (or the borrower's legal guardian) and the decision regarding
the borrower's eligiDility belongs to the lender and HUD. The counselor's
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responsibility is to discuss certain information with the borrower so that
the elderly homeowner is fully aware ot the consequences of taking out a
reverse mortgage and the alternatives to a reverse mortgage.

At the conclusion of the counseling, which may take more than one
session, the borrower and counselor sign a fonn certifying that certain
topics have been discussed.
files it with the lender's
mortgage insurance.

The borrower takes the form to the lender who
ap~lication

to HUU for a firm commitment of

CHAPTt::K NIl'It::
PROORAI'1 A.l)lINISTRATION

The procedures in the handbook for the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage
Insurance demonstration were deliberated in weekly meetings between October
19t1t1 and Harch 1989 attended by HUn statf from the Office of Housing, the
Uffice of Policy Development and Kesearch, the Office of Administration,
and the Office of the General Counsel.

In these meetings, innumerable

''what if" scenarios were entertained, and 'When problems were identified,
solutions were

develo~ed

that took into account the pers?ectives of the

vadous participants.

Certain design principles emerged
For

exa~~le, participa~ts

fr~D

and guided the discussions.

shared the assumption that the circumstances of

elderly homeowners vary so widely (and unexpectedly over tLne) that
homeowners should retain maximum discretion over the use of mortgage
proceeds.

They also believed that the reverse mortgage insurance program

should be run by existing HUD statf as an integral part of insured single
family lendi06.
and existing

~HA

To reduce the novelty of reverse mortgages to MUD staft
lenders, the program should use forward mortgage policies

and analogies 'Whenever possible.

Finally, servicing issues should be

anticipated in the design of the program, and computer technology should be
used to make reverse mortgage origination and servicing as simple.as
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possible.

These design principles are illustrated in this chapter which

describes reverse mortgage processing.

In general," the

st~~s

in processing a reverse mortgage for mortgage

insurance parallel those for a forward mortgage.

These steps involve

. approving the property and issuing a conditional commitment,

approvi~

the

borrower and issuing a firm commitment, and loan closing and endorsement
for insurance.

In each case, standard HUU forms and procedures are used,

modified as necessary to accanrnodate the unique features of the FHA reverse
morygage program.

When the lender takes the borrower's application, the lender makes
a good faith estimate of settlement costs and provides the borrower with
various disclosures, including a Truth-in-Lending Act disclosure and
adjustable mortgage interest rate and shared appreciation disclosures, it
applicable, and provides evidence of having done so to KUD.

Approval of the Property
Generally, a lender will take an elderly homeowner's application for a
reverse mortgage after the borrower has received counseling from a HUo
approved housing counseling agency.

To initiate processing for mortgage

insurance, the lender calls or writes the nearest HUD field office for a
case number and appraisal assignment and sends HUD Form

92~OO,

the standaro

form for requesting an appraisal and conditional commitment of mortgage
insurance, and a Uniform Residential Appraisal Report to the assigned
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appraiser.

All stages of processing are tracked through the Department's

automated loan origination system, COmputerized Homes Underwriting System
(CHUMS). which has been modified for the danonstration.

CHUMS will also

allow for the collection of information needed to evaluate the program.

The appraiser determines the value of the property and estimates the
cost of any repairs needed to bring the property up to minUnum property
standards.

If required repairs amount to less than 15 percent of the

maximum claim amount, then, at the borrower's discretion, they may be
completed using loan proceeds after closing under a Repair Rider attached
to the Loan Agreement.
closing.
r€\.l.uired

Otherwise, the repairs must be completed before

(See the discussion of mortgage documents below.)

If the

repairs amount to more than lS percent, they must be completed

before clOSing, generally under a contractor's lien for repairs which is
paid oft at closing.

Once the appraisal has been completed, the HUU field office determines
the maximum claim amount. depending upon the appraised value of the
property, and issues a conditional cornmionent.

Approval of the Borrower
In the second stage of mortgage insurance processing, the lender
completes HUD

FO&~

92900, the application for a HUD-insured mortgage.

Since a borrower's eligibility for a reverse mortgages does not

d~pend

the quality of the borrower's credit, the information collected for a

upon
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reverse mortgage is significantly less than for a forward mortgage.

Only a

default on a debt CMed the Federal Government has an impact on the
borrCMer's eligibility.

Delinquent debts to the Federal Government must be

repaid before the mortgage can be endorsed for insurance.

Therefore.

paying delinquent Federal debts at closing may be a condition for the
borrower's approval.

Borrowers must also meet minllnum age

re~uirements

l'IIlSt occupy the mortgaged property as a principal residence.

and

If these

conditions are met. the lender will then review the borrCMer's title to
verify what existing liens, if any, are on the title to the property.

An

existing lien on the property will not disqualify a bor;rower, it it can be

• proceeds at closing.
sulx>rdinated or paid off from mortgage
Closing costs may be financed wit' two

exce~tions.

Firsc, a borrower

may be required to pay cash for services performed by'third parties related
to the processing of a borrower's application (e.g •• appraisal, credit
report. title comnitment, ecc.) at the time that these services are
provided.

However, the borrower may be reimbursed for

the loan proceeds at closing.

th~se

costs ouc of

Second. a borrower may finance no more than

one percent ot the orig-inatioo tee char.ged by the lender tu CoV& t.1.e costs
of originating the loan.

Upon completion of its review of the lender's submissions. the HUD
field office issues a firm cownitment if the borrower is approved.

Upon

approval, the field office will also calculate the initial mortgage
insurance premium and the borrower's principal limit.

The principal limit
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may change if interest rates change prior to closing.

If the expected rate

changes by more than one percentage point, the mortgage credit package must
resubmitted by the lender to the field otfice, allowing the borrower to
reconsider the transaction.

Closing and endorsement
In order to close the loan, the person who will conduct the closing
must prepare a HUD-l Settlement Statement one business day prior to closing.
disclosing all known closing costs and make the statement available to the.
borrower, uPO'l request, one day prior to closing.
lock in the loortgage interest rate.

The lender must also

In the case ot adjustable rate reverse

mortgages, the lender must use the one-year and ten-year Treasury indices
which apply to the week in which the closing will occur.

Keverse mortgages

are priced at par because discount points and teaser rates 'are not
allO'Jed.

Us ing the expected rate, the lender fJrepares a payment }Jlan tor

the borrower which shows the borrower's principal limit, any deductions
from the principal limit for closing costs and servicing fee set-asides,
and the borrower's choice of monthly payments, line of credit, or both.
-.-~--

.--"~--

.-.

-

.--~--

-

.----~.~

~--

--------

The one-page payment plan is signed by the borrower at closing and any time
thereafter that a new payment plan is created.

At closing, the lender and borrower complete the mortgage documents.
After clOSing, the lender records the mortgages, submits a copy of the
mortgage documents to HUD along with:

an MIP Statement of Account showing

that the initial mortgage insurance premium was paid, evidence of a hazard
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insurance policy on the

~roperty

equal to the value ot insurable property

improvements, evidence of title insurance policy at least equal to the
maximum claim amO\.mt, and the lender's choice of either the assignment or
the shared premium insurance option.

FHA reverse mortgages are Subject to

the three-day rignt-of-recission provisions of the truth-in-lending act, so
that payments to the borrower would not normally begin until this period ot
time has lapsed.

After veritying the information provided by the lender, the HUu field
office will insure the mortgage, issuing form HUD 59100, the 110rtgage
Insurance Certificate.

Mortgage Documents
~brtgage

documents for the FHA reverse mortgage program include:

a

model tirst mortgage and note executed in the name of the lender, a model
second mortgage and note executed in the name ot the

~ecretary

of HUD, and

a loan agreenent signed by the borrower. lender, and HUD containing the
borrower's initial payment plan.

Legally. a note contains a borrawer's

promise to repay loan advances, and a mortgage contains the borrower's
pledge of the property as security for the repayment.

In the reverse

mortgage program, an additional document is needed. called the loan
agreement, which contains the lender's promises to make future payments to
the borrower.
by the lender.

This agreement is binding upon HUD in the event of default
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First and second mortgages and notes with identical terms are executea
to carry out the DeparOllent s promise to make payments in the event of
I

default by the lender.

A Notice to the Borrower is sent to the borrower by

the DeparOllent after closing.

It contains instructions tor the borrower to

follow in the event that the lender is frequently late in making payments
or fails to make them at all.

The borrower is instructed first to contact

the lender. and then. if the response is unsatisfactory, to contact a
designated staff person in the nearest hUD field office.
~ll

This staft person

investigate complaints and will authorize emergency payments, if

necessary. The lender will then be given the opportunity either to
reimburse HUD for the payments plus interest and any unpaid MIP and
penalties, maintaining mortgage insurance in force, or else to assign the
first mortgage to HUD.

If the mortgage is assigned, the lender would then

be entitled to file a claim with HUlJ for any payments made'to or 'on behalf
of the borrower, excluding accrued interest.

If the lender defaults and

cannot assign the first mortgage to HUD, HUU will continue payments under
the second mortgage.

In this case, the lender may not file a claim for any

payments made to or on behalt of the borrower, excluding accrued interest,
until the mortgage becomes due and payable.

Model first and second mortgages and notes are published in appenaices
to the :rnA reverse mortgage handbook.

Under a ne;.;r H.UD policy which went

into effect June 29, 1989 (54 F.K. 27596), each lender is responsible for
modifying the mortgage instruments as necessary to conform with State law.
In the past, HUD prepared mortgage instruments for each State, but HUU
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concluded that private industry was capable of adapting a national model
form for particular jurisdictions with minimal risK to HUD and substantial
savi~

in cost and staff resources.

Some ot the difficulties encountered

by lenders in preparing_their mortgage instruments are discussed in Chapter
10. The loan agreement, a unique instrunent, was designed for use without
modification.

Payment of HIP
Under Section 530 of the National Housing Act, HUD is required to
collect llIP from a lender immediately after it has been collected from a
borrJWer.

For the first time in its history, for the FHA reverse mortgage

program, HUD is using an automated MIl' and data collection systan to
collect the initial mortgage insurance pranium and monthly MlP.

The initial MIP must be paid before a loan can be endorsed fOr
insurance.

It is earned as soon as the loan is endorsed and, theretore, is

not refundable after endorsenent.

$ince the monthly MaP accrues daily on

the roortgage bala..'1ce and is added to the borrower s accolUlt monthly, it is
t

rue to the Secretary on the first day of the roonth following its ..accrual.
HUD is using an agent to collect the initial MIF, monthly MIP, and all data
needed to update its records.

Each lender is required to establish a

banking account from which HUD can collect payments by means of a Pre
Authorized Debit (PAD) based on data transmitted electronically by the
lender to the HUD agent.

Each lender must have a personal computer,

printer. and roodem which are compatible with the agent's equipment.

The
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HUD agent has provided each lender with program format screens and complete
instructions for each of the functions to be performed.

Information on each mortgage is transmitted from
data system after HUD issues a firm commitment.

Crtl~

to the agent's

After closing, a lender

accesses the automated system and enters information on the characteristics
at the mortgage at closing, including the borrower's payment plan.
initial

l~P

The

required for endorsement is displayed on the screen after the

loan information is entered.

The lender must then ensure that funds are in

the account within the next nine calendar days.

Using the information

transmitted by the lender, the agent completes the transaction on 'the tenth
day transferring the funds trom the lender's account to HUD's account in an
Atlanta bank.

Information on each mortgage may be corrected or updated as needed.
If the borrower's payment plan calls for monthly payments, the system will
automatically add the amount to the borrower's balance each lnonth.

The

lender can also enter any unscheduled payments and any payments on behalt
of the borrower (e.g., for taxes or insurance). Any payment intormation
may be entered daily, but must be entered by the last day of the month.
The monthly MIP will be calculated based on the outstanding balance at the
end of the month by the automated system.

On the first business day of the

following month, the automated system computes the amount of HIP owed for
all reverse mortgages serviced by the lender, and the lender is

r~sponsible

for depOSiting this amount in the PAD account before the tenth day at the
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month.

MIl' payments are not added to a borrower's mortgage balance until

they are actually paid.

Late payments are subject to late charges.

The

automated system will compute the late charge due and automatically assess
the late charge.

lhe lender cannot add the amount of any late charge to

the borrower's outstanding balance.

Transfers of servicing and termination of insurance contracts can both
be accomplished on the automated system.

lenders are able to call up a

record of all transactions related to a single mortgage for checking their
own records; and HUD staff are able to access the

syst~

to confirm the

•

validity of a borrower's complaint or to continue payments in the event of
lender default.

Timing of Payments to

~rrowers

Monthly payments to borrowers must be mailed to the borrower or
transferred to the account of the borrower on the first business day ot
each month beginning with the first month atter closing.

Line of credit

draws must be mailed or transferred within five business days after the
lender has received a writtenreql2est far payment.

If a monthly payment or requested line of credit payment is not mailed
to the borrower or transferred to the borrower's account on time the
t

lender owes the borrower a late fee.

The lender owes a late charge of 10

percent of any late payment as soon as the payment is one day late and an
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additional late charge equivalent to the daily mortgage interest rate on
the payment until the payment is made,

u~

to a maximum of $500.

Of course, any late charge owed by the lender must be paid from the
lender's tunds and may not be added to the mortgage balance of the
borrower.

Interest on any payment made during a month accrues daily from the
date after the payment is made.

This interest. along with the interest

that has accrued on the mortgage balance from toe previous month, is not
added to the mortgage balance until the end of the month.

Payments of Taxes and Insurance
Like a forward mort,5age borrCJNer. a reverse mortgage borrower is
responsible for the
and other

pro~erty

pa~nent

of taxes, hazard insurance premiums, .

charges, it any, but may choose to have the lender

~ay

them with money withheld from the borrower's monthly payments or charged to
the borrCJNer's line ot credit.

These payments are not made from an escrow

account, as with forward mortgages.

Instead, for a borrower receiving

monthly payments, the eorrCJNer's monthly payment is reduced by one-twelfth
of the amount needed to pay the annual charges, and the payments are added
to the mortgage balance at the time that they are made.

.For a borrower

with a line of credit, the lender simply subtracts the payments from the
line of credit and adds then to the mortgage balance when they are made.
In this manner, the funds remain in the borrower's prinCipal

limi~,

which

is growing at the mortgage interest rate plus the MIP, until they are
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expended and added to the mortgage balance, at which time the lender rather
than the borrCMer accrues interest on the funds.

A borr~wer is not required to have the lender pay property charges on
the borrCMer's behalf because such a policy would not be practicable and
may be unnecessary.

It would not be practicable because some borrowers

will withdraw the maximum allowed on the first day or will exhaust their
principal limit but continue to live in the property.

In these cases,

borrCMers will be responsible for making these payments from their own
funds as long as they reside in the property.

Withholding may be

unnecessary because many elderly homeowners, having previously paid off
their mortgages, will be accustomed to making these payments on their own.
If a borrower should fail to make these payments in a timely fashion,

th~

lender can make the payments on behalf of the borrower and request
reirnbursenent from the borrower.

If the borrower ShCMS a pattern of

missing payments, the lender may withhold the necessary funds frOID monthly
payments or make the payments from a line of credit in order to protect

th~

priority of the lender's lien on the property.

Some States and localities permit elderly
pa~nent

hOl~ers

to deter

th~

of property taxes until they move and sell their home or die.

A

lien for the amount of deferred payments plus interest is placed on the
property, and the taxes are paid from the property sales proceeds.

A

borrower lnay participate in a property tax deferral program sponsored by a
State or local government as long as the lien created by the tax deferral
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program is subordinated to the reverse mortgage lien.

Some State and local

governments have been willing to subordinate their liens, while others have
not.

Payoffs and /)Je and Payable Hortgages
A borrcwer may k-'reiJay a mortgage in whole or in part at any time
without penalty.

A partial prepayment will reduce a borrower's mortgage

bala,ce--increasing the borrcwer's net princiiJal limit.

A borrcwer may

request a change in a payment plan to tap these additional resources.
the entire mortgage balance is prepaid. the mortgage is terminated.

When
The

borrower (or the estate of the borros:.ver) will never owe more than the value
of, the property.

If the borrcwer believes that the mortgage balance

exceeds the value of the property. the borrower may
the time ot .sale.

r~uest

an appraisal at

The net proceeds from the sale of the property.will be

applied to the mortgage balance. the mortgage will be released of record.
and the lender may file a claim for the difference between the net sales
proceeds and the mortgage balance (up to the maximum claim amount).

A mortgage is due and payable without HUD approval when all borrcwers
have died. or all

borra~rs

have sold or conveyed title to the property. A

mortgage is due and payable with HUU approval when the property is no
longer the principal residence of at least one borros:.ver for reasons other
than death; when the last borrower is out of the property for a period
exceeding 12 months because of physical or mental illness; when the
property is in serious disrepair and the borrower has refused or is unable
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to have it repaired; or when the borrower violates any other covenants of
the m::>rtgage (e.g., timely payment of taxes and insurance) and has retused
or is W1able to comply with the violated conditions of the lOOrtgage.

When HUDapproval is needed, a lender will write to the nearest HuD
. field office requesting permission to declare a lOOrtage due and payable and
providing evidence to support this action.

KUD staft will investigate and

make every effort to correct the situation causing the detault.

It the

situation cannot be corrected, the lender will be given permission to begin
foreclosure proceedings.

....

When a mortgage has been declared due and

payable. a borrower may payoff the mortgage for the lesser of the debt or
95'percent of the current appraised value of the property.
ba1a~ce

If the mortgage

exceeds the value of the property, the borrower may ofter the

lender a deed in lieu of foreclosure.

In such a case, the lender would

offer the property tor sale for six months.

If it were not sold in this

period, the property would be reappraised, and the lender could file a
claim

wi~~

HUD for the difference between the appraised value

mortgage balance (up to the maximum claim BmOW1t).

and

the

CHAPTEH. TI:::N

I...EG.o\L ISSUES

This chapter discusses some ot the

le~al

proolems encountered by

lenders participating in the FHA reverse mortgage program.
problems concern legal authority for reverse

mort~age

Some of these

lending under Federal

and State law; others concern Federal truth-in-lending disclosures.

I..J:X;AL A1J1li.ORIT'f fUj{ Rt:VEKSE

~j{1liAGE

LENDIN(J

Section 255(b) (3) of the National Housing Act does not provide
independent authority for lenders to lnake reverse mortgages.

Instead, the

Act limits the definition of home equity conversion mortgages to those
mortgages which a lender is authorized to IBake under one of three sources
of legal authority;

o

Federal law. other than Section 804 ot the Garn-St Germain
Depository Institutions Act of

o

19~2

(Garn-St Germain);

Section 804 of Garn-St Germain. which pre-em?ts State
impediments to alternative mortgage transactions, like reverse
mortgages; or

o

State constitution,

l~w,

or regulation.
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Financial institutions which derive their authority to make loans from
Federal rather than State law have clear authority to make reverse
mortgages by virtue of the regulations of the Office of the COmptroller
which regulates federally-chartered banks. the National Credit Union
Administration which regulates federally-chartered credit unions, and the
Office of Thrift Supervision (formerly the Federal Home Loan
which regulates federally-chartered savings institutions.

~ank ~ard),

Financial

institutions which derive their authority from State law--i.e., State
banks, State savings institutions. and State housing finance agencies--may

•

not have clear authority to make reverse mortgages without recourse to
Se~tion

8U4 of the Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act.

The

problems faced by State-chartered lenders who comprise a majority of the
lenders participating in the FHA reverse mortgage pro~rani are discussed in
the next section.

1•

State-Chartered .lenders and Reverse t-brtgages.
Typically. State law authorizes lenders to make regular "forward"

iIIOrtgages in which loan-proceeds are disbursed at closing. the loan is
amortized in equal monthly payments over a fixed term, and interest is
charged at a fixed rate and does not compound.

If these features are not

present, as they are not in an FHA reverse mortgage. then a lender may not
be authorized under State law to make reverse mortgages.
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Under Section 255(b) (3) of the National Housing Act, such a lender may
still be authorized to originate reverse mortgages by Section 804 in Title
VIII of the Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act ot 1982 (Pub. L.
97-320).

It is the purpose of Title VIII to place State-chartered lenders

on equal footing with federally-chartered lenders by preempting State
unpediments to alternative mortgage transactions and permitting State
chartered lenders to enter into alternative mortgage transactions as long
as these transactions are in conformance with Federal regulations.

Section 804 states that tI[iJn order to prevent discrimination against
State-chartered depository institutions, and other nonfederally cnartered
housing creditors, with respect to making, purchasing, and enforcing
alternative mortgage transactions ••• , tI various classes ot State-chartered
housing creditors are expressly authorized to "make, pUrchase and. enforce
alternative mortgage transactions,lI in accordance with regulations issued
by designated Federal regulatory agencies, "to the extent that such
regulations are authorized by rulenaking authority granted" by law to tile
Federal agencies with regard to federally chartered lenders regulated by

- - -..

~-----

then, "notwithstanding any State constitution. law, or regulation. II

The term "alternative mortgage transaction" is broadly defined to
include loans wit..li variations on the "methods of determining return. term,
repayment, or other variation not common to traditional fixed-rate, fixedterm transactions, including without limitation, transactions that involve
the sharing of equity or aptlreciation."

By referencing Section 8U4 of
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Garn-St Germain, Congress recognized insured reverse mortgages as
"alternative mortgage transactions" within the scope of this law.

The designated Federal regulatory agencies--the Comptroller of che
Currency, the National Credit Union Association and the Federal Home Loan
. Bank Board--were instructed to identify the portions of their regulations
that were inapplicable to State-chartered lenders.
response to this instruction.

Each agency acted in

Both the Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency and the National Credit Union Association exercised their Title
VIII powers in a broad manner so that any insured reverse mortgage loans
made by State-chartered commercial banks and credit unions would not be
sUPject to State restrictions on reverse mortgages.
clear for uninsured reverse mortgages.

The rules are less

The Bank Hoard. the

regulat~ry

authority for all classes of lenders except commercial banks and credit
unions, identitied 12 CFK 54S.3L(b)(3) and (4). 545.33(c) and (e), and
563.9-9 of its regulations as the only provisions "appropriate and
applicable to the exercise of this [Garn-St GermainJ

authority," stating

that all other regulations" are deemed inappropriate and inapplicable. 111

These provisions authorize loans involving adjustable rates and
adjustable payments, balances and terms; sharing in appreciation or income
from the security property; full, limited or no amortization; lines of
credit; and partial deferral and capitalization of interest (or complete

1 This proviSion was adopted in its present fo~] by 53 FK 1~2bL, May 23,
Previous ly. it appeared as an Appendix to 12 CFR 545.

19~ 7.
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deferral and capitalization for some loans with periodic advances secured
by a..mer-occulJied prolJerty). This listing includes the main legal
impediments to most types of alternative mortgage transactions under
typical State laws. 2

The Department sought clarification of these regulations from the

Bank Board on

two

specific issues.

On

September 26,

1~~8,

HUD's Associate

General Counsel for Insured Housing and Finance.wrote to the General
Counsel of the Board seeking clarification on whether the regulations
would authorize the ccru?lete deferral and

ca~italization

of interest for

reverse mortgages structured as lines of credit rather than monthly payment
loans.

Un

November 16,

19~~,

the Associate General Counsel again wrote the

General Counsel to inquire Whether Texas State constitutional and statutory
.'

.

restrictions on mortgaging homesteads would be preempted for reverse
mortgages by Title VIII as implemented by the Board.

On August 4, 1Y89, the Board's Deputy General Counsel responded that
Federal savings and loan associations and Federal savings banks had the
authority to make line of credit reverse mortgages with complete deferral
and capitalization of interest, and to enforce such mortgages (and,
apparently. other reverse mortgages) on Texas homesteads despite contrary
State law.

However the Deputy General Counsel was unable to say whether

State-chartered lenders were authorized to loske such mortgages and

2 For State law obstacles not pre-emlJted by the regulations, see Section
2 of this Chapter.
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suggested that State-chartered institutions should consult with the
tl

"appropriate State regulator about whether such lenders may make certain
loans pursuant to the Garn-St Germain Act. 3 At the present tUne,
therefore. there is

no~lear

legal authority for State-chartered lenders to

make reverse mortgage loans secured by Texas hanesteads.

Title VIII of Garn-St Germain provided a three-year period during
which each State could enact lQWS to prevent application of Title VIII to
loans in the State.

At least six States did so:

Colorado, Maine,

l1assachusetts, New York, South Carolina, and Wisconsin (certain loans

....

only).

Of these States, HUD has become aware of potential legal

impediments in New York and Colorado.

New York enactea a statute

specifically authorizing reverse mortgage loans, but only with fixed
interest rates and other restrictions inconsistent with the HUU program.
However, there is another New York law which may be interpreted to penni t
lenders subject to New York la-w to make any

mort~age

loan insured by HUll.

This has been relied on by a number of title insurers.
requires finance charges to be included

wi~~

Colorado law

interest charges and compared

to the balance in the first month to determine the interest rate for usury
purposes.

The law was devised to inform credit card consumers ot the cost

of oorrowing and may YoQrk well for that purpose.

But, in the case of

3 We would conclude that State-chartered lenders as well as federally
chartered lenders may take advantage of the clarification regarding
interest capitalization for line of credit mortgages notwithstanding any
State laws prohibiting or limiting capitalized interest, since the
provision in question, 12 CFK 545.33(c), has been syecitically identified
in Hoard regulations as applicable to State-chartered lenders engaged in
alternative mortgage transactions.
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reverse l.'OC>rtgages, where the finance charges may run in the thousands ot
dollars compared to a monthly draw ot a feN hundred, the interest rate
appears to be far above the State usury limit unless certain fees which
could be excluded frau the finance charge calculation for federal truth-in
lending purposes ca'1 also be excluded when applying Colorado law.

2.

State

Law

Impediments.

A number of other State laws affect reverse mortgage loans which may
be outside the intended scope of the Garn-St Germain Title VIII preemption.
FHA reverse mortgage lenders will most probably be subject to such laws
since the lawS either directly regulate reverse l.'OC>rtgages, liens. on real
pr~erty,

or alternative mortgage transactions.

The laws complicate the

substance and documentation of reverse l.'OC>rtgage loans, and may have adverse
consequences in the event of noncompliance.

There is no feasible way for

HUD to research the laws of all jurisdictions and their application to
reverse

lnortga~es.

Instead,

HUU

has relied on the lenders participating in

the demonstration and other interested parties (such as the AARP) to bring
these laws to the Department's attention.

A.

State reverse mortgage laws.
Ironically. it is in the States where the legislature enacted

legislation with the intent of making reverse mortgages available to
elderly homeowners that the FHA reverse mortgage program has encountered
the most obstacles.

State reverse mortgage laws often set out the terms

and conditions of the loans with such specificity that the FHA reverse
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mortgage program is prohibited.

For example. in Arizona, the legislature

attenpted to protect the elderly fran unscrupulous lenders by including
criminal penalties for violation ot reverse mortgage statutes.

When

otherwise minor inconsistencies between the Arizona law and the FHA program
were discovered, lenders became unwilling to originate FHA reverse
mor~ages

in Arizona.

As

a result the State enforcement agency under the

statute began petitioning the State legislature for a legislative change.
Other

exa~ples

of conflicts with State reverse mortgage laws exist in New

York. (discussed above), North Carolina, Illinois, and Florida •

•
8.

State mortgage law obstacles.
Numerous other obstacles have arisen from

mortgage laws.

apylic~tion

of the State

HUD has permitted modifications to the model IlX>rtgage

documents to acco;rrnodate some of the concerns of lenders and title
cOIIlflanies regarding compliance with various lcrws.

Some of the more cOfllDOn

State statutes which create obstacles are described below:

1.

Maximum loan am:>unt.
Many States have -raws requiring toat the

~rtgage

instrument state the

maximum loan amount that may be secured by the mortgage.

Sollle of these

laws apply only to mortgages under which money will be advanced in future
payments, and some are generally applicable.
amount is not consistent with

~he

The concept of a maximum loan

reverse mortgage program as authorized by

Congress, because the la',y establishes the oorrOlNer's right to rE!IJ:!ain in the
property and so, places no limit on the period over which interest may
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accrue.

11lerefore, the HUD program requires a lender to re-record the

mortgage with a higher IDaXDrrum loan amount. if needed at a later date.
provided that any other liens are removed or subordinated, and the borrower
signs necessary documents.

If these conditions are not met. payments to

the borrower may be stopped.

The requirerrent to rauove or sul:X>rdinate

other liens may adversely affect the borrower's ability to obtain other
long-term loans secured by junior liens or to participate in a tax deferral
progr~n

2.

for the elderly.

Loan-:o-value ratios.
Loan-to-value ratios also liiuit the amount ot the loan, but_create an

absolute limit on the

maxim~

mortgage

as re-recording the mortgage with a

~ount,

hi~~er

making accommodations such

loan amount impossible.

Lenders



-,

have encountered problems lIlith such laws in New York. New"-Jerse:y:. and
Hassachusetts.

The FiiA program and other reverse mortgages which provide-

tenure payments cannot operate when the loan amount is capped as a
percentage ot the property value without ocher pre-enptions under State or
Federal law.

3.

Maxiffil..JD

term.

At least a few States have laws with adverse consE!Y.uences for the
lender if the mortgage fails to contain a maturity date.

The concept of a

fixed maturity date is not consistent with the reverse mortgage

progra~

authorized by Congress, uut HUD has worked with lenders on ways in which
the re'i,l.lirenents of State law can be satisfied.

For example. Minnesota La.. .
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provides that a mortgage without a stated maturity date will not be
enforceable for more than 1J years.

HUlJ will permit the instrument to

contain a maturity date for longer than the foreseeable lifetime of any
borrower, even though any maturity date is theoretically inconsistent with
HUD's regulations, so that the lender does not have to demand repayment
after lS years on the ground that its lien is in jeopardy under State law.
Similar statutes exist in Florida and North Carolina.

4.

Future advance lien eriority.
Special legal questions arise for a mortgage loan in which the loan

proceeds are advanced over time.

Such loans are frequently called future

advance mortgages or open-end mortgages.

In the absence of a pertinent

statute on lien priority, the majority common law rule is that any advances
which the lender is obliged to make under the terms of the loan agreenent
have priority over all liens recorded subsequent to recording of the
original mortgage, but advances made at the lender's option have
only from the date ot the advance.

prio~ity

However, in some States, the common law

rule \NOuld not allCYW the advances to "relate back to the mortgage
lf

recording date for priority purposes, and in some States, it is not clear
what cOrtITIOn law rule \NOuld be followed.

Thus, many States have superseded the ccmoon law rules by statute.

In

some cases, the statutes provide that all loan advances, whether obligatory
or optional, have a lien prioritj from the original recording date.
is

cow~atible

This

with the HUD program which is designed so that all advances
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are mandatory.

However, these statutes sometimes also provide that the

priority only exists for advances made during a specific period of time.
For example, in New York, Florida, Illinois, and possibly other States, the
statute provides priority only for advances within 20 years of the
recording date.

HUD has attempted to ndtigate the effect of such laws by

prOViding that the lender must record new loan documents to begin a new 2U
year period, provided that any other liens are removed or subordinated, and
the borrower signs necessary documents.

A Missouri statute provides lien priority only for advances within 1U

years of the recording date, and expressly prohibits any agreement to
,extend the period of advance.

Although lenders are not legally required tu

seek coverage of this statute, it is not clear whether i1issouri would
..

.

otherwise tollow the lIIa.jority ccm:non lcrw rule; and liUD has agr£;!ed that a
prudent lender may reasonably determine that coverage of the statute is
needed even though the effect is to remove the tenure payment option trom
mortgages insured in Missouri.

An

effort is being made in Missouri to

change this law.

5.

Registration tax.
Some States base the amount of their registration tax on the loan

amount.

Since a reverse mortgage balance starts lON and grONS as payments

and accrued interest are added, lenders were originally instructed by HUD
to use 150 percent of appraised value when a loan amount is required to be
stated in the mortgage.

Since the borrONer's debt may never reach this
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amount. the borrower may be paying an unnecessarily high tax.

HUD has

recently taken one step to lower the tax by alla",;ring l)U percent of HUD' s
maxi.rrnzn claim amotmt to be used it this will result in a 10lNer mortgage
amount.

Conclusion
HUD has provided tmiform legal provisions for sane of the more conrocm
State requirements (e.g., the requirement that a maximum mortgage amount be
stated).

It is up to lenders to seek legal advice and to add any further

language needed for valid and enforceable legal instruments under State

taw. HUD is also requiring that lenders provide evidence ot a title
, insurance commitment with their application for a firm comndtrnent of
mortgage insurance.

It is hoped that title insurance canpanies will heLp

to assure that all appropriate language is in the legal document (although,
at the present time, many title insurance companies, or branches of these
companies, are unfamiliar with reverse mortgages with the result that some
lenders have had difficulty securing title insurance).

These legal

obstacles have added to lenders' start-up costs and slowed their ability to
elose reverse mortgages.

TRUTH-IN-LENDING DISCLOSURES
Another major hurdle for lenders participating in the FHA reverse
mortgage program is the Home t:quity Loan Consumer Protection Act (HELCPA,
Pub. L. 100-709) which was enacted Subsequent to authorization of the
FHA reverse mortgage prograll.

It amends the Truth in Lending Act (TlLr\) to
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require extensive lender disclosures when an application is made for open
end consumer credit secured by a principal residence.

The amended TILA

also restricts the ability of lenders to suspend the provision ot such
credit or tenninate a credit plan entirely. All mortgages originated after
November 6, 1989. are subject to the Federal Reserve Board regulations
implementing HELCPA (54 FK 2467u, June 9, 1Yd9).

The Federal Reserve Board has taken the position that FHA reverse
mortgages are a form of open-end consumer credit and are, therefore,
covered by the

~nendments

to the

category of open-end credit
the borra.ver.

TI~.

becaus~

FHA reverse mortgages fall into the

they can all be partially-prepaid by

Prepaid amounts are inc luded in the funds available to the

borrower (1. e., the borrower s net principal limi t), and may be re
I

borrawed.

HUD and many of its approved lenders have no experience in dealin6
~th

TILA open-end credit requirements, and no one has experience with TILA

as amended by HELCPA.

HELCPA was designed to eliminate perceived

ab~ses

associated with the types of horne equity lines of credit which have

beco~e

widely available in recent years as an alternative to a traditional second
mortgage.

It was not designed to deal with perceived abuses of home equity

conversion or reverse IDortgages.

As a consequence, participating lenders

have found the rules unresponsive to the characteristics of a reverse
mortgage and difficult to apply.
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Furthermore, HUD's required disclosures. when combined with HELCPA's
numerous disclosures, threaten to overwhelm a borrower.

Both HUO ana TlLA

require lenders to give a pre-loan disclosure for adjustable rate
and a post-loan disclosure prior to each rate adjustment.

mort~ages

HUD also

requires lenders to issue statements ot account annually and for each line
of credit draw and change in payment plan.
CFR 206.)

(HUD's

re~uirements

are in l4

HELPCA requires lenders to issue a disclosure statement

concerning finance charges and billing rights at the time of ap?lication
(12 CFR 226.5b) and a second disclosure concerning finance charges and
Dilling rights at the time of closing (12 CFt< 226.6). periodic statenents
providing balances and finance

c~arges

(12 CFK 226.7),

disclosure for change in terms (12 eFt{ 2lb.9).

a~d

a

subseque~t

Depending on the specitic

purpose of the disclosure, some ot these disclosures may be combined.

FdA lenders have become frustrated because no model disclosures have

been provided by the Federal l{eserve Board for reverse mortgages.
model disclosures that exist are drafted for home
and make little or no sense for reverse mortgages.
disclosure difficulties for

o

~everse

eq~ity

The

lines of credit

Some examples of

mortgages are:

It is not clear what assumed terlD to use when calculating the
annual percentage rate (APt{).

o

Ibe information pamphlet which lUUSt be provided to each borrower

-

discusses home equity lines of credit, but not reverse
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mortgages.

Counselors report that elderly oorrowers are

frightened by the pamphlet's numerous warnings that the bOrrower
may lose his or her home for failure to make monthly payments.
This cannot happen under the FHA reverse mortgage program because
the borrower does not repay the loan in installments.

o

One provision requires disclosure of the minimim periodic payment
at the maximum possible interest rate on the loan.

Since

borrowers do not make payments under a reverse mortgage, a lender
is required to treat the final debt amount as if it were a
periodic payment.

If this calculation were made for a mOnthly

adjustable reverse

~~

using the arbitrarily high interest rate

cap permitted by the Competitive Equality Hanking Act (e.g., 2)
percent ) and a long term, the resulting figure could be truly
startling--but meaningless.

Due to the nonrecourse nature

at

the

debt, a borrower will never owe more than the value of the
property.
--~

.-._--- ----

o

Unlike its rule for closed-end credit disclosures for adjustable
rate loans, this Federal Reserve Board rule does not pennit HUD
to substitute its

own

disclosure rules.

Consequently, HUD has

not been able to develop integrated disclosure documents tor
lenders.
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One aspect of the Federal Reserve Board's Official Staff Cornr!J=ntary
issued to clarify the conditions under which a lender may accelerate a loan
clearly conflicts with hUD's program.

In the absence of a

pa~Dent

default,

fraud, or material misrepresentation by the borrower, HELCPA and its
regulation permit acceleration of a loan only if the borrawer's action or
inaction "adversely affects the creditor's security ••• or any right of the
creditor in such security,"
26b.5b(f)(2)(iii).

15 USC 1647(0)(3) and 12 CFR

Comment 2 states in part:

"If the consumer moves out

of the crwelling that secures that [open-end creditJ

plan, the creditor may

not terminate a plan and accelerate the balance unless the consumer's
action adversely affects the security."

In contrast, the

F~

reverse mortgage

pro~ram ~ermits

a lender to

accelerate a mortgage, with HUD approval, when a borrower moves out under
conditions which may not adversely attec( the lender's security.

One

condition is that the property ceases to be the principal residence of a
borrower for reasons other than death, and the property is not the
principal residence of at least one other borrower.

Another is that, for a

period of longer than 12 consecutive months, a borrower fails to occuJ!Y the
property because of physical or mental illness, he or she is not likely to
return to the property, and the property is not the prinCipal residence of
at least one other mortgagor.

Payments to borrowers under the FHA reverse mortgage program are

.

calculated on the assumption that the mortgage will become due and payable
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under these conditions without additional

showin~

of security riSK.

If

~~e

mortgage could not be accelerated under these conditions, the riSK to the
Department as mortgage insurer would increase. or payments to borrowers
would have to be decreased.

The Board's Staff Commentary conflicts with

one of the basic premises of the program--namely. that elderly

ho~owners

receive payments secured by a reverse mortgage only for as long as they
occupy the mortgaged

pro~erty.

HUD's Office of General Counsel has

concluded that lenders must follow the HUD regulations notwithstanding the
conflict with the Commentary. but the conflict provides a potential defense
to be raised in foreclosure based on non-occupancy and may expose lenders
to enforcement actions by the agencies empowered to enforce the board's
regulations.

APPENDIX
PAYMENTS KDEL

1.

Introduction

This appendix provides a technical explanation of the payments nodel
developed for the HeIne Equity Conversion M:>rtgage (HE01) Insurance
DEIronstration. It presents the nodel in sufficient detail to allow
actuaries, economists, and other specialists to replicate and evaluate the
paynents allCMed under the program. It is also written to convey the
medel's basic concepts to executives and generalists within the finance
cClTl11W1ity whose confidence in the soundness of the nodel is i.rrp:>rtant to
the success of the program.
Reverse rrortgages present risks to roth lenders and oorrt:7Wers. The
oorI"ONers risk exhausting their hane equity, while lenders risk earning
less than the market rate of return on their investment. How these risks
are managed directly affects the price of a reverse rrortgage and its
ultimate marketability.
Consider an individual lender operating in a regional market. Without
rrortgage insurance, this lender is unlikely to generate the volume or
geographic dispersion necessary to minimize diversifiable risks in a
reverse rrortgage p::>rtfolio. ~ An uninsured lender who offered a reverse
rrortgage with all the features of an FHA-insured rever~e rrortgage \<.'QuId
1
The lender's risk of earning less than market rate can be separated
into t:v.u categories: non-diversifiable (or fund.arrental) risk, arid
diversifiable risk. An example of non-diversifiable risk is national
economic recession which can cause property values to fall in all regional
markets, thereby resulting in a larger than anticipated number of loan
defaults (in the case of reverse rrortgages, loan balances which exceed
property values). Such risks cannot be reduced by geographic
diversification, which is the process of distributing loans arrong many
regional markets, because the nationwide recession affects all markets. In
technical terms, the probabilities of loss due to national recession are
interdependent. An example of diversifiable risk is regional econanic
recession in which one market area experiences falling property values due
to declines in the industries which predan.i.nate that region's econanic
base. Geographic diversification reduc~s the risk in this case because not
all regions are affected. That is, the probabilities of loss due to
regional resession are independent. Another diversifiable risk is
individual rorrt:7Wer longevity (causing the reverse rrortgage balance to
exceed property value without a recession). Diversification to reduce risk
in this case requires a large volume of rrortgages rather than geographic
diversification. With a large volume, the independent prol::l.!iliilitj.es of
borro.ver longevity make losses quite predictable due to the law of large
numbers.
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have to add a substantial risk charge, reducing p:>tential derna.rd. If the
sane lender lCJWlE?red the charge by offering a nridified I'e\l'er&e JI'Ort9age
which reduced the lender's risks, such as one which placed strict limits on
the size of cash advaoces and which required repaynent of the loan at the
end of the term, demand \oIiIOUld rot necessarily in:rease because the m:xtif ied
nortgage increases the ooI'I"CJtWer' s risk.
'nle HEX:::Y. program was des i gned to manage ooth ooI'I"OWer and lender risks
nora efficiently. It allOw'S lenders to offer elderly OOI'I"OWers a JI'Ortgage
with suhstantial oorrower protections without a substantial risk cha.rqe.
Lenders can lCJWlE?r the price of I'e\l'erse JI'Ortgages because they are insured
against losses arising fIOn ooth diversifiable and ron-diversifiable
risks.
The deronstration is rot a subsidy program, so the F1iA must collect a
pranillTl to offset insurance losses, rut F1iA can achieve ooth high volurre
and geographic diversification, minimizing risks by px>ling. The payments
m:::del equates the present value of the nortgage insurance pranium expected
to be collected with the present value of the losses exp:!Cted to be
ioc'urred and solves for a principal limit factor used to calculate payments
to OOrt¥rs. Section II describes the basic paynents m::del which produced
the factor table. Section III details the relationship between the factors
and limits on cash advances to OOI'I"OWers. Section rv deals with the key
actuarial assumptions and the sensitivity of the m::del to changes in these
assUl'l'ptions. The nathenatical derivation of the m::del's key equations
appears in an annex to this appendix.

II.

The Basic Payrrents fobdel

II-A.

Introduction

This section presents the underlying assumptions and the'mathenatical
equations of the HEX::M payments m::del. At the nost basic level, the HEX::M
program provides nortgage insurance to lenders who neke cash advances
secured by a JI'Ortgage and rote to qualified elderly OOI'I"OWers. The loans
need rot be repaid until the oorrower novas, sells the p~rty, or dies
(although the OOrY'CJlWer may prepay at any tiJne). 'nle debt is ron-recourse,
which neans that when the rrortgage is due and payable, ..the borrower ()WIeS no
nore than the value of the property; the lender may not seek repaynent fran
other assets of the oorY'CJlWer or the borrower' s estate.
Without JI'Ortgage insurance, a lender would rot be repaid in full in
the event that a rrortgage balance grew to exceed the value of the p~rty.
With II'Ortgage insurance, a lender may file a cla.iJ'n (within certain limits
which are f'Dt relENant to the basic 1ICldel) for the difference between the
property value and the JI'Ortgage balance. As the econcm.ists would say, the
insuraoce gives the lender a "p.1t" option to sell the nortgage and rote to
the insurer at a "strike price" equal to the outstarrling balan:e.
[).)e to the non-recourse nature of the debt, the value of the insurance
(p..lt option) is closely related to future levels of the debt and property
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value. Assl.ll'n..ing a fixed interest rate on the note and a schedule of cash
advan:es to the ooI"I'OWer, future debt levels are predictable. 2 Future
property val ues are not. Even if the long run annual average property
appreciation rate is assurred constant, variations in individual property
appreciation rates will result in significant deviations fram the average.
'nlese deviations will grow wider the further into the future that estimates
are to be made. Thus, the key carp:>nent of the HFX:M payments m:xSel is its
specification of the randcrn, or stochastic, nature of future property
values.
'!he renai..hder of Section 11 is organized into the following
subsections. '!he first is an explanation of the stochastic process used
to predict future property values. The next discusses nortgage insuraoce
claims on ooth traditional nortgages and reverse nortgages. 'J'he next
introduces the fundanental relationship of the paynents m:xSel: the
requirerent that the value of the insuraoce (i.e. the investor's put
option) to be less than or equal to premium revenue, and achieve equality,
or break-even, only at JII3.X.irnum utilization. 'J'he next tw:> subsections
detail the actuarial basis of the fundanental relationship: one calculates .
the expected nortgage insurance prenium; the other prices the option by
computing expected losses. A final subsection defines maximum utilization
of the principal limit and explains the aCC'1..lm.llation of a pranium reserve
if utilization is less than the maximum.

II-B.

Predicting Future Property Values

'!he JTOdeI contains assurrptions al:out future property values. Its nost
.iJrp:>rtant assurrption is that these values can be simulated by a stochastic
qecrretric B~nian notion process. '!his process, based on probability
theory, is often referred to as a log-ooz::mal randcrn walk. 3 kcording to
~ After the basic JTOdeI has been develop:d, the assurrptions of fixed
interest and specified cash advaoces will be relaxed.
3
To justify the specification of future property value as a geometric
B.rownian rotion process, consider the nortgaged property as a zero-couJ;X'n
·'real" asset. '!his assurres the return on owner-occupied housing excludes
irrp.Jted rent (a reasonable asslJrll'tion because the rrortgage insurer has 00
interest in irrpJted rent) and includes only the expected price inllation,
IJ, plus a stochastic teon, 0, to describe deviations fram expected
inflation. '!he resulting differential equation (dH/H ~ J.ldt + adZ)
describes a geoaretric BIUWrlian notion process if the inflation parameters,
J.I and 0, are constant. (1«>te that dH and dt are differentials of house
value end tine, respectively, end dz is the differential of a stochastic
variable which is noonaUy distriblted with mean 0 and sta.ndard deviation
1). See Malliaris and Srock (1982), Chapter 4, for a discussion of
stochastic inflation processes. f\1rtheDlOre, see Cunni..ngham and
Hendershott (1984), or f+p?rson, Kau, Keenan, and Huller (1984) for their
explicit use of the gearetric Brownian notion process to JTOdel hc:lusing
~~u.



The gecrretric Bz:u..mian JI'Otion process can also be described b); the
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Ross (1983), geometric Brownian motion is useful in modeling when the
percentage cha.n<;Jes (and rot the absol ute changeS) are assU'J'Ted to be
independent and identically distributed·.
following equation:
H(t)
where

=

Hoe

y(~)

,

H{t) is the property value at some future time, t,
Ho is the initial property value,
Y{t)

e

~t

+

~(t),

IJt is the expected inflation, or drift teDTl, eOO
~(t)

is a standard Brownian motion, or Weiner process, with
= 0 and var[~(t)] = 02t.

E[~{t)]

Note that because a standard Brownian ~tion ~(t) is nonmally distributed
for all t > 0, the distribution of H(t) is log-nonmal for all t > O. For
rrore details of the mathematical properties of stochastic processes see
Ross (1963).
.. Sare ~uld argue that annual percent rates of change in tx>use price
are rot independent; rather, that they are serially correlated. Serial
correlation means that the change in any given year is at least in part
determined by the changes ",ruch occurred in previous years:' Example: do
t;I..1o consecutive years of appreciation alx:rve (below} the' lTean ilTplythat a
third year of appreciation atove (below) the mean is more likely than not
to occur? ' The randan walk model says no, while the serial correlation
model says yes. Case and Schiller (1989) examine the efficiency.of the
real estate IMrket, looking to find evidence of indeperrlent price changes
(efficient IMrket, random walk model applies), or serially correlated price
changes. Although their study finds evidence of correlation in city-wide
price indices over short time periods, it nevertheless is inconclusive ""ith
regard to accepting or rejecting the randan walk nrrlel for predicti~_ _ _ _ __
individual house price changes (the-volatility of individual tx>use prices
was found to be of far qreater magnitude than the serial correlation found
in the index).
In a separate study, Case (1986) examined housing prices over time in
a single market (Boston), concluding that prices in the ~d 1980's clearly
vrew aOOve levels that market "fundarrentals" (i.e. p:>pJlation and
EJll>loyrrent qro..'th, cost of construction, etc.) could explain. He offers
the explanation of a terrp:)rary price '-bubble" I which occurs when
expectations of future awreciation drives prices up (or c:bwn) wittx>ut
rorresp:>nding shifts in .arket fundan'entals (for exarrple, speculation).
This results in serial corn:lation, at least in the short run. Such price
bJbbles a.re TlC't telieved to be sustainable over tim:? Gau (1987) also
notes the existence of temporary price bubbles in real estate markets, but
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Under the randcJn walk assurrption, each property's annual awreciation
rate is treated as an indep!ndent obseIVation of a normally distributed
rancbn variable "-o'ith constant rrea.n, .,a, and standard deviation, o. As will
be discussed further in Section JV I the nean, or average, awreciation, .,a,
is assl.lTE!d to be 0.04 (i.e., 4 percent annual rate), and the standard
deviation of appreciation, 0, is assumed to be 0.10 (i.e. 10 percent annual
rate) . '!tie gearetr ic ara..m.ian notion (or log-noIJllal randon walk) process
is also re-ferred t.o as a "diffusion" process because the cumulative
. appreciation rates of each property over tine are also normally
distributed, but with g:rowing neall, lit, and st..arda.rd deviation, oIt (where
.t is elapsed ti.rre expressed in years).
As Fiqu..re 1 illustrates, each property begins at a p'int value (Ho ""
I .0) which is the initial appraised value. Future p'int values of the
property are un.known due to the randem awreciation rates; hc:JI,..1ever, the
value d.is-triJ::,..Jtion of a fOOl of p~rties is k:no;.m due to the assl.llTE!d
distriJ::,..Jtion of the appreciation rates. Specifically, the g:rowing mean and
standard deviation of the cumulative awreciation rate causes the future
value distribJtion to widen, or diffuse, as t increases. Figure 1
illustrates the diffusion by showing the locus of p'ints on the h::luse value
axis for which cumulative appreciation rates are one standard deviation
fran the nean. (According to the prop!rties of a normal distribution, 68
lErt:'ent of the observed values stould fall within one standard deviation of
the mean.)

Il-C,

M::>rtgage Insurance Claims

Fl\A nortgage insurance on traditional, or "forward", nortgages is
similar to insurance on I'e'Verse ITOrtgages in that roth give the irrv'estor a
put option to sell the loan to the FHA at par. The option may not be
exercised while the ro~r is in full ccrrpliance with the note. That is,
as long as the forward nortgag: ro~r continues to make nonthly
payments, keeps the property in g::x:d repair, and meets all other tenns and
conditions of his or her nortgage and note, the investor has no valid claim
to insurance benefits. The Sarti? appl ies to reverse nortgages: as long as
----..t.....t"""e t:oI1ower~ins in -occupancy,-keeps-the-proper-ty in good~ir7-.and - - - -- __
meets all tenns and conditions of the note, the investor has no claim for
nortgage insurance. l!r>

goes on to conclude that studies have not been able to reject the
hyt::othesis that real estate m:u-kets are efficient. If so, the randan walk
arodel may still be appropriate, particularly in the long run. (Ao long run
perspective is appropriate for the HEX:M prt:J9rarn because reverse nortgage
insurance losses are "back loaded" in cmparison to tramtional, or
"10NaI'd" nortagages, for which losses are "front loaded". HUD is
currently undertaking e study of house price changes to fill sate of the
many gaps .....ru.ch exist in our k:ro..rledg: of the subject.)
!I
01e exception is when the originating lender choses the "assigment
option" for receiving HECM insurarce benefits. Under this option, the
investor of record at the time that the loan balarce grows to equal the
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Figure I. Illustratic. ." the Log-Normal
Diffusion Process for Future Property Values
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There is one in'p:lrtant difference between forward arxt reverse nortgags
in this regard. While there is a tenden:y for forward nortgages to default
systenatically during tines when the IX)l.~r equity is negative (caused by
11 drop in property value),tS this is not likely to occur with reverse
II'OrtC)3ges, because paynents to the oorrcw=r are unaffected, and 11 oo.rrower
wishing to sell may be able to wait for values to inprove. 'IeIl11.i.nations of
reverse nortgages are expected to be actuarially predictable and not
sensitive to equity de-clines."7 As a consequence, forward nortgage
insurers experience a surge in claim rates during an ecoranic C'.'b.m Cjlt::le;
reverse nortgage insurers should find claims m::>re evenly distributed
bebro1een econanic ups and dc:7wns ••

maxim.Im claim anount has a brief windc:Jw during -which he may assign the loan
and receive insurance benefits even though the oorro.r.llE!r is in full
carpliance with the oote agleEllent. The existence of the assigment option
does not affect the discussion of the basic payrrents model.
" For a re"de.. of the econcrn.ics Ii terat.ure pertaining to forward
nortgage default, see Neal (1989).
"7 Under the option model of default, a oorro.r.llE!r will exercise his option
whenever the gains to default are greater than the costs. For traditional
nortgages this is when the follo..ring inequality holds:
MV - H + R > C,

where (MV - H) is the recapture of negative equity (MV is the market value
of the nortgage, and H is the CUl."l:"ent. value of the p.rq:erty), R is the free
rent gained between default and foreclosure, and C represents transact.ion
costs associat.ed with default. See Foster and Van Order (1985). For
reverse nortgages, the equation J'I1Jst be mxtified as follows:

(8 - A) - H + R > C,
where (8 - A) is rt:JW the market value of the nortgage (8 is t.he ~tstanding
balance and A is the present value of future cash advances). The recapture
of negative equity (8 - A - H) is never greater than zero due to the oon
recourse nature of the FHA reverse nortgage oote (unlike forward nortgages
where the oorro.r.llE!r may owe m::>re than the property is worth). The free
rent, R, is zero because the note already· allc:7WS the ooJ:TOfWler to remain in
OC'C'Uparq as long as he ct¥:::loses. The left ha.rd side of the equation never
exceeds the right hand side; hence, there is 00 financial incentive for
OOrro.r.llE!rs to terminate the nortgage dur ing periods of negative equi ty .
• 'nlere is likely 1.0 be sore i.n:rease in reverse nortgage claims in such
ci..re\Jnst.ances because nore OOJ:TOfWlers will find t.ha'nselves in a negative
equity (X>Sition. ~r, without the systanatic defaults brought on by
negative equity, reverse nortgage claims should not increase nearly as mJch
as forward nortgage claims.
.
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Another major assurrption of the JTOdel is that properties with loans
remaining in force will keep the log-noDnal distri.bJtion.' The property
values of forward nortgages which teoninate (b:>th claim and non-claim
terminations) are not usually representative of the value distri.bJtion of
the px>l. Instead, properties with below average appreciation are over
represented, and the properties with loans I't:Il\'!Wng in force no lcnger
have the log-normal value distri.bJtion. They have a distribJtion
resEJl'bling the log-normal ~t with a CjJI"@atly reduced low value tail due to
defaults. The property values of reverse nortgaqes which terminate (b:>th
claim and ron-claim terminations) will be JIllch I1Dre representative of the
value distribJtion of the pool because they will teDminate largely for
actuarial reasons.
Preservation of the log-nomel clistri.bJtion for loans remaining in
force will make the task of pricing reverse I1Drtgage insura.rx:e easier as
will .be sho,.m below. A mathanatical value est.iJrete of the reverse nortgage
insurance option can be derived fran the properties of the log-oolJ'l\al price
distribJtion. Traditional nortgage insw-a.rx:e must be valued by another
nethex!. Such nethcx:is ioclude extrapolation of past claim experieoce, or
option models which rely on simulation rather than mathematical techniques.
The extrap::>lation nethod is not p::>ssible for reverse nortgages due to the
lack ct! "'past claim e>q:edence, am the simulation JTethod I whi Ie p::>ssible,
~ld be clJl'l'lbersare.
II-D.

The Fundarrental Relationship

The fWldarrental relationship of the basic payrrents rrodel requires the
present val ue of the nortgage insurance on a pool of I1Drtgages to be less
than or eqUal. to the present value of the praniurn collected. If I at each
futun? p::>int in tim:? I the exp;cted loss due to payrrent of insu.ran::e claims
and the expected premium based on a declining number of rrortgages remaining
in force can be estimated, then the fundarrental relationship can be
expressed as follows:

-

1: { t{L(t)} (1+i)-.... )

11:,-0

where

E[ . 1

$

-

1: { E[MIP(t)} (1+i)-.... ),

(1)

11:,-0

is the expected value operator,

L(t) is the loss i.Ix::urred in period t,
i is t.he fer iodic discount rate,

• Serre syste!lTlatic t.enninations of reverse I1Drtgages may occur arrong
tb::Ise l:o~rs whose equity in::reases'" due t.o unusually high appreciation.
~ bo~I:'5>

may ref ina.oce their reverse rrortgages or convert the
i.Ix::reasesd eqJity to cash by selling t.he property. To the extent that this
occurs, the IX'l.icies in force IMy deviate fran t.he log-normal dist~ibJtion.
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MlP(t) is the nortgage insura.oce premium collected in period t,
and,

t is an arbitrary unit of tine, which we define as nonths. Note
that the sl..ll"!1"nations fran nonth zero to infinity reflect the
fact that HE01 nortgages have ro stated maturity.
!he loss function, Let), and the premium function, KIP(t), fran
expression (1) are actually functions of several variables. The to~r' s
initial age, the initial p~rty value, the interest rate charged on cash
adva.oces, and the arrounts and timing of cash adva.oces all affect these
estimates. They are shown as functions of titre only in expression (1),
tecause, in the basic m::del, initial age, initial property value, interest
rate, and pattern of cash advances are assUl"l'l3d before applying the
furrlarrental relationship. Once the specification of the basic m:xIel is
CCJ1i'lete, the effects of changing all these variables will be discussed
(Section Ill).

Note that expression (l) is rot an equation, but rather an inequality.
Equality l::.etween the two sunmation teDnS is achieved only when the oo~r
receives the maximum cash adva.oces to which he or she is entitled. For
exaJ'TFle, consider a OOrI"OWer of given age, with a given p~rty value and
interest rate. If this oo~r wanted to receive a single cash advance
fran the lender on the first day of the nortgage, forgoing any future cash
advcinces fran the lender, what is the tM.Xi.rrurn arrount he or she could
receive? The answer is the largest arrount for which expression (1) still
holds. At the ma.x.imum,the expression \o,"ill l::.e an equation. Therefore, by
replacing the inequality sign in (1) with an equal Sign, 'We can solve for
the desired max..imum cash advance. 'Ib accCJ1l>lish this, we need to develop
the equations that will all~ us to evaluate ooth sides of the fundalTental
relationship.
II-E.

Expected Jobrtgage Insura.oce Pn:rnium

In designing the HECM program, a unifODll premium structure was
adopted. Risks could have been managed using a risk-adjusted premium
structure, rut this option was rejected in favor of the fixed premium
structure (to avoid confusion arrong lenders used to fixed premiUl'l!> under
niA programs). This premium structure is 2 percent of the initial property
value paid up-front, plus 1/2 percent (50 basis pointS) annually (rut
billed nonthly) on the g'I"'O'Wing loan balance. 10 The up-front portion is
paid at the tim? of loan settlEJ"l'ent or closing; hence, it is certain to l::.e
collected. The 50 baSis point annual premium is to be paid in the future
10
1he HECM progran places a limit on the anount of initial property
value that can be considered ~n detennining maxinum payments to
ooITOlNlers. This limi t is used t.o detell'lli.ne a quantity defined as the
"max..i.mJrn claiJrl arrount", which is the lesser of the initial property value
or the program limit for the locality. Therefore, the up-front portion of
t.he prem.i\,Vr, will actually be 2 percent of thE:> max.i.rmJm claim arrount. For
p.1IJ.'X)5eS of specifying the baSic m:xiel, this distinction is rot relevant.
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and will be collected as scheduled only if t~ loan remains in force.

For
a IXX'1 of rrortgages, varying arrow"Its of pn:rnium will t:e collected depending
on to,... long each rrortgage ranains in force. 'Ille expected rrortgage
insura.o::e prenium. representing an est.i.n'i!te of the average premium
collection over all rrortgages in the IXX'1 f can t:e calculated using a
prepcsyrrent function that gives loan survival probabilities over tim:!. Such
e fun::tion is described t:el"""·.
l ... t. t:e the probability that a H:EX:M loan originated by a
wi th ini tial age x is still in force t nonths efter origi.nation.
If we could specify these probabilities, then the expected premium in nonth
t would t:e given by equation (2):
let

oo~r

E[MIP(t»)

(2)

• 1.....-:. KIP(t) ,

MlP(t) is the scheduled MlP in nonth t, and
l"'-t is as defined al::ove with additional properties discussed
bel"""·.
I

Note that 1.. = 1 because all loans are in force at the tim? of
origination (t = a). 1fT is the rronth in which the oo~r will turn 100
years old, then by assLlIl"ption we have l .. -.r = O. The latter assl.llTes that
all loans will be teDninated by the tim? the oo~r attains ege 100,
placing an actuarial lim.it on the su:rrrnation tenns in expression (1). The
intermediate values l ... t. (for a < t < T) are probabilities t:etween 1 and O.
They resemble an actuarial life table for ool:"I'tJwlers t:etweeh the ages of x
and x+T. The probabilities are in fact smaller than tne OOrT'OWl?I'S
actuarial survival probabilities to account for loan prepayments and
term.i.nations for reasons other than death of the oorT'OWl?r.
f

The rrodel uses the U.S, Decennial Life Tables for 1979-81 (OHHS
Publication No. (PHS] 8S-1150-1) to compute the l"'~t, 'Illese tables are
sc:rretines referred to as the "general ~lation" life tables. The ferele
table is used because ferele life expectancy is longer than that of males,
rrost HEC:M aWl icants are expected to t:e SlJ,w'n~9t"1..e~fCiiiimia_a-ol~e~i7,--;aJlIIoInd~..l---4.t~he~---------
establist-rn?nt of sepa.rate-HEX:M -fact"Or tables for males and females (with
corresp::>nding di fferences in rna.x.irrum cash edvances by gender) would violate
equal credit q::p::>rtunity IlJ'Y."S, The issues involved in the choice of a life
table up:>n which to base the loan survival probabilities are discussed in
Section IV. The remainder of this section. will focus up:>n the nl.llTerical
techniques involved in transfonning the life table into the probabilities
in equation (2).

Figures in the life table must t:e edjusted and interpolated to produce
the required JrOnt.hly probabilities. First, the figures are adjusted for
loan tenni nations for reasons other than death of the oorrower by
mul tiplying then by a "rrove-out factor". The nove-out factor is ba·sed on
data on the general elderly ~lation which sho\..' that elderly hc:rreorwners
have nove-out. rates that decline with adva.o::ing age 'When expressed' as a
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percentage of the age-speci fie death rate (see Jacobs (1988)). Based on
data fran several sources, Jacobs esti.JMted nove-out rates ra..nging fran 519
percent of rrortality for the 65-69 year olds down to 47 percent of
rrortality for toose 85 and over. It appears that the younger elderly
frequently nove into oousing suitable for their retirenent years, while the
older elderly generally nove only when they can no longer maintain a hare
or rec:-eive the serviCes that they need. Since the HEX:M prog-ram provides an
incentive to renain in the hc:JTe, nove-out factors parelleling tthe general
popllation rates would be too high. Instead, the HEX:M paynents mxiel uses
. a constant rate of 30 percent for all ages. 'l'hls rate is less than that
for toose 85 and over in the general p:>pJlation, an::r as such was believed
.to be sufficiently conservative.
Second, the figures are converted into survival probabilities. '!'he
life table used, entitled "number living at beginning of age interval,"
is defined as follC1W'5. For each age in whole years, the table starts with
a hypothetical cohort of 100,000 live female births, and shows the n~r
who will survive to each age. For exarrple, the table shows that 67,186
females will survive to age 75, and 64,910 will surive to age 76. For a
75-year-old H:E01 rorroNE!r, the probability of attaining age 75 is 1 (he or
she has already att.ained that age). To carpute all future annual survival
probabilities for the 75-year-old, the table entries for all Subsequent
years m.Jst be divided by 67,186, Thus, the probability of a 75-year-old
surviving to age 76 is 0.9661 (64,910 + 67,186). For a 65-year-old HECM
rorrower, the probability of surviving to age 76 is only 0.7772 (64,910 +
83,520, where 83,520 represents the nurnl:er of survivors at age 65).
The model computes annual survival probabilities, 51", as described
= {62, 63, .,., 99}, and j = {i, i~1, ••• ,100}. Note that i
is the initial age in years, while j is the attained age in years. Note
also that 5.,j = I, and 5J.101 5 0 for all i. To convert these annual
rorrower survival probabilities into rronthly loan survival probabilities,
l •• t , we use the following equation which roth interpolates geometrically
and adjusts for nove-outs:

above for i

- - - - - - - --where

i
j

x
t
r

= initial

age in years

= {62,63,

-.-

.•. , 99},

= attained age in full years = {i , i~l, ... , 100},
= initial age in rronths = 12i,
= attained age minus initial age in rronths = 12(j-i)~r,
= m::mths between attained ages j and j~l :: {O, I, ... ,

and
m = nove-out rate expressed as a

(3)

dec~l

ll} I

= 0.3.

Using the earlier ex~le of the 75-year-old rorrower, we CCIrplte the
initial lear. survival probability as:

-

._---- -
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1.

II:

(1.0 [0.9661 +

= 75, j = 75, and r II: O.
for the next boo nonths are:

where i

1.-1
1•• 2

II:
II:

1.0}O/12)1.~

• ).0",

'nle loan survival probabilities estimated

(1.0 (0.9661 + 1.0}1/12)1.3 II: 0.9963 , and
(1.0 (0.9661 + 1.0)2/12)1.3 • 0.9926 ,

where i and j are again 75, rut r • 1 and 2, respectively.
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Expected lDSses

Perhaps -the key carp:ment of the HEX:M m::del is the technique used to
evaluate the investors' put option contained in the nortga<]e insurance
contract. 'I'he value of this option for a given initial age of the
b:>rrcwer, initial p~rty value, interest rate on cash adva.rces, and
pattern of cash advances depends on the loan survival probabilities, l_.~,
as described al:::ove, and on the mathematical properties of the stochastic
prcx::ess assurred for predicting future to.lse prices. Since investors are
likely to exercise their option whenever optimal to d;:) so, its value is the
present value of expected insurance claim losses. A loss occurs on th::Jse
loans which teDTlinate at a tine when the outstand.ing balance exceeds the
h::7.J.se value.
Let B(t) represent the outst.and.ing balance on the nortgage at tirre t.
If. the nortgage is teIminated during tine t (either due to death of the
b:>rrcwer or other reason), and if the value of the h:::Iuse is greater than
B(t), then there is no loss. But, if the nortgage is teIminated at tine t,
and the h:::luse value is less than B( t), there is a loss. '!he magrJ.itude of
the loss, if one cxx::urs, is denoted L( t) . It is estilMted to be the
difference between the errount ~, B(t), and the conditional exPected
value of the house given that the value is less than B(t).

Since only a small percentage of the loans in II p:x>l will incur a loss
during a particular nonth, we need to carp.lte the expected loss for each

rronth into the future. The expected loss at ti.ne t is an average loss for
all loans in the p:x:>l. It is denoted E[L(t)}. It is carp..1ted as the
arrount of loss, L( t), fran al:::ove tines the likelihood of such a loss
at tinet. '1he latter is estimated to be the pI"Obability of tex:rnination
IrIJltiplied by the probability that the house value is less than the
balance, b:>th evaluated at tine t. A netl"r::x:l of calculating all of these
1IrIOlTIt.s is presented bel 00.' •
'I'he probability of loan teImination at a given tiJre is analogous to
the calculation of the probability of death frem an actuarial survival
table. Let d denote the probability of loan termi.nation during nonth t.
!hen, frem the p~rties of the loan survival probabilities, l •. ~, as
preyiou! 1Y de f i.ned I we have:
L
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(4)
'Ib canpute the probability that the house value is less than the
balarce, B(t I, \folie first define b(t) = B(t)/Ho, where Ho is the original
property value. Recall fran the discussion of the geanetric Brownian
IIDtion process that the C\.I'Illlative awreciation rate (Le., the natural log
of H(t)/Ho) is nonnally distributed with mean IJt and standard deviation
tNt. Utilizing the probability density furction of the nonnal distribution
(see equation 1\-2 in the annex to this awendix), 'We express the desired
probabilityas: 11
~(b('II:.) J

.

ACt) • Il/{O'it v(2n)})

J-

e ...... ((,.....,..'11:.)/-"':.,. ely.

(5)

Equation (5) represents the area under the nonnal probability density
function to the left of the value In[b(t)]. The model uses numerical
awroximation rrethexis (Si.rrpson's rule 12 for exanple) to evaluate the
inproper integral.
In order to express the conditional expected value of the house given
that the value is less than B(t), \folie first find an expression for the
uoconditional exp:.>eted value of the house at time t. The mean, or
uncoooitional expected value, of the house is derived in the Annex and is
given by:

E[HCt») • Ho

~~~''II:..

(6)

Intuitively, equation (6) represents the rrean of the entirelog-nonnal
house price distr~tion at tine t. The conditional expeCted value is
similar in concept, except that it represents the nean of only the left
tail of the log-nonnal distribution, up to the value B(t). Thus, ,the
coooitional expected value is always less than the urconditional expected
value. In fact, it is calculated by rultiplying the urconditional expected
value fran equation (6) by a factor 13. This factor ranges in value fran
zero to one (Le., 0 < t3 < 1), and is calculated by numerical evaluation of
a secoOO irrproper integral:

:u IIbte that the constants Ii and 0 IJRre previously defined as annual
rates (Ii = .04 and c = .10), but in expression (1) \folie defined the unit of
tine to be rront.hs. Hence, the values of IJ and c awea,ring in equations (5)
through (8) RUst be converted to nonthly equivalents: IJ = .04 .;. 12."
.003333, and 0 = .10 ~ v(12) = .02887.
12
See Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, and Vetterling (1986), Chapter' 4.
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ru( t,

~ • (l/A(t)}

where

(1/v(2n»)

J--

e-~(~'· dy ,

(7)

U(t) = (In[b(t)] - ~t}/oVt , and
A(t) is given in equation (5).

Equation (7) is der.ived in the annex to this afPendix. Using this result,
we now have an expression for the conditional expected value of the house,
H(t}, given that the value is less than B(t):

(8)
Using equations (4) through (8) we can express the expected loss at
time t succinctly as the product of three teons:
E[L(t)} • {B(t) - E[H(t)lh < 8(t)}} [dt} [A(t»).
II-G.

(9)

Principal Limit Factor

Equations (l) through (9) specify the basic HE01 payments m:del.
Given '"the ini tial age of the oort"CJ',.;er, the initial property val ue, a fixed
rate of interest accrual on cash advances, and an assumed pattern of cash
advances, an insurer can use the basic m:del to urderwrite the reVerse
1TCrtgage loan. The insurer chooses the stochastic paraneters to use in the
model (~ and 0), as well as the survival probabilities (SL.,), the move-out
factor (m), and the discount rate (i). If analysis of a loan application
indicates that the fundamental relationship is valid (i.e. expression (1)
holds), then the loan is acceptable for insurance. If not,.then the
present value of cash advances must be reduced (either by ric:rni.nal reduction
in payment aI'TOunts, or by real reduction--Le. deferral of payments into
the future). Insurance risk is managed in the rrodel by limiting the
present value of cash advances because oort"CJ',.;er age, property value, and
interest rate are not generally within the control of the insurer.
Although the basic m:del may be used to analyze any pattern of cash
advances to the oo~r, one particular pattern is worthy of detailed
analysis. This is the case in which the oo~r receives the ma.x.imum cash
advance in a 11.llTp sum on the first day of the !TOrtgage, and receives no
further cash frc:rn the lender at any t.i.JTe in the future. One advantage of
analyzing this pattern of cash advances is that its present value is equal
to its ncrn.inal value. JoWlagenent of risk through changes in the present
value of cash advances is greatly sinplified in this case. Excessive risk
can be made acceptable by a sinple reduction in the ncrn.inal value of an up
front 11..llTp sum cash !!iIdvance. If expression (1) does not hold, then reduce
the am::>unt of the advarr.:e Wltil it ckJes.
The maxinr.Jm up-tront. cash advance is the anount for which strict
equalit.yexists in expression (1). For any given oo~r age and interest
rate, the ratio of this cash advance to the initial property value-renains
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constant for all property values, 1.3 and is caUed t.he pr1.ncipll lLmit
fector. Multiplying the principal limit factor by the initial property
value produces the principal limit--the ma.x:..imJm up-front cash advaoce for
this OOI"I"C1Wer.
TO illustrate, Table I shows that .416 is the principal limdt factor
for a 75-year-old OO~r when the interest rate is 10 percent. Using a
touse value of $100,000 as a round numt:er (any value would work), the table
shows annual cash flows over 25 years. The principal limdt of $41,600
(.416 x 100,000) consists of the $2,000 initial nortgage insurance preruim
paid on beMlf of the ooI"I'OWer plus the net amount of $39,600 cash received
by the ool"I"C.'JWler. (1bte that the ool"I"C.'JWler could have received $41,600 in
cash if the MIP were paid out of pxket. In either case, the initial
balance on the loan is limited to $41,600). The table then lists end of
year calculations of equations (3), (5), (6), and (B).
Finally, it shows
the annual ex:pected MlP and expected losses for a fOOl of identical
mortgages, along with the present values of these amounts (discount rate =
9.5\) . »Jte tMt the S\.UTI of the present values of the expected HlP and the
S\.UTI of the ex:pected losses ooth equal awroximately $4230.
.
If the ool"I"C.'JWler had opted to receive less than the $41,600 up-front,
then the an excess of premi\.UTI would be collected. For exarrple, had the
ool"I"C.'JWler taken only $31,200 (75 percent of the max.irrum), the present value
of ex:pected premi\.UTI would be $3674, rot the present value of expected
losses would be only $1510, an excess of $2164. Conversely, had the
OOI"I"C1Wer been given an amount al::ove the $41, 600, there would be a shortfall
in the premi\.UTI collection. The insurer will accept loans for which .
oo~rs receive an amount less than or equal to the maxinum and will
refuse the others.

Of course, not every oo~r is likely to request cash advances up
front in a lu-rp S\.UTI. Sc:m= may want level nonthly payrrents for a specified
time (term nortgage). Others may want level payrrents for as long as they
occupy the hc:.JTe (tenure mortgage). Others may not want nonthly payrrents at
all/ opting instead for a line of credit. Finally, SCJTe may want to
canbi.ne reduced monthly payrrents with a small up-front lurrp sum or line of
credit. The basic J'1'Odel could be used to analyze premium and loss
expectations for virtually any pattern of cash edvaoces. Unfortunately,
there are too many p::>Ssihle cash flow patterns to have a ma..x.inum
utilization factor (such as the principal limit factor discussed above) for
each. The next section shows a way to use the principal limit neth:d to
sinplify the analysis of different cash advance patterns. '!he neth:d is an
awroximation, so there will be minor differences between the limits
deteDnined using the prin:ipal limit ard those using the baSic. m::del. But
the deviation fron the fU"Jdamental relationship in expression (1) will be
small, and the simplicity and flexibility gained will be significant.
1.3
This is true in the basic m::del which asslJl'led no limitation on the
value of the property for detennining payrrents. In the HECM program, there
is a limit on the property value. Therefore, the ratio will be constant
for property values less than or equal to the linU~.
.
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III.

Oeteonining Cash kJvarce Payments

Section I I I deals with the relationship between the basic m:x:Iel and
the calculation of cash advance3 to borrowers using the HECM payments
m:x:Iel. The first subsection defines the principal limit, and the second,
the expected average nortgage rate and the discount rate. '!he next
subsection gives the equations for calculating teDm and tenure payments
fran the principal limit--Le., "the principal limit nethod." Next canes a
CClTp!U'"ison of the cash flC1W patterns produced by the principal limit nethod
and the basic nodel, which shows that the nethod provides a gr::xx:.t
. awrox.i.m:ltion to the basic nodel. The final subsection sb::Jws how a prenium
reserve sufficient to cover administrative expenses and a risk charge may
result fran like 1y cash flC1W patterns.
III-A.

Principal Limit Defined

In Section II describing the basic nodel, the principal limit factor
for a given borrower age and interest rate was defined as a loan-to-value
ratio--i.e" as the ratio of the maximum up-front cash advance to the
initial proferty value. The HEX:M payments nodel uses the sane factors as
the basic nodel. The principal limit is calculated by multiplying the
principal limit factor by the rnaxiJnum claim arrount, defined as the lesser
of. the initial property value or the ma.x.imum nortgage arrount that FHA can
insure for a one-family dwelling in the area (i.e., the Section 203(b)
nortgage limit).
The principal limit is an increasing function of t.i.JTe. The initial
principal limit is the maximum up-front cash advance, given the oorrower's
age, an interest rate, and the maximum claim arrount. The future values of
the principal limit represent the outsta.ndi.ng balance on the loan assuming
the borrower received the maximum up-front cash advance. As we shall see,
the key concept in the "principal limit nethod" is the definition of the
pri.n::ipal limit as the uwer lx:Iurd of the loan balarce at any (X)int in t..ine
for all patterns of cash adva.rces.
FigUre~111ustrates~he relationships~ the principei--Hmit,- - - - 
the expected value of the property, and loan balances for term and tenure
cash advarce patterns. At origination, the principal limit is less than
the initial property value, '!he initial principal limit is the maximum upfront cash advance. If the borrower receives this l!IYOWlt up-front,
forgoing any future cash advances fran the lerder, then the loan balance
would fo11o..' the principal liJnit curve over tiJre. '!he principal limit
curve, thus defined, is also the ma.x.imum loan balarce for term, tenure, or
line-of-credit cash advance patterns. If the borrower lives long enough,
the principal limit (and the max.iJTum loan balance) eventually 9I'ON'S to
exceed the expected property value.

If the oorrower elected to receive cash advances in equal nonlhly
install..nents Wlder a term or tenure payment plan, then the initial loan
balance ~ld be Jruch lo...Jer than either the initial property value' or the

Fig. 2. House Expected VI:. c, Principal
Limit, Term and Tenure Mortgage Balances
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principal limit. ':M'le initial loan balance on teIlTl and tenure payrrent plans
equals any financed loan clOSing costs. Jt)tice hc:M the loan balan:es for
term and tenure nortgages in the early years of the loan grow at a faster
rate (i.e., have a qreater slope) than the pri.n:ipal limit curve. This is
tecause the principal limit curve is growing only by accrued interest and
In:)rtgage insurance prenilD'll. ':M'le teIlTl and tenure bal.:;nces are growing by
accrued interest, nortgage insuran:e premhn, and by the nonthly cash
edvarces to the tor:ri:J,.;er. Jt)te also that the teon loan balance grcws to
equal the prm::ipal limit at the end of the teon. When this occurs, no
further cash advances are available to the borrower, and future balances on
the tetrn loan follC1W the pri.n:ipal limit curve. ':M'le tenure loan balance
converges with the principal limit only when the boI'TOWer's age is 100 .
. Thus the tenure nortgage is sirn:ilar to a tetrn nortgage in ~ich the tetrn
was calculated to expire at age 100.
If the oo~r elected a line-of-credit nortgage rather than up-front
cash or regularly scheduled nonthly cash advances, the boI'TOWer ney request
cash advances in any 8ITOUJ It desired and at any time subject to the
principal lirn:it. That is, whenever the loan balance, including cash
advanced plus accrued interest and MlP charges, reaches the principal
limit, the line-of-credit is exhausted. At this point the boI'TOWer ney not
receive any further cash, rut may continue to reside in the property. Once
the line-of-credit is exhausted, the loan balance follows the principal
limit curve. N:Jte that the cash advance pattern in ~ich the oo~r
receives the maxDnum up-front amount is actually a special case of the
line-of-credit nortgage. In this case the torrower exhausts the line-of
credit on the first day by withdrawing the full anount of the initial
principal limit.

III-S.

Interest Rates

Up to this p::>int, the definitions of principal limit factor and
principal limit have assurred that the interest rate on the loan was fixed.
The ~ program allo...'S the loan rate to be adjustable, and it is expected
that nost loans will have this feature. The reason is that a fixed rate
reverse nortgage ex:p::>Ses the lender (investor) to a considerable arrount of
interest rate risk by requiring fWlds to be advanced to torrowers in the
future at t<Xiay's rate. The cost of the lender's interest rate risk will
be passed along to borrowers, making unsubsidized nortgages prohibitively
expensive in nost instances. Consequently, nost lenders will offer only
less costly adjustable rate loans.

Adjustable rate HECM loans will have initial rates equal to a
specified interest rate index plus a fixed margin. ':M'le index is the one
year Treasury rate U , while the margin is set by agleerent bet'Ween the
The index actually used is t.he rrost recent weekly average yield for
Treasury b:>nds and notes, adjusted to a constant neturity of one
year, as determined by the U. s. Treasury and p.1blished by the Ebard of
G:7veIn:)rE of the- Federal Reserve. References in the text to the ten-year
U

u. s.

Treasury rate are similarly defined except that the 'Weekly average ·yields
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oo~r and

the len::ler I.It the tine of closing. Future adjustments to the
loan rates will be determined by the irrlex rate at the tine of the
adjustnent, plus the margin, with interest rate adjustJrent caps and
ceilings I.IS prescribed in the loan agle9lent. 15
, fb,.' <:bes the tm:::Jo! pa}"Tl?nts mxiel deal with adjustable rate loans when
the basic m::rlel requires a fixed interest rate to calculate the principal
limit factors? 'ltlanswer t.h.is question, we OOI'rCJIN fran a rn:::del which
describes the term structure of interest rates. Richard (1978) shc:Jt..,ts that
under an assl.llTption called the "expectations hypothesis," the equilibrium
yield 16 on a long term default-free rond (such as a ten-year Treasury
security) equals the average of expected future short-tem yields over the
sarre tine p?riod. 'Ihat is, under the expectations hypothesis, the ten-year
Treasury yield is an est.imate of the average canbined yields of the current
one-year Treasury plus nine expected future one-year Treasury yields. 1 '7

An alternative to the expectations hyp:)thesis is the "liquidity
preference theory." This alternati~ states that due to the uncertainty of
future interest rates and to the generally risk-averse nature of investors,
the yield on longer term securities ITllst contain 1.1 liquidity, or risk,
pran.i.~ to induce investors to hold them instead of shorter term
securities. The two theories are not mutually exclusive. When canbined
with the expectations hypothesis, the liquidity preference theory implies
that the ten-year Treasury yield is greater than the average canbined

are adjusted to a constant maturity of ten years.
1~
For HEcy"s which provide for annual adjustments of the loan rate, the
annual adjustment cap is 2 p?rcent, and the life of the loan ceiling is 5 .
p?rcent. For H:El:Jo1's which provide for nonthly adjustments of the loan
rate, there is no nonthly adjustnent cap, and the life of the loan ceiling
is deterrnined by aglee!lIent between the ooITOlooller and the lender.
16
Equilibrium in this context refers to standard argt.ments in which
ronds and derived securities are priced to avoid arbitrage opp:>rtuni ties.
1"7 1'0 be precise, two points ITllst be clarified regarding the expectations
hypothesis. The first is that the equilibrium condition actually awlies
to default-free discount ronds as op{X)Sed to coupon bearing Treasuries due
t.o t.he distortions caused by taxation. This dist.ortion is minimized by
averaging the yields of various coupon Treasury notes and ronds having a
specified average maturity. The second is that t.he equilibrium yield for
such ronds (of any maturity) equals the expected average of all future spot
rates during the remaining te.rm of the rond. (The current spot rate is the
instantaneous risk-free interest rate. Future spot rates are Wlkrac7.m, but
investors make assl.l1ptions ab::Jut t:.hesr. which are reflected in t.heir pricing
of b::>rx:1s of val" ious maturity. The latter gives rise to the Treasury yield
C'Ul'V{'.
See Ri:::-hard (1978}). 'Itlus the ten-year Treasury yield equ"ls the
average of current and future one-year Treasury yields, as derived frem the
yield curve and investor expectations of future spot rates.
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yields of the current end futu.re one-year Treasury yields by an am::>unt
equal to the liquidity pren.iurn. U
The ~ nodel makes use of the eb:7ve theories to define a fixed
interest rate proxy called the upected aver89& IIDrtgagl! rate, or expected
rate, for all loans. For fixed rate loans, the expected rate is &~ly
equal to the fixed rate. For adjustable rate loans, the expected rate is
en estimation of the average loan rate over the first ten years of the
loan. Since the rate to be averaged is the one-year Treasury rate plus a
fixed margin (subject to caps and ceilings as previously indicated), the
expected rate is defined as the ten-year Treasury rate at the time of
closing plus the sane margin. This proxy represents the market's best
estimate of the average adjustable loan rate over the specified period.
The expected rate is the fixed interest rate used to calculate the
principal limit factor. It is used in the basic nodel to predict-future
loan balances, as well as to deteDn.ine the dis~ount rate (see belON). On
fixed rate JiECY. loans, this represents no change. On adjustable rate
loans, the expected rate allCMS the principal limit factor to be estimated
wi thout carplicating the nodel with variations in interest rates. 1tle
factor detennined with the expected rate is generally l~r than if the
initial adjustable rate were entered into the nodel as a fixed rate. The
reason is that the expected rate is usually higher than the initial loan
rate (just as the ten-year Treasury rate usually exceeds the one-year
Treasury rate, reflecting market expectations end liquidity preferences).
A higher rate in the basic nodel makes loan balances accrue faster,
resulting in higher expected losses, and therefore, a l~r principa1 limit
factor. l '
.

In addition to determining the principal l.i1n.i t factor, the expected
rate is also used to compute future values of the principal l.i1n.it, as
illustrated in fig. 2. Even though loan balances will accrue interest at
the variable loan rate, all futu.re values of t.he principal l.i1n.it will be
deteDnined using the fixed expected rate. This nea.ns that on adjustable
rate loans, the actual loan balances may eventually exceed the principal
limit C'U.IVe if loan rates exceed t.he expected rate. FurtheDn:n-e, the
limits on monthly term or tenu.re payments end cash advances on line-of
credit 110rtgages will be derived fran the principal limit end the. expected
rate. 'l'his ....ill be discussed in detail in the next sub-section.
18
According to Richard (1978), t.here are sate econanists wh:> believe
that the liquidity pranil..ITI can be negative in certain cin::umstances,
particularly when futu.re consl.ltplion is valued more highly than present
consurrption. for ~s of the ~ nodel, the assurrption is that there
is nore likely to be a JX)Sitive liquidity pren.iurn than a negative one.
l ' N::>te that the definition of expected rate does rot att.EI1pt to Xl!I'TOV'e
the liquidity prsnium fran the IO-year Treasury rate. 'nle inclusion of the
prsnium, which is generally believed to be a p:!Sitive amount, raises the
expected rate, thereby lCJoolering the principal limit factor. 'nle lH:Juidi ty
pranium beca:res, in effect, a risk pren.iurn which protects the ins~r fran
interest rate fluctuations that differ frem expectations.
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One final definition must be given before the equations of the
"principal limit 1T1?thod" can be intrcduced. This is the discount rate used
in the basic JTOdel.
'nle diSCl'JUFlt rete, like the expected rate, is a fixed
rate that d::Ies oot charqe over the life of the loan. It is defined to be
the expected rate minus one half ~rcent (SO basis p::>ints). For fixed rate
loans, this is equivalent to the loan rate ndnus one-half ~roent. Since
reverse nortgage fixed rates are likely to be set by leOOers at sane margin
atove the ten-year Treasury rate, the discount rate for all JiEX.lo1' s can be
considered to equal the 10-year Treasury rate plus a margin minus one-half
~rcent.
~pending on the size of the margin, the discount rate will
generally be a little greater than the 10-year Treasury rate.

III-C.

Equations of the Principal Limit Method

We are J"O,o.' ready to discuss the equations that govern naximum cash
advances to OOrI."OWer5 under the H:.EX:M payrrents rrode 1 . The rrode 1
incoqorates equations (1) through (9) of the basic rrodel, which produced
the principal limit factors. fiow.,Iever, the HEXJo1 payrrents rrodel includes
three additional equatiOns, given below, to derive the ~irnLun cash
advances for all types of HECM loans. •
.

We begin with a fOI1T"dl definition of the principal limit.
limit at any t.irre t is given by:

The

pr~ipal

PL(t)

c

F(x,R)

~ (1+c)~,

(10)

PL(t) is the principal limit at t.irre t,
'F(x,R) is the principal limit factor for a oorI."OWer of age x and
fixed interest rate, R, 'Which equals the expected rate,
M:A is the naxirnLun claim anount, which is lesser of the property
val ue or the FHA naxinum insurable nortgage for the area,

c is the pericxl.ic carpounding rate which equals the expscted_ _ _ __
r.,te, R, plus the 1/2 percent a.nnwal nortgage insurance prenium
charge converted to a nonthly rate, andt is the m.lT\ber of nonths after loan oriqination (0 ~ t ~ T),
with T being the value of t for which the oorrower turns 100
years old.
H:>te that at origination (t=O), the principal limit is equal to the
principal limit factor t.irres the maxirnLun claim aJ'I'OUnt as we would expect.
Table 2 illustrates the calculation of principal linUt at origination and
and at selected time peri~ after origination.
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Next we define the net pr.in:ipal limit at tine t:

NPL{t)

•

~[

0, PL(t) - B(~,t)],

(11)

where
NPL(t) is the net priocipal limit at tine t,
ma.x[ql,q2] is max.irrum of the quantities, ql and q2.

PL{t) is the principal limit given by equation (10), and
is the actual loan balance at tine t, ire luding cash
advances, interest accrued (using the actual loan rates
given by the vector! = (ro,rs, ... , r1:.) where rj is the loan
rate in effect during month j), and HlP.

S( r, t)

Note that at origination (t=Ol, the net priocipal limit equals the initial
principal limit minus the initial cash advance on the loan 2o • Note, too,
that the maximum function prevents the net principal limit fran t:eing
negative in cases in which the balance gro..'S to exceed the principal limit
due to actual rates, rj, exceeding the expected rate, R.
For OOrI"OWler5 .....tlo wish a line-of-credit, NPL(t) given by equation (11)
is the maximum cash advance available at each tine t. Once the net
pdncipal limit goes to zero, the line-of-credit is exhausted.
For OOr:t:"CMler5
specified term, or
property (tenure),
monthly advance is
p(t,m)

.....tlo ",.'ish level monthly cash advances, either for a

for as long as the oor:t:"CMler reneins in c::ccupa.ncy of the
one additional equation is required. '!he ~
given by:
•

(NPL(t) (1+C)"'j (e / ({1+c)..... 1.

-

(1+c)) ],

(12)

where
p(t,m) is the nonthly cash advance beginning in nonth t+1
and continuing for a teD'TI of m mnths,
NPL(t) is the net priocipal limit at time t fran equation (II),
c is the mnthly carp:>Wlding rate given by the expected rate, R,
plus the 1/2 ~rcent annual HlP charge converted to a nonthly
rate,
20
The HECM demonstration also accounts for set-asides fram the principal
limit which further reduce the net princip:sl limit. The right hand side of
equation (lJ) should actually be written as the greater of zero or the
quantity given by: PL(t) - 8(!,t) - S{t), where Set) is the Bet-aside
amount at time t. Such set-asides are those for repairs, first-~ taxes,
and toose for future loan servicing fees not iocluded in the interest rate.
See HVD Ha.nd.I:x:lOk 4235. 1 for nore detail.
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m :: (T - t) for tenure, where T is the value of t for which the
b::>~r turns age 100, and

o<

m < (T - t) for teD'll, with m chosen by the b::>rrc::wer.

lIbte that the right hand side of (12) consists of the product of two
alC}'3braic expressionS contained within, brackets. 'nle first is the future
value of the net principal limit projected ahead to the end of the term
(i.e., for m rronths). 'nle second is the fo:r:mula for a standard sinking
furd rronthly contri.b.Jtion that will grow to $1 at the end of the tenn. The
rate of interest in b::>th cases is the compounding rate defined above .
.Their product gives the m:>nthly cash advance which with carp:>und interest
will gro.;' to equal the future value of the net principal limit at the end
of the tez:m.
Note also that in the special case where teO, equation (12) gives
the maximl..n'n rronthly cash advance beginning in the first rronth of the loan.
for all other values of t, the same equation allows m:>nthly advances to be
m::x:tified by the b::>I"I'OWE!r at srne future date. Table 3 illustrates tenure
and term cash advance payments calculated at origination.
for b::>~rs who wish to canbine reduced rronthly cash advances with a
line-of-c:redit, the same three equations nay be used. In such a case the
b::>rrower is allowed to split the principal limit in equation (10) into two
account.s I one designated for the line-of-credit, the other for rronthly cash
advances. 'nle loan servicer must maintain separate balances for each
account, bJt otheI'Yr'ise", equations (10) through (12) I'EI'Ilai~ valid. If the
b::>rrower with separate principal limit accounts wishes to modify the
payment plan at Sc:rTE future date, the net principal limit in either account
may be switchecl to the other account. for exarrple, a b::>rrower whO
originally es~lished a small line-of-c:redit along with tenure payments,
may decide in the 60'Lh rronth to switch the unused "net principal limit fran
the line-of-credit account into the tenure payment account, and use
equation (12) to calculate a higher rronthly tenure payment for the
I'EI'Ilainder of the rrortgage.
Ill-D.

Advantages of the Principal Limit Method

-

'n1ere are three advantages to using the principal limit method given
by equat.ions (10) through (12) rather than using the basic m::del to
detecnine max..irnum cash advances. These are: sinplicityof inplarentation,
equity cvrong payment options, and flexibility in restructuring. SilTplicity
resul ts because a single factor corresp:>ndi.ng to each b::>rrower age and
interest rate canbination can be used to deteDnine maximum cash advances
regardless of the pattern desired by the b::>I'l:'CWer. Equity cx:curs because
oorrc::wers are free t.o ch:lose the pattern of cash advances which best suit.s
their needs, kn:::J..ling that any pattern ""ill have the same present value::> 1 •
::11
This is true if t.he- t:orrower uses the c01pJU1lCiing rate defined in
equation 10 as the discount rate. In practice, b::>rrowers use different
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Flexibility is a correllary of the equity argurrent: a ooI''I''CJP,01ler is all~
to restructure future cash advances at any time as long as the revised cash
advances have the sarre present value.
Tables 4 and 5 show term and tenure mortgage cash flows for a 7S-year
old Ix>IY'O'Wer in a $100,000 house with a 10 percent interest rate generated
by the prircipal limit method, while showing expected losses and MlP
calculated by the pasic m:xJe1. The sum of the present values of expected
losses and prernium are no longer equal, as they were in Table 1. The
explanation is that max.i.rrun payrrents calculated using the prircipal limit
IlE'thod are only awroximations of the max.iJrum payrrents that would t:e
generated by the basic m:xJel:2:2. The tables show t.hat the prircipal limit
neth:xi results in undercollection of premium on term mortgages and over
collection on tenure mortgages. The premium shortfall on the term
mortgages is likely to t:e offset by nove-outs which exceed the predicted
arove-out rate ooce the m:mthly cash advarces cease. Likewise, the excess
premium on the tenure nortgages lMy be of fset by move-outs at a l~r rate
than predicted.
The at::ove carparison i..nciicates that the principal limit rrethod
produces slightly higher nonthly cash advances on term mortgages than does
the bS's'1c m::::del and slightly l~r cash advances on tenure mortgages. for
the loan terms in these tables, the differeoces in nonthly advances are as
fo11o..'S:
Pr in Limi t Method
Basic M:xIe 1
477
$510
IO-Year ~DTI
357
372
'l'anure
'I'tle differences were considered for various ages, interest rates, and

lengths of t.eon. They were consistently found to be small. . Since it is
expected that move-out rates will differ by type of payrrent pattern (I.e.,
nove-outs are expected to rise up:::m expiration of teIlTl payrrents), the
differences seen negligible. When considered in conjW'lCtion·with the
advantages of sinplicity, equity, and flexibility, the principal limit
rrethod was deteDnined to be superior to the basic m:xiel for term and tenure
rortgages.

discount rates, depending on whether current or future consunption is nore
highly valued. Thus, sate oo~rs will prefer cash advances to be
concentrated in the early years, while others will prefer cash advances
deferred into the future.
:112
M:>re spoc-ifically, Ix>th the expected HIP ard expected loss
calculations in the basic nodel are twx:t.ions of the loan balance at any
point in time. '7hus neither is independent of the pattem of cash
adva.rces. for exarrple, a tenure nortgage has l~r loan balances at every
point in t~ t.han a rrortgage in which the oo~r received the maxiJnurn
1\mP sum at closing. Thus the tenure nortgage will produce less pianium
and smaller losses.
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Reserve for Mnini strative Costs. and Risk

kcording to tbgg and Klugna,n (1984), the pren.ium that an insurer must
charge for insurance is the sum of the follc~dng three cOlfOnents:
1.

Pure pren.i \I'll,

2.

Actninistrative expenses, and

3.

Risk char<;le.

The pure prenium is the avera<;le arrount of loss due to payment of
. claims. Mninistrative expenses ioclude itans such as salaries, Btployee
benefits, rental of office space and equiprent, etc. Finally, the risk
charge is the payment. that the insurer requires for exp::>sing the surplus in
its loss reserve fund (capital investment) to risk fluctuations. All three
are expressed as costs t=er unit of risk exposure. The transition fran a
basic insurance 1T'Odel to the ~ payments 1T'Odel involves an assessrrent
that the !TOrtga<;le insurance pren.ium to be collected will cover all three
carpJnents. Each is &dressed below.

The basic m:del described in the previous section calculates the pure
prer.ium. Expression (1) in the basic 1T'Ode1 assures that the prenium to be
collected will cover losses under the m:::del 's assUl'T'ptions. 1f actuarial
experience deviates fran these assUl'T'ptions, avera<;le losses due to payment
of claims could be lU'Iderestimated. A risk c~ is used to maintain a
contingency reserve to cover these losses. If the rodel is properly
specified, deviations of actuarial experieoce from the assumptions will be
relatively small, and the appropriate risk charge will also be relatively
small.
If the model is poorly specified, deviations of actuarial
experience from the assUl'T'ptions will be greater, and so will the risk
charge.

Future property value is the least predictable of the actuarial
variables needed to evaluate expression (1), as noted in Section II. tt:>te
that future prot=erty value could have been specified as a non-stochastic
_____-"'f=~tion of ti.1le ... Such a specification \oIIOUld be a poor one, hc:::J..;iever,
because property values I11Jst be predict9c3 ~rna.ny years into-the_wfuture iil·t~ -- --- --
model. Instead, the stochastic specification allows future property values
to vary considerably about their expected values without violating the
model's actuarial assumptions. In this way the nodel lMJ'lages the insurance
risk !TOre effectively. It C'aTpUtes expected losses nore accurately than a
ron-stochastic rodel w:>uld, and thereby places less reliance on the
contingeocy reserve to cover unexpected losses.
The second cc:np:>nent of the pren.ium, actn.inistrative expense, was not
introduced explicitly into the basic model. Neither is it explicit in the
prerni1.1Tl structure of the HEX:M PI"09I"am, because the current premium
structure wi 11 creat.e a premium reserve which is expected to cover .
adninistIat.ive expenses (and the risk char<;le) as explained belo..·.

'J'eble 6
PRESENI' VAJ.l1ES Of EXPEX:'JU) U:SSES/Ml P CXl.1..EX:TEO
K! SE.t.lX:'J1'D l1rILIZATlOO lEVEI.S
10.5£

VA1.iJE

- - Atr-

Requested ~nure
Payment--Percent
of Max. Payrrent

100 \

.".,
95\

90\

Ass\lTed Loan

a;:uaJ.S SEX:T. 20) (B) LOOT

of BJI"l"OWer - 

!:c..

12

.!2

Payment
Initial l.OC

$218.13
$0

356.61
0

607.08
0

ExpeCted Loss
EXfECted HI P
Loss/HIP \

$3860
$3667
105\

2880
3201
90\

1859
2706
69\

Payment
Initial l.OC

207.22
1226

338.78
1906

576.73
2770

Exprted Loss
ExpeCted Ml P
Loss/HlP \

3420
3599
95\

2486
3151
79\

1552
2675
58\

Payment
Initial l.OC

196.32
2451

320.95
3811

546.37
5541

ExpeCted Loss
£xpeCted Ml P
Loss/KIP \

3005
3532
85\

2121
3100
68\

1277
2644

ll!!!!

~r.ms:

House Value
.. $100,000
Sect. 203(b) Ltm .. 100,000
10\
Interest Rate
.,
1,500
=
Closing Costs

Servicing fee
lnit.ial Draw

..
..

0

0

Losses calculated assuming Line of Credit (LOC) is never used.
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'nthl. '7
PRESOO' VAI.l.JE Of

EXP~

LOSSES/KlP

~D

AT S£l....EX:I'ED t1I'ILI %ATlOO LEVELS
fO.lSE VAI.l.JE 10 PEJO:Nl' CM:R SECI'. 203(8) LOOT

- - k;Ie of Borrower - 

Requested 'I\?nure
Payment--Percent
of Max.

~

12

!i

Payment
Initial La:

$218.13
$u

356.61
0

607.08
0

Expected Loss
Expected HI P
Loss/KIP'

$3263
$3667
89\

2333
3201
73\

1420
2706
52\

Payn-ent
Initial La:

207.22
1226

338.78
1906

576.73
2770

Expected Loss
Expected Kl P
Loss/KIP \

2876
3599
80\

1999
3151
63\

1172
2675
44\

Payn-ent
Initial La:

196.32
2451

320.95
3811

546.37
5541

Expected Loss
Expected KIP
Loss/HlP \

2514
3532
71\

1693
3100
55\

952
2644
36\

I ten

Pa~nt

100 ,

95\

90\

House Value

.. $llO,OOO
100,000
10\
1,500
0
0

Sect. 203(b) Lim c
Interest Rate
II:
Closin9 Costs
II:
Serv ic in; Fee
•
Initial Draw
c

Losses calculated assuming Line of Credit

(La:)

is never used.
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If actninistrative expenses were JMde explicit, they would anount to
ab:>ut 10 bas is p::>ints annua 11y on the loan balance. At this level, they
would anount to ab:::>ut $400 (present value) on a reverse nortgage to a 75
year-old oorrorwer with a $100,000 house and a 10 percent interest rate. If
charged explicitly, they would reduce cash advances by alx:Iut 5 percent.
Instead, a policy decision was made to leave cash advances as calculated,
with expEmses of doing rosiness paid out of the prgni\l'tl :reserve.

Finally, the> 'third prenium carp::ment, the risk charge, cartJensates the
insurer in the event the paraneters of the basic nodel were chosen in
error. For exaTl1'l e I on a gi vell took of bJs iness (say p:>licies endorsed in
a given year), the long-run property awre:iation rate might average only 2
percent instead of 4 percent. Or the nove-out rate might tum out to be
significantly lOoYer than 130 percent of the general p:>pJlation nortality
rate. In this case, insurance losses would be greater than predicted. Of
course, on another book, the errors in parameter estimation could easily
work in the other direction. That is, awreciation could average 6
percent, and ;rove-outs could occur at a rate at:ove 130 percent. In this
case, insurance losses would be smaller than predicted.
The purpose of the risk charge is to maintain a sufficient level of
capitalization to sm::oth these variations fran expectations. If program
experience s~~ that the deviations are consistently in one direction,
then the m:del 's assUl'l'ptions may have to be reassessed, and the insurance
repriced. Absent such program experience, the assUl'l'ptions should be
conservatively chosen to cc:rrpute reasonable expected losses. The basic
1I"Cde1 is believed to use relatively conservative assUl'li'tions. They are
discussed in nore detail in Section IV. The premi\.J1l carp:ment for risk of
II"Cdel error is not explicit in the H:EX::M derronstration. It is also assurred
to be covered by the premi Im1 reserve.
The premium reserve will be generated in either of tw::) ~ys: one,
when a oorI"'O\oler canbines a nonthly payment with a line of credit, and two,
when a oorI"'O\oler nortgages a property wi th a va 1ue higher than the maxirrun
FHA loan limit for the area. In the forner case, there will be excess
premium collected to the extent that the oorrorwer fails to draw c:Iown the
small line-of-credit account. In the latter Situation, the borrower's
principal limit is calculated as if the property value were equal to the
FHA maxi.murn, ignoring the excess equity. This excess property value will
reduce future expected losses regardless of the extent of the b:>rrorwer's
utilization of principal limit.

Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the sensitivity of premiums and losses to
changes in utilization of principal linUt or excess property value.
Essentially, these tables show that the reserve prenium collection is
relatively large for relatively small amounts of underutilization or excess
value. Furthernore, it is reasonable to expect that an insurer's book of
business will include a significant nurrber of cases in which &are
underutilization or excess value exists.
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Like Tables 4 and 5, Tables 6 and 7 use the principal limit rrethod for
deteDnining cash advances and the basic m:xIel for COTplting expected
premiums and losses of these cash advances. Table 6 focuses the level of
utilization of priTCipal limit by OOrr'CMers. '!he first col\.l1Vl provides a
weaS\l.I"e of OOrI"C7Wer utilization as a percentage of. the maxinun nDnthly
ten\l.I"e pa~nt determined by the principal limit netl'K'd-"lOO, 95, and 90
percent. The I"OWS labelled "pa~nt" list the I'I'Dnthly ten\l.I"e payments in
dollars. The I"OWS marked "initial U::C" maxinun line of credit given the
i.rrlicated ten\l.I"e pal'!Tent. For each utilization level, Table 6 then shc:Jwos
the present value of expected MlP and expected losses, and the ratio of
losses to ....J P caTpJted using the basic m:xIel. It is ass\l'l"ed that the line
of-credi t accounts are never used by the oorr'CMer. M:)te that the expected
losses and pranium for a 75-year-old oorr'CMer at 100 percent utilization
are the sarre as those given at the oottan of Table 5. '!he ratio of losses
to prenium for this oo~r and utilization level is 90 percent. If,
h:::J,.;iever, the sarre oorI"C7Wer utilizes only 95 percent of the max.imum tenure
payrrent, the 10ss-to-p!"eT\ium ratio drops to 79 percent. At 90 percent
utilization, the ratio falls even further to 68 percent. Clearly, the
reserve pranium rises rapidly with small reductions in utilization.
Table 7 is similar in format to Table 6, except that it adds the
effect of prop=rty value exceeding the F'HA Section 203(b) max.imum loan
limit by 10 p=rcent. ..Note that the payrrent arrounts, initial line-of-credit
1!!IITOWlt.s, and the present value of expected HIP are all identical to those
in Table 6. The reason is that the excess property value assl..Jl1'ed in Table
7 does not affect the calculation of the oo~r's principal limit,
maximJrn tenure payrrent, or cash advance pattern. It only affects the
calculation of expected losses. tbte that the ratio Qf expected losses to
expected MaP for a 75-year-old oorI"C7Wer at 100 percent utilization falls
fran 90 percent in Table 6 to 73 percent in Table 7 due entirely to the 10
percent excess property value. Thus, a small increase in excess property
value also produces a significant amount of reserve premium.
What is the likelihcx:d of the insurer's l:x:lOk ircluding cases which
involve underutilization or excess value? It is considerable. With regard
to utilization, oorI"C7Wers will set up lines-of-credit along with monthly
payrrents in order to preserve equity, maintain a line-of-credit for
-energeocies, and accamodate the treatment of reverse rortgage cash
advances by certain entitlement programs for the elderly. Bo~rs will
seek to preserve equity to reduce the risk that they will exhaust their
assets. If they have few other assets, they will be counseled that it
would be prudent to create lines of credit for emergencies. Finally,
to~rs will need to manage their liquid assets so as to preserve their
eligibility for certain entitement programs (such as Supplemental Security
lrx:are (SS1) and ~icaid). 'I'hey may risk entitlement benefit reduction or
even denial if t.heir nDnthly payment exceed their imrediate needs. Apart
fran. maintaining eligibility, torr'CMers who seek to invest .reverse m::>rtgage
proceeds will usually b? discouraged frem doing so by JlE!98tive arbitrage,
creating another incentive for underutilization.
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Like Tables 4 and 5, Tables 6 and 7 use the princip.31 limit method for
detennining cash advances and the basic m:del for catpJting expected
premiums and losses of these cash advances. Table 6 focuses the level of
utilization of princip.31 limit by borrowers. 'nle first column provides a
Reasure of bo~r utilization as a percentage of. the max.iJrun nonth1y
tenure p.3yrrent determined by the principal limit meth::d--lOO, 9S, and 90
percent. The I"CJw'S labelled "p.3yrrent list the nonthly tenure payments in
ck>llars. The I"CJw'S marked ttinitia1 lOC" maxinum line of credit given the
irxUcated tenure p.3yrrent. For each utilization level, Table 6 then shows
the present value of e~ed MIP and expected losses, and the ratio of
losses to ¥JP C'CtTplted using the basic m:del. It is assuned that the line
of-eredi t accounts are never used by the bo~r. M:Jte that the expected
losses and premium for a 7S-year-old borrower at 100 percent utilization
are the same as those given at the oottan of Table 5. 'nle ratio of losses
to pren.ium for this oorrower and utilization level is 90 percent. If,
~r, the same oorrower utilizes only 95 percent of the maxinum tenure
payrrent, the 10ss-to-p!"'Emium ratio drops to 79 percent. At 90 percent
utilization, the ratio falls even further to 68 percent. Clearly, the
reserve premium rises rapidly with small reductions in utilization.
tt

Table 7 is similar in format to Table 6, except that it adds the
effect of property value exceeding the FHA Section 203(b) maximum loan
limit by 10 percent.l.bte that the p.3yr!'Emt &nOUnts, initial line-of-eredit
arrount.s, and the present value of expected HIP are all identical to those
in Table 6. The reason is that the excess property value assuned in Table
7 does not affect the calculation of the oorrower's princip.3l limit,
rnaximJrn tenure payrrent, or cash advance p.3ttern. It only affects the
calculation of expected losses. M:Jte that the ratio of expected losses to
expected MJP for a 75-year-old oorrower at 100 percent utilization falls
frun 90 percent in Table 6 to 73 percent in Table 7 due entirely to the 10
percent excess property value. Thus, a small increase in excess property
value also produces a significant amount of reserve premium.
What is the likelihood of the insurer's rook including cases which
involve underutilization or excess value? It is considerable. With regard
to utilization, oorrowers will set up lines-of-credit along with monthly
payrrents in order to preserve equity, maintain aline-of -eredit for
-erergeocjes, and acccmrodate the treatJrent of reverse m:n:tgage cash
advances by certain entitlerent programs for the elderly. Bo~rs will
seek to preserve equity to reduce the risk that they will exhaust their
assets. If they have few other assets, they will be counseled that it
would be prudent to create lines of credit for erergencies. Finally,
oorrowers will need to manage their liquid assets so as to preserve their
eligibility {or certain entitement programs (such as Supplerental Security
In::::are (SSI) and ~.:Hcaid). 'They may risk entitlerent benefit reduction or
even denial if their llOnthly p21}'nent exceed their iJrrned.iate needs. Apart
fran maintaining eligibility, oor:rowers who seek to invest reverse nortgage
proceeds will usually t::e discouraged fI'tJ'Tl doing so by negative arbitrage,
creating anc~her incentive for underutilization.
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~ith regard to exc-ess property value, oorTOWers ",dth t-ouses vaJues in
excess of the nt1\ limits are likely to seek a reverse nortgage. fliA 1 iJni ts
ewrox.im3te 95 percent of nedian house price in e market area and currpnlly
ra.rteJe be~n a m.iniJTun of $67,500 and $124,875 in high cost areas. ey
design, therefore, properties within the FHA limit constitute the l~r em
of the local market. As a result, many potential oorrowers will have hares
valued a.l::ove the limit. Until such tiJne as there is e c:cmpetltive market
for privately insured or un.+nsured reverse nortga~ to serve these
OO.r::TOoleCS, the tt::EX:M program may be attractive to them, the FHA limit
rotwithstanding. 1tierefore, it is resonable to expect a significant bcok
to be written on properties with excess value. WIlen canbif'lEl'J with the
underutillzation effects described above, there should be sufficient
reserve prenit.ITI to pay for edninistrative e>q:enses and maintain a risk
contingency capital ~serve.

•

•
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IV.

Actuarial Assumptions and
IV-A.

Param~ter

Sensitivity

Intr~duction

The actuarial assumptions in the HtCM payments model will be separated
into two groups for discussion. The first are the assumptions regarding
the survival proba~ilities of borrowers. These are the S,., from equation
(3). The second involve the remaining model parampters which must be
estimated by the insurer. The latter consist of th~ annual average
. aprreciation rate (~). the standard deviation of annual apreciation rat~s
about th~ average (0), the move-out rate (m). and the discount rate (i).
IV-B deals with the issues involving the survival
HFCH borrowers. Subsection IV-C deals with the estimation
of the other model param~te~s.
Su~spction

pr~ba~ilities

IV-B.

of

Survival Probabilities

The issues involved in the treatment of borr~wer mortality include (1).
the effect of possible adverse selection on the choice of mortality ta~le,
(2) the trends in future mortality rates due to health care improvements.
and (3) the issue Qf whether to adopt joint mortality ta~les for co
borrow~rs.
The sensitivity of th~ model to chang~s in the underlying
mo~tality assumption is d~alt with in IV-C in which changes to the move-out
rate are analyzed.
1•

A d \' e r

seS.e Ie c t i em

The issu~ of adverse selpction in reverse mortgage programs is a
difficult one to address. Data from private reverse mortgag~ pro~rams with
regard to the mortality rates of borrowers is pr~prietary information and
not generally available. Data from private as well as public sponsored
programs (State agencies or non-profit groups), wh~r~ available. are not
very useful in asseSSing the possible adverse selection in the H£CM
program. The reasons are differences in program design2~. rapid
prepayments in these programs which limits data on mortalityz., and lack
II ~--None o-{ -the pul-lic sponsored l>TOgTam:s~.. r •
teAuu--.p.a.Jmen.L..QPt ion ...
There is little incentive for borrowers who expect to live a long time to --------adversely select a program which offers only fixed term m~rtgages of 10 to
12 years maximum, because any borrower who expects to live longer than the
maximum fixed term runs a great risk of outliving his or her assets by
entering such a program. Such borrowers may explore other options.
•• A Minnesota lend~r offered .n 8 to 12 year fixed term reverse
Mortgage. Anecdotal evidence obtained from the lender indicates that rapid
prepayment has resulted in an average mortgage term of 3 years. Many
borrov~rs ver~ in poor health and sought reverse mortgages .s t.mporary
financial relief. Oth~rs used the reverse mortgages to finance housing
surche!:' in ao::c s'-lt>sequent moves to wal"lllf!'r climates. Very little mortality
experience was o~tained. Another pr~gram. offered by the San Fran~isco
Oevelopmant Authority. was designed as fixed term ~ith 10 year maximu~.
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of sufficient numbers of borrowers to construct program-specific
tables.

~ortality

Absent data from other reverse mortgage programs to address the
adverse selection question. we looked at how the problem is treated in a
complementary product, sPfcifically. continuing care retirement communities
(CCRC·s). According to Winklevoss and Powell (198~), CCRC's are
organi~ations established to provide housing and services, including health
care, to people of retireMent age. The communities are often campus-like
settings that offer both independent living arrangements and congregate
living arrangements f~r those needing a areater level of health care
services. CCRC's offer the residents the auarantee of shelter and various
health care services for life. Like the HECH program, the minimum age
requirement for entering a CCRC is 62. However, the fee structure includes
a large one-time entry fee and an additional monthly fee. Winklevoss and
Powell f0und that fee structures varied conSiderably by quality and level
of housing and services provided. and that the average at the time of their
study ~as S3~,689 up-front and $562 monthly for one person, and $38.682
plus $815 monthly for a couple. Clearly. the typical CCRC program will he
most attractive to persons who expect to live a long time, and who are
seeking a great deal of protection from the possibility of outliving their
assets.
H~w th~r. do managers ~f CCRC's price their pr~duct when the extent of
adverse selertion is unkno~~: Each such community is likely to attrart
res'idents with unique characteristic profiles depending on how the overall
package of hnusing and services provided by the community compares to
alternatives available in the market. Ideally. if the CCRC were large
enough. the management would construct a mortality table ba~ed upon the
age-specific mortality rates observed at the facility over time. -Few
projects have enough data to accomplish this. An alternative is often used
and it is called the ·standardized mortality ratio· approach. In this
technique. the management selects a "base" mortality table from which te
construct a "decrement· table for the community. The decrement table
represents the annual expected number of deaths in the community based ur~n
the population age and sex distribution and the mortality rates in the base
table. Then. as a sufficient time period elapses (say five years). actual
decrempnts are compared to the expected decrements in the table. and
decisions can be made as to the need to adjust the actuarial assumptions
due to adverse selection.

For CCRC's .using the standardized mortality ratio method. the base
table recommpndpd by Winklevoss and Powell is an insurance company
annuitant ~rtality table. Rates in such a table are appropriate because
both purchaser~ of private .nnuities and continuing care retirement
contracts Ire willing to make substantial up-front financial commitments to
protect themselves from outliving their assets. Neither would be likfly to
Similar to the Hlnnes~ta experience. there were many prepayments in the
first tw~ y~2r'. No m0rtality data is available for these who did~ot
prepay.
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purchase these contracts if they did not believe they vere in good health
and likely to live longer than the average life erpectancy for their
attained age.
The lack of program experience from vhich to determine borrower
mortality rates and to assess the adverse selection question in the HECM
program ~ill require. the use of an approach similar to the standardized
mortality ratio technique described above. The use of an annuitant
mortality table as the base. hovever. seemed inappropriate for several
reasons. The first is that the up-front financial c~mmitment to enter the
HtCH program is much smaller than that of a comparable annuity or CCRC
contr.ct 2 $ . The second is that the program has been designed to allow
. borrowers whc are in poor health to receive the full amount of their
principal limit in the early years of the loan vhen needed, rather than
require them to enter a tenure plan or term plan which defers payments into
the future. Thus, an elderly homeowner in p~or health may access the
relatively large sums of cash necessary to supplement Medicare/Medicaid
coverage for major medical treatment or for in-home nursing care through
the HtCM program. Of course, the HECM program may also attract those
borrowers who believe themselves to be in above average health too.
particularly because of the borrower's option to receive cash advances as a
tenure payment. Lo~ entrance costs plus the flexibility to r~ceive cash in
the present as well as deferred into the future are likely to make the HECH
program attractive to both kinds of borrowers: those in good health and
those in peor health. If program selection follows this logic. then the
mnrtality rates averaged for all borrowers could approximate those of the
general populatien. which also includes elderly persons in good health and
those in poor health 26 • For these reasons, the general population
H
\lhile up-front loan costs ~ill vary by state and lender in the HEC!-l
prorgam, we expect that they will average about 3 to 5 perce.nt of the
maximum claim amount. This amounts to $3,000 to $5,000 on a $100.000 home.
The estimate includes the up-front MIP charge. the lender's origination
fee. appraisal fee. title insurance, and other miscellaneous loan costs.

26
If we define elderly persons in poor health as those whose age
specific mortality rates are double those of the general population, and
elderly persons in good health as those whose age-specific mortality rates
are given by an insurance annuity table (source: Society of Actuaries.
1983). then the blended mortality of a population whose memhers were
initially chosen in equal numbers from both groups gives a life expectancy
that is comparable to that of the general population. For example. the
following are the life expectancies of a, 65 year old female:

A.

PopUlation

Life Expectancy (Yurs)

Ceneral PC'pu)atiotl

Average
Median

18.4

1979-Sl U.S. mortality)

·Poor Heal th- Group
(200: 1979-81 U.S. mortality)

Average
Median

13.3
13.3

(100%

S.

IB.8
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mortality table has been chosen as the ba~e table for HECM. After the
passage of some time, mortality experience from the program will become
available. Adverse selection will then be analYled by comparing expected
decrements derived from the base table to actual decrements observed.
2.

Mortality Trends

Improvements in health care, lifestyle changes, and environmental
changes are factors which'can affect the life expectancies of the general
population. We are particularly interested in the life expectancy trends
of current elderly cohorts in the general population, from which HECH
borrowers viII come. Furthermore. we are interested in knowing whether the
life expectancy trends of HECM borrowers will follow the same trends as the
general population. or whether the self selection process of the program
will systematically bias the life expectancies of borrowers.
The most important factor influencing future life expectancies of
the elderly are medical advances such as the development and application of
new diagnostic. surgical. and life-sustaining techniques. Such
improvements are likely to reduce future age-specific mortality rates in
the general population: however. the increased expen~e of health care may
resuh"in IE'sS benefit tC' likely HtCt-1 borrowers who are probably the least
able to affC'rd these services.
Lifestyle changes that may affect the elderly are the future use of
tobaccC' and drugs (prescription drugs and alcohol. in particular). dietary
improvements. and intangible factors which determine the quality of life
and hC'~ the elderly perceive their value to society. It is not
unreasona~le to expect the HtCM program will improve the q~ality of life
for many borrowers. thereby increasing their life expect.ncy merely through
participation::",
Environmental factors affecting the elderly are air and,water quality;
as well as the cumulative effects of long-tenn exposure to harmful
substances. which may have gone unrecogniled in the past. It is pOSSible
that environmental factors will partially offset gains in life expectancy
among the elderly attributable to health care and lifestyle improvements.

c.
D.

-Good Health' Group
(100% 1983 annuitant mortality)

Average
Hedian

l!ended (B .. C)
(Equal weight to both groups)

Average
Hedian

21.8

22.7
17 .5
17.6

a7 Hore profound improvements in life expectancy are observed at
continuing care retirement centers, which include haelth care as part C'f
the product. Thus mortality trends in the population being served· car.
differ frorr thC'se of the general population.

Table 8
~

BASED

IN LI FE EXPECTAtCY 1 AT HZ 65 'I1iRX.Gi 'I'HE YEAR 2000
OBSERVED AND PRC.m:."Iw AGE-SPfX:lfIC K)RTALITY RATES
(SOJRCE: sex:: tAL SEX:UR.!TY ~NISTRATI~)

~

- -<l>served - -ca1en::iar
Year

Male

fEJT"ale

1980

14.0

lS.4 3

19S2

14.5

lS.S

19S4

14 .4

lS.7

19S6

14. S

lS.7

19S5

14.9

lS.8

----------------Projected~-----------------

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
Male fenale ~ fenale Male fenale

1990

-lS.0

lS.S

IS.1

19.0

15.2

19.1

1992

15.0

lS.S

IS.2

19.1

lS.4

19.4

199'4

15.0

lS.9

15.3

19.3

lS.7

19.7

1996

15.0

lS.9

IS.4

19.4

lS.9

19.,9

1995

15.0

18.9

15.6

19.5

16.1

20.2

2000

15.0

18.9

15.6

19.6

16.2

20.4

1
Life expectancy is defined as the average remaining years of life to a
65 year old person if he or she were to e>q:.erience the age-specific
lIDrt.ality rates for the t.ab.llated year throughout the remainder of his or
her life.

~ The Social Security AdnUnistration makes three alternative projections
About changes in overall age-specific death rates by analyzing trends in
ten spec if ic causes of death. These causes are: heart disease, cancer,
vascular disease, violence, respiratory disease, infancy, digestive
disease, diabetes mellitus, Cirrhosis (liver), and other.
:I
'lllis is the life expectancy, in years, for all 65 year old b::>~rs
in the HEO: Jl"CXiel. It is based on the observed nort..ality rates in ·the
1979-19S0 U.S. Decennial Tables.

CENTRAL DEAT~ RATES PER lee,eee rEMALES
PROJECTED BY YEAR AND ATTAINED AGE
SOlJQCE:

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
W/O

!{~~!!!!!l~~Q_!~t

- - ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS

~@QttC!1Q~

~!~!~.

1.1~~~!

et~~l~:.

1965

I

7'-75

26.9

26.9

26e9

2609

19ge

I

75-8e

.1.8

3896

3823

3749

1995

I

8'-85

6717

6579

6193

5857

2eee

I

85-90

11264

1.67,

9637

8751

2ees

I

90-95

16116

17549

15732

14161

• numb.r of d•• tks during the
Not.: C.ntr.1 d•• tk r.t, is tk. r.tio of tkl
y •• r to p.rsons It tk. tabulat.d
to tke ~idYlar popul.tion It that
Th ••• r.tl'
thin ~ultipl ild by 1.e,.ee to give the tabl. tntri.s. Not •
• 150 that actull oeltkl prOJ.ct.d for I cohort for~.d in 1985 would IPply
thIS' 'rltts to I dtclinini number
IIJryiyorl in the cohort--i.t. the
dl'f.r.nc,s in .ctual d,atk5 for ylar 2ees would not IPP.I' I I grtlt IS in
the .boy, tabl ••

.r.

.g.

.g...

0'

•

w~

can

d~ttrmint

~ifferently

than

no reason why HECH borrowers should bt affected
th~ g~n~ral population in this area.

The Social Security Administration has made projections of life
expectancy and mortality rates for many years into the future as a part of
its actuarial analysis of th~ Social Security Trust Fund. Tables e Ind 9
illustrate the projected trends in the general population. Tlble e
presents three rrojection scenarios of the life expectancy of a 65 year old
(male and female tables) as it would be calculated in each calendar year
shown. Note that in 198C a 65 year old male had a life expectancy of 1'.0
years. while a 65 year old female had a life expectancy of 18.4 years.
Th~se estimates are consistent with the 1979-61 U.S. Decennial Life Tables.
~y 1990. however. the agency projects that these life expectancies will
have increased to between 15.0 and 15.2 years for a 65 year old male. and
18.8 to 19.1 years for a 65 year old female. By 2000. the life
expectancies are projected to be flat under alternative 1. and to increase
even more under alt~rnatives 2 and 3. Tabl~ 9 presents mortality trends in
a dirfer~nt manner than Ta~le 8. The differences are that Table 9 applies
only to females. it lists central death rates rather than life
expectancies. and the projections follow a cohort of elderly females into
the future rather than showing the projections for a single attained age.
The imrlicati~ns for the HECH program are as fellows. It is
reasonably clear that life expectanries in the general pnpulation will rise
ove,r time:. "'hat is not clear is the extent to which HECH borrowers will
reflect the general population shift. The likely appeal of the program t~
those in poor health as well as others may result in less improvement in
life expectancy than the general population. Furth~rmore. the extenl to
which HECH ·.;ill appeal to very low income borrowers may mean that bOIrc...·ers
receive less health care on averagt than others. If so. they may not
benefit from the new htalth care procedures as much as the general
population. On tht other hand. the extent to which HEOI cash advances are
used to pay for additional health cart and overall lifestyle improvemtnts
may offset tht low income effect. In conclusion. we note that. like the
issue of adverse selection. mortality trending of HECH borrowers is a
phenomenon that will have to be obs~rved. As such. the the base mertality
___"_ _t..!..btt'..of tht> program was not adjusted for trending.
- - - - .. -------- ---- - --- ---3. Survivorship for Co-borrowers
Given tw~ individuals. such as a husband and wife. two sisters. or
two brothers (all are possible co-borrower situations in HECH). many
questions may be asked regarding thpir joint survivorship probabilities.
This paper addresses somt> of these questions. First. what is the
probability that at least onp co-borrower will survive for a given numh~r
of ,eats int~ the future? How does this compare to the probability that
the younger of the two will survivt for the same number of years? The
joint survivorship is likt>ly to b. hilher than that of the individual. but
by how ~~~h? Se~ond. wha~ is the avetage number of years that we would
~xpe(t i t lpa~t one of th~ twc to sur~ive?
He. do~~ this average comrar~
to the average lif~ expectancy of tht> youn~~r b0rrower7 The average f~r

co-borrowers is likely to be greater than that of the individual. but by
how much? Finally. vhat is the likely change 1n tne move-out rate? Is the
move-~ut rate higher for an individual b~rr~ver because co-borrowerl are
less likely t~ seek nursing home care vhile one remains veIl enough to care
for the other7 Or. is the move out rate higher for a couple because the
surviv~r is more likely to move (for physical reasons such as difficulty in
.aintainin& the house alone or for emotional reasons) soon after a spouse
dies or moves to a nursing home 7
The an~wer to the firs! question depends upon the age difference of
the co-borrowers. The probability of at least one borrower surviving for a
period of time (say 10 years) is greatest vhen the ~lder borrover's age is
equal or nearly equal to that of the y~unger. Table 10 illustrates these
probabilities for various combinations of borrover age and gender. vith the
y~unger borrower assumed to be 75 years ~ld.
Note that as the ~lder
borrower's .g~ increases. the joint survival probability approaches that of
the younger borr0wer. tak~n individually. For example. if a husband and
~ife were b0th age 75. then there would be a 73.2 percent proba~ility that
at least on~ of them would be alive ten years fr~m now. based on the 1979
81 U.S. Decennial Life Tables ze • However. if the husband's ~ge vere 85
instead of 75. the probability drops to 61.7 percent. By herself. the 75
year old woman has a 56.2 percent chance of surviving ]0 years.
The answer to the second question. as the first. also depends on the
age' difference of the co-borrowers. The average number of years that at
least one b0rro~er will ~urvive is greatest when the older horrower's age
is equal or nearly equal tn that of the younger. This average fnr 75-year
old co-borrowers is about three to four years longer than the average life
expecta~=y of an individual 7S-year old female z -. The difference '
decreases as the age difference between co-borrowers increases.
Unfortunately, there is no good answer to the third question dealing
with the change. if any. in the move-out rates when co-~orrowers are
Z.
To derive this number. let ~oPr7. be the 10 year survival pr~bability
of a 75 year old female. and l~P",S be the 10 year survival probability for
a 75 year old male. Then the 10 year joint survival pr~bability is given
by:

In the rxampl~. 10P~7~ • .S62. and ~OPH'S • .389 (source: 1979-81 U.S.
Decennial Life Tables}. Hence the joint probability is:
lOP.7S.H7S

•

.~62

~

(1 -

.~62)

X .389

•

.732.

rxppctanry of a is year old female is 11.4 years. For
both age 7S. the average num~er of y.ars that at
lea~t one ~ill survive is 15.1.
If one of the co-borro~ers is male. the
av~rag~ is reduced by ab0ut one year.
Z.

tw~ fema!~

The

lil~

(~-t~r~0~~rs.

Tabh 10
Illustration of Joint Mortality
Probability that at
75 Year Old

Fem.l~

l~ast on~

individual viII lurviv. for 10 ,.arl.

10 Y.ar Survival Probability •

with:

Mallo .gE' 7~
fttmalt' a g~ 7 ~

.732
.80S

Hah agf!' 80
Ftama l~ ag.. 80

.668
.728

Halt' agE' 8~
Fern. le agf' e~

.611

..1.If' a~ .. 90
FemalE' agf' 9C

. ~8 3 , .
.f.02 "

He" co-borrola'f!'E"

.~62

.6~3

75 Yf'.r Old Hale la'ith:
tla I .. agp

.627

1~

f·E'!!'.' 1f' • gt' 7 ~

.732

tla IE"

g.. 80
Ft'malE' agf' 80

.~37

.619

tl.1e .gf' e~
Fem.le age 8~

.46~

Hale age 90
Female a"e 90

.418
.446 •

No co-borrower

. 3M

• Survival probabilities

.~16

hav~

not

b~~n adjust~d

for move-outs.

- If tf!'rminal age of 100 is assumf!'d. th.n thE' 10 y~ar j~int Kurvival
probability becomt's .~62. samf!' as if thf!'r~ Wf!'rf!' no co-b~rrower .
• If t.rminal .ge of 100 is assumed. then thf!' 10 y.ar joint survival
probabil it y becomes .389. Umf!' as if there were no co-borrower.
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involved. Such changes will be observed from program experience as part
the demonstration.

~f

The HECH payments model uses the female general population mortality
table for all borrowers, including co-borrowers. The reasons are as
follows. The majority of borrowers is expected to consist of single
females~o.
Couples should be the next largest group, followed by single
~ales.
The potential underestimation of life expectancy for couples will
be ,0ffsE"t at least' partial~ly in two ways. The first is that singlE' malE'
borrowers have lif~ expectancies thrE'e or four years less than that of
females of the same age (see Table 8). which is approximately equal t~ the
underestimation for a couple. The second is that some couples are likely
to move out at an accelerated rate after the death of one spouse. reSulting
in reductions in loan survival probabilities. The combination of the two
effects. along with the expected dominance of single females as borrowers
justifies the use of the single mortality table for all borrowers. The
benefit of simrlicity in not having to develop separate prinCipal limit
factors for co-borr~wers of v&rious age combinations was also considered in
making this decision.
IV-C.-rf'arar"Her Estimation
The main issues remaining with regard to the model's actuariil
assumptions pertain to the estimation of the mean and variance of the
st6cha~tic pro,ess us~d to simulate future property values.
The choice of
the other tw~ param~ters. nam~ly the move-out rate and thp discount rate.
has been ~istussed previously in the text. and th~se discussions will not
be rep~ated here. However. the model's sensitivity to changps in ~ll four
of these parameters will be addressed below in order to assess the imra,t
of any errors in parameter estimation,
1.

Mean Appreciation

figure 3 shows that there has been an hist~rically close relationship
between the average annual house price appreciation as determined bj' a
constant quality housing price index~l and the overall inflation rate as
determined by the consumer price index. 20th housing appreciation and
overall inflation averaged slightly over 6 percent per year between 1977
and 19se. For this period. regression analysis confirms that there was an
»0 Weinr~be (1966) in his study of existing reverse mortgage programs
found the predominance of single f~males to be consistent in .11 the
programs for which data ~ere available, He reports the avera&e
distribution l~ be: 63 percent sintle females. 12 percent single males. and
25 percent marri~d couples.
»1 This index is based upon average sales prices of the kinds of houses
lold in 19B2. Th~s~ .re estimated using hedonic regression analysis of new
construCtj~n tc~.e price data &athered by the Census &ure.u.
For an
explanatl~n cf the method~logy used. see Current C~nstruction Reports,
Price Index of New One-Famil~ Houses S~ld. July 19B9. Bureau of the Cen~~~.

approximately one-to-one relationship between average annual changes in
constant quality house prices, and overall prices. The mean appreciation
rate parameter in the model (~) is a nominal appreciation rate, and not a
real rate. Thus. a continuation of the observed one-to-one relationship
with the tfl al~ng with the model's assumption of a 4 percent mean housing
appreciation rate imrlies an economic environment in which the CPI is
fxpected to increase by , rercent annually.s~ This is not an unreasonable
economic environment for the 1990·s. Even if housing inflation lags the
CPI f~r a few years (as has been the case the last 3 ,ears), the actuarial
soundness of the program is not jeopardized. HECH insurance claims are
expected to be "baCK loaded". This means that nominal housing inflation
below 4 percent in the early years can ~e offset by nominal inflati~n above
4 percent in the later years without substantial losses being incurred.
Other res~archers have compared constant quality housing price indices
with the CPl for individual metropolitan area markets. Case and Schiller
(1987) constructed their own housing index for four metropolitan areas
using a tech~ique called the weighted repeat sales fi~thod'3. The areas
were Atlanta. Chicago. Dallas. and San Francisco. and the time period
covered by their study was 1970 through 1986. When they compared the
results to the CPl. they found that constant quality house appreciation in
all four cities was greater than or equll to the CPl change during the same
time period3~.
One final question arises with regard to the choire of a mean
arrreciation parameter. lt is whether houses occupied hi elderly
homeo.~ers will arpreriate as much as those occupied by homeowners of all
ages? Some have argued that the elderly live in olde~ homes located" in
older neigh~orh~ods. and therefore. house appreciation will lag ~ehind that
of the general population. we have not found any study that would confirm
this. In 'act. we have produced some evidence that would indicate that the
diff.rence, if it exists at all. may not be very large. Specifirally. Wp
examined the national longitudinal sample of the Annual Housing Surveys
from 1974 and 1983. Using the technique described in the next subsection
of this paper. we estimated the average annual mean and varIance of
appreciation based on respondant's self reported value estimates of the
same houses in both surveys. In the first case, houses were selected if
they had a mortgage and a~ initial ~alue lEeater than 520.000 in 19?'j~
without regard to the age of the borrowers. The ,nnualiz.d mean-and
variance of the appreciation rates of these houses was computed to he .OS3
(8.3 percent) and .017. respectively. In the second case. houses were
sa If one accounts for depreciation of existing homes at a rate of
between \ and 1 percent per year. then average overall inflation of 4\ t~ 5
percent per year is necessary to support the model's 4 percent expected
housing apprecjation estimate .
• ~ This method Ulili~es large data bases on real estate transactions in a
metropolitan area to identify single family homes which sold more than ~n,e
during the period covered by the data. Then. using only the repeat sales
to construrt thp r~i~. index, the auth~rs Ivoid the quality biases Inhere~t
in other hou~i~~ price indites (such IS median sales pric.s r.port~d ~y th.
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selected as before. but with the additional requirement that the homeowner
in 1974 be in the 55 or older age cat.&ory~· .. The second sample had
annualized mean and variance of appreciation of .076 and .016. This
finding. while not a full study of the question. did reassure us that
houses occupied by the elderly do not have appreciation characteristics
that are vastly different from those of all houses.
2.

Variance of Appreciation

Host readers know what is a reasonable estimate for a mean
appreciation rate based upon their ,eneral knowledge of the housing market.
The assumed value of 4 percent annual appreciation in the model can be
compared to the 1970's and 1980's when the rate averaged around 7 or 8
percent. The 1990's are likely to produce lower appreciation; hence. the 4
percent estimate seems reasonable. However. few readers are likely to know
what is a reasonable estimate for the variance or standard deviation of
appreciation ba$ed upon a general knowledge of the market. Even experts in·
the housing field have not determined how to measure this parlmeter 3 ' .
The model uses an assumed variance (e t ) of .01. which is equivalent to
a standard deviation (e) of .10 (10 percent). We have not determined a
meth~d of measuring this parameter precisely.
Instead. we have used a
technique which makes use of the national longitudinal sample of the Annual
Housing Surveys between 1974 and 1983 to estimate the order of magnitude of
the variance. This technique will be described below. and the results
prese~tec in Table 11.
We call the technique the "mid-point" approach. It R~ovide~ estimates
of both the mean (~) and variance (e t ) of appreciation averaged over a
multi-year period. The problem with using AHS data to estimate ~ and e 2
for short periods of time--i.e .• one or two years--is that the survey
respondants' estimates of house values are reported by class interval
rather than point estimates. If one allocates the house value to be the
mid-point of the reported class interval. then substantial errors could be
introduced. particularly when estimating the volatility parameter. To
~inimi~e errors. we extend the time period.
Two multiple year time periods
were examined: 1974 to 1983 (9 years) and 1978 to 1983 (5 years).
The
nine year p-enodl s the longest "PeTi'OtI-ttrr--whi't"h-ttre longi-htdind -s.mpl~ - - - - 
could be followed. while the shorter period was chosen to eliminate some of
the high housing inflation years of the mid-70·s.

~-~

National Association of Realtors).
•• Expressed as average annual percentage changes in the indices between
1970 and 1986. Case and Schiller report the following nominal housing
appreciation rates: Atlanta 6.91. Chicago 1.0:. Oailis 9.1%. and San
Francisco ll.3%. During the same period the CPI averaged 6.7% per year.
S~
Choice of houses with a mortg,@e is a proxy for standard quality.
while the S20.000 minimum value is a way of eliminating -handyman specials·
which may have under~onp ,u~stantial upgrading between the survey dates.
lie
OnE' codd ugUt that many elderly homeowners have paid off th~ir
mort~a@ .. s; hence. they would not be included in the second sample".
In

Tabl. 11
Appreciation Characteri.tici by Typ. of "ort,.,.

All Houses in Sat()le
1978-83
Annual Mean
Appreciation Rate
Variance
Standard Deviation
1974-83
Annual Mean
Aooreciation Rate
Variance
Standard Deviation

So.lrce:

fbJses Sold DJring
Base Year-

FHA

Non-F'KA

FHA

Non-FHA

.071
.013
.113

.065
.015
.123

.064
.009
.09)

.060
.011
.103

.084
.017

na
na
na

na
na

.083
.017
.128

.131

na

National Lcn::;iitudinal SCl'll'le of Annual Ho.Jsi~ Surveys for
1974, 1978, and 1983. The sample included only houses with
mortgages ~~ initial. values ~re~ter than $20,000 in the
base years (1974 and 1978, respectively).

• Restricting the sample to ho.Jses sold during the base year may improve the
accuracy of the reported values, which are estimates solicited fran the
survey respondants. The reason is that respondants are likely to have
ft'Ore accurate kl'lOolledge of the value of their ho.Jse in the year of a sale.
Insufficient cases exist in the sample to restrict it to houses sold in
both years.
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The mid-point technique begins with the .s·sumption that house prices
follow. &eometric Browni.n motion proc.ss as defined previously. This
~eans that over. multi-year period of t ,e.rs the distribution of the
cumulative appreciation r.tes should have a mean of ~t •• v.ri.nce of o2t.
and standard deviation of O\t. The s.mple of houses to be .elected
included only those with mortg.ges and initial values greater than $20,000
in the base ,ear. Let
mid-p~int

H?

•

value estimate of a selected house in the 1978
survey. and

H.~

• mid-point value estimate of the same house in the 1983
survey.

Then In (H.~/H7~) is one observation of the random variable representing
the 5 year cumulative appreciation rate. We compute the mean, variance.
and standard deviation of all such observations in the sample and divide by
t or the square root of t. as appropriate, to obtain annualized parameter
estimates. The results of our calculations are presented in Table 11.
Bas.d on these somewhat imprecise measurements. we concluded that the ~rder
of magnitude of the variance parameter is about .01. This is the value
that we assumed in the HECM model.
3.

Sensitivity to Parameter Changes

The final c~nsideration in this section is an analysis of the
sensitivity of the model to changes in the parameters., As,mentioned
previously. the sensitivity to changes in the underlying mortality rates
are not explicitly shown here. Instead. the senSitivity to changes in the
move-out rate parameter are shown. Together the mortality and move-out
rates define the rate of mortgage prepayment. which is the imp~rtant
phenomenon that these parameters are attempting to quantify: Lower
mortality can be offset by higher move-outs and vice versa. Hence. the
sensitivity to prepayment speed is shown by variations in the assumed move
out rate parameter.
Table 12 is similar in format to Tables 6 and 7. The loan terms are
calculated using the principal limit method of the currentimod.l.The
exp.cted losses and HIP collection are then analyzed by using the assumed
parameter values in the basic model.

response to this. we note that HECH borrowers would all occupy hom.s which
the quality standards to obtain a mortgage or else they would be
required to bring the property up to standard as a condition of the H£C~l
loan agreement.
S?
Previously cited studies which model housing assets using a similar
geometric Bro~~ian motion process do not indicate how the parameter (0) is
to be measured.

~eet

Table 12
SENSITIVITY OF PRESENT VALUES OF EXPECTED LOSSES/HIP COLLECTED
TO CHANGES IN THE HODEL PARAHITERS
Assumed Loan Terms:
80rrowt'r Age
Hax Claim Amt
Interest Rate
Servicing Fee

•
•
•

•

75
$100.000
10%
0

-

Lowt'r

ParamE'ter

0.,

Closing Costs
Initial Draw
Tenure Payment
Line of Credit

Hodel Assumption

•
•
•
•

$1.500
0
$357
0

Higher

31

4%

5l

SI.(l30
3201
126%

2880
3201
90%

1901.

AFprec. Variance 1 (c' ).

.005

.010

.015

Expt'ctec Less
Exrt'ctt'd mp
Loss/HlP %

2545
3201
80%

2880
3201
90%

3168
3201
99%

0.0

0.3

0.6

4424
3481
127%

2880
3201
90%

1938
3005
64%

8.5%

9.5%

10.5:

3486
3319

2880
3201
90%

2384
3098

HE'an Arrrpciation
~),'jH t t'C LC'ss
Exrf:'rtt'd HIP
Loss /H! P %

Hove-Out Rate (m 1
Expt'cted Loss
ExpE'cted HIP
Loss/HIP %
Discount Rue ( i )
Exppcted Loss
lJ:pected MIP
Loss/HIP %

10~1

3201
59l

77:

Corrp~ro~dlng standard d~viations (D) are 7 percent. 10 percent. and
12\ pE'r(ent. respt'ctively.
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From the table. it is cl~ar that the H£CH mod~l is very sensitive to
small changes in the mean appreciation rate. An average appreciati~n rate
that varies by one percent in either direction from the assumed 4 percent
causes the ratio of loss to HIP to range from 126 percent down to S9
percent. The model appears to be somewhat less sensitive to changes in the
variance. although it is difficult to determine whether the range of values
shown for the variance represent a small or a large deviation from the
assumed value. The model is quite sensitive to the changes in the move-out
rate als~. As with the variance. it is difficult to determine whether the
range shown rer~esents a small or large deviation for this parameter. For
both the variance and the move-out rate, the data gathered from the
demonstrati~n should provide some indication as to the likely magnitude of
fluctuations. Finally. the sensitivity to the discount rate is not great.
Large deviations in the discount rate from the assumed value are unlikely
because the rate assumed will necessarily be close to the value of the ten
year Treasury rate.

DER1V1crlOO OF EXPECTED VAUJE AND (."'OODITICI'W.. EXPECTED VALVE fOR
UX;-N:JRMALLY DISI'RlBl1I'ED IOJS£ PRICES

let

=

house price at time t,
initial house price, t • 0,
= H(t)/Ho,
Y(t} . :. In!fi(t)/Ho},
Bt t.) = outst.and.ing balance on IfOrtgage at time t, and
b(t) = B{t}/Ho.
H(t)

Ii,.,
lqt)

'!tIen

X(t)

::-

=

ev ('I::) ,

where we assUJTe that Y(t) is a Brownian IfOtion process with drift.
~te that this assurrption iJrplies that for any given time t -= t-,
Y(t*) is a noDmally distributed random variable with mean ~t- and
variance 02t·, where J.I and 0 are constants. Furthemore, X(t) is
a ge<:netric Brownian IfOtion and is a lo9noDmally distributed
ra.ndcrn variable.

Ass1Jl11?:

tim? is fixed at t :: 1, lMking the nean and variance of
Y(t} equal J.I and 0 2 ,
X is an observed value of the .rarrl:::rn variable. X(t},
and
Y is an observed value of the randcrn variable Y(t}.

For si1Ti>licity of notation, we shall use the variables X, Y, and b
in place of X(t), Y(t), and b(t), keE?ping in mind that the
.
variables are actually time dependent. '!tie assurrption that t -= 1
will be relaxed when appropriate. '!tie problem is to find E[X]
and ElX:x < b].
A.

D!rive [[XI:

let
grY)

=

eY •

1tlen E[X) = [[eV ] >= E[g(Y) J. That is, fWing the expected value
of X is equivalent to finding the expected value of the fUnction
9(Y) .. e Y • According to Ross (1983) (chapt. 1.3), the expected
value of the function of a rancbn variable is given by:

E[9(Y)]

J:: 9(y)dF(y)

=

J:: g(y)fCy)dy ,

•

(A-l)

where
F(y) is the probability distribution function of Y, and
fty) is the probability density function of Y.
(~te

that the integrals in (A-l) are non-stochastic because they
are expressed in te~ of the .real-valued variable, y, and not the
rard:::m variable, Y).
Sirw:e Y is assuned to have the no.mal distribution,

fey)

•

[l/oV(2n»)

WIle

have:

e-~t(Y-~'/Ol· ,

(A-2 )

where equation (A-2) is the density function of a normally
distrib..ttoo randcrn variable with nean J,l, and variance o~.

Substituting (A-2) into equation (A-l),
E[g(Y)l
~

let
y'

= E[eV ] = [l/oV(2n)]

= (Y-J,l)/o

WIle

get:

J:: e e-~I(Y-~)/O). dy
y

. (A-3)

,

which transforms the y into observed values of a standardized
randcrn variable. (Note that dy'
dy/O). Rewrite equation (A-3)
and siJrplify:

=

E[eV ]

= e~
=

[l/v(2n)]

e+'-~'

J:: eaY'e-~"

[l/v(2n)l

J:: e-~(Y'

dy' ,

-0)'

dy' ,

(A-4)
As prOVed by-'Paizen--(l960) (Chapt.~:-24};-131-s-anl:dentlty which
equals 1. That is,

~ = [1/v(2n)] J: e-~(Y'

-)'

dy'

E

l.

(A-S)

Ca1t:line equations (A-4) and (A-S) to get:
E[X)

= E(e

V ]

= e+'~ • •

Since the variable X, and the constants
dependent, we rewrite (A-6):

(A-6)
\J

and

0

are actually time

E[X(t)] =
E[Htt)]
B. ~Derive

Again let

eu~·~·~

and

I

== Hoeu~-~'t

erx:x
g(Y}

co

•

(A-7)

< b]:

.
eY •

'n1en E[X;x < b] E[g(Y):y < In(b)]. That is, the conditional
. expected value of X 9iven that the observed value, x, is less than
b is equivalent to the conditional expected value of the function
-g(Y) given that y is less than the natural log of b. Rewrite
equation (A-I):
II:

ln 1 b)

E[g(Y)ly

<

In(b)]

= J--

g(y)dF(y)

lnlb)

J

II:

__

g(y)f(y)dy

(A-8)

F(y) and fCY) are revised probability distribution and
density functions. Specifically, the revised probability density
f~tion is given by:

~re

fCY) :: [1/AJ [1/0If(2n)]
if

-eEl

<

e-~(Iy- •..q/e>l",

(A-9)

Y ~ In(b), and

fey) :: 0 ,

otherwise. The factor [1/AJ is required so that the total area
under the probability density function equals I, as is required of
all probability density functions. See graph in this Afpendix.
That is, in order for

J:

f(y) dy = 1 ,

then the constant A must be given by:
(A-IO)

'n1erefore, fran equations (A-8), (A-9), and (A-I0) we have:
E[Xlx

<

b] :: E[eY:y

<

In(b)} ::

I

Jn(b)

[l/A] 1l/0If( 2")]

_

e y e-~(

Iy-u)

Ie>,.

dy.

(A-11).

let

=

y'

u =

(y-~)/o, and
[In(b)-~]Io,

Rewrite

which transformc; roth y and In(b) into standardized fonn.
equation (A-II) and s~lify:
£[Xlx

<

b] = e u (I/A]

[1/v(2n)]

f~~· e-~··

[l/A] [1/v(2n)]

dy'

f~ e-~(y·-a).

dy'
(A-12)

Note that equation (A-12) is similar to equation (A-4), except
that f'lOI,o.' we have:
(A-13 )

Note that fIO,.' 0 < P < I, which neans that the concJitional expected
value is always less than or equal to the unconditional expected
value. In the case of very large outstanding balance on the
rro~9age, then In(b) and U ~ also very large, and the values of
A and P approach 1. In this case the cendi tiona 1 and
W1Conditional expect.ed values are nearly equal. In the limit, as
b goes to ex:, they are equa 1 .
Since the X, p, and 0 ~ actually tine defendent, we rewrite
equations (A-12) and (A-13) as:
(A-H)
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ue\:.)

P = [l/A] (l/v(2n)]
where
~(t)

= {In[b(t)]

__

e·~(Y·-GV\:.).

dy',

(A-IS)
~A-l6)

- pt}/oVt ,

and

A

= [1/{oVt

f

Inllto (tt.»)

v(2n)}]

__

e-~l(Y-U~)/~tt.).

dy.

(A-17)

Equations (A-14) through (A-17) SfE'Cify the desired conditional
e>cpected val ue. tt:::>te that equation (A-14) can also be wri tten

as:
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